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Issues Statement
On Civil Rights
15c Group To Be Clearing
Till Killers Reveal Death Threats 
Lose Chain
Of Stores
In Boycott
The half brothers acquitted of
murdering 14
-year-old .Emmett
(Bobo) Till disclosed last week
they have received numerous
Aideath threats since a Mississippi
Vjury absolved them in the famous
"wolf whistle" killing of the Chi-
cago Negro youth.
The threats to J. W. Milan and
his half - brother. Roy Bryant,
in the form of letters from out-
side the state. were revealed in
an article in the new issue of Look
Magazine of New York. by Wil-
liam Bradford Rule, who repeated
charges he made in Look a year
ago that Milam shot the Negro
youth after Till had made ad-
vances at Bryant's wife.
Despite the threats to him and
his family, Milatn has been for-
bidden to carry a gun by the
sheriff, the magazine said.
TWO HAVE SUFFERED
Milam also admitted in the ar-
ticle that he and Bryant have suf-
fered resentment from their neigh-
bors and a string of economic re-
vet ses in the 16 months since their
trial.
k jp told of the •following set-
flans:
A boycott by Negroes which has
forced the pair to dose or sell
a chain of small stores they had
operated in the Mississippi Delta.
Refusal of many Negroes to
work in Milam's cotton fields,
forcing him to hire white men at
higher pay.
Being unable to rent land or
borrow money in Tallahatchie
County, the county which had
"swarmed" to his defense during
the trial.
Of his current status. Milani de-
clared "I don't know nobody and
nobody knows me."
"Everything's gone against me
— even the dry %%Tether which has
hurt my cotton. I'm living in a
See KILLERS, Page 2
View
NEW ST. AUQUSTINE HIGH
— This is the architects' view
of the St. Augustine High
school now under construction
at Kerr ave.. one block west
of Belle%ue. It will be an in•
Of Attractive
stitutiee well.suited for a a y -
child to attend, regardless of
race. The estimated cost
equipped is 3350,000. When
completed the facilities will
accommodate 300 high school
Catholic
spulenttr- entt-1104,- -grammar
pupils. Father Capistran J.
Haag. OFM, pastor of St Au-
gustine is in charge of build-
ing the school. The project is
under the direction ot Bishop
Construction Underway On
School
William L. A.elrlan, D, D.,
Bishop of Nashville. Construe.
lion began in December WA
and is expected to be com•
Meted Aug. 15, 1957.
New St. Augustine High
Bishop William L.. Adrian, D.D., Bishop of Nashville, half acre plot of Calvary ceme-
is building a new high school for the ever-growing St. tery facing Kerr ave.
Augustine parish in Memphis. COSTS 3350,000
With the new high school the enrollment will Wisemamand Bland are the be
ar-
chitects and Father Capistran J.
doubled, both in the grammar department, which will be
Lee Pushes For Wealthy White
Deputy Marshal Bows To Mobile
A report that Lt. George W.
Lee has been waging a lively be-
hind-the-scenes fight to get a Ne-
gro appointed to the new federal
deputy marshal post opened here
last week by a retirement. was
confirmed Monday by the Repub-
lican leader.
Lt. Lee declined to discuss the
matter further "at this time." He
said he had hoped thennove could
have been "kept under wraps un-
til we got to home base on it."
If he succeeds in having a Ne-
gro appoirited, it will be the sec-
ond time his efforts would have
Egefulted in a Negro holding the
*ilfa:A. Long-standing tradition was
shattered in 1954 when he suc-
ceeded in getting Raymond Ly-
nom, florist, made a deputy mar-
shal.
REQUIREMENTS TIGHT
Lynom served as deputy mar-
hal about six months before
tightened Civil Service require-
ments for the job forced him to
give it up.
Although there was quite a hit ,
of fuss made tit the time tit' Mr.'
Lynom's appointment, Mr. Ly-
nom later told the Defender he
received fine cooperation while he
held the job.
Landing this job would be con-
sidered a rather choice political
TEC Will Meet
On January 12
George W. Brooks, of Clarks-
ville, Tenn.. executive secretary of
the Tennessee Education Com
egress, has called a meeting of the
School Barrier
Hass, OFM pastor of St. Au-
gustine is in charge of building
this school. The general contrac-
tor is Fred Young Builders. The
estimated cost is $350.000 equip-
At present. St. Augustine is the ned.
only Negro Catholic high school The entire high school plant willin the state of Tennessee. The consist of two buildings, one an
present enrollment of St. Augus- educational building and the oth-
er a multi-purpose structure.
In the educational building there
300 b'eh school students and 600 will he two offices for the ad-
gran aar pupils. 
, ministration of the school one
The new school is being built general and the other for the prin-The wealthy white guardian of
on Kerr Avenue, one block west of cipal. It will have six large lec-
a 12-year-old Negro girl gave up
 , Bellevue. The site is a twelve and tore-type classrooms. There will
her fight for the time being to get
the girl in a white school in ,
Mobile. Ala., last week.
Mrs. Dorothy DaPonte. who at-
tempted last Fall to obtain ad-
mission for Carrie Mae McCants,
to an all-white school on the ba-
sis that she had been reared in
the DaPonte home, tutored both By H. CLARKE NABRIT
in this country and abroad and Director of Public Relations
qualified to study with whites in
The Tennessee Baptist Missionary & Educationalher own white neighborhood, has
admitted the child in Emersoo State Convention is yet rejoicing over its accomplish.
school, Negro. ments and its progress reported at its recent session in
The girl spends the week ends Jackson, Tenn.
at the luxurious DaPonte home
and resides in a home near the
school during the week days
The Mobile city school board re-
jected Mrs. DaPonte's request
for admission of the girl in the
white neighborhood school.
t h e old St. Augustine school on
Walker and the high school de-
partment.
tine is 530. When the new school
is completed it will accommodate
Tennessee BM & E Sets
Rev.Owen
This convention, under the leadership of Dr. S. A.
Owen reviewed its program and
its progress in a history making
session in which there were
many high-lights. There was no
this was quite a contrast to the
report made the year Dr. Owen
was first elected president of the
question in the minds of the hun- convention, for at that time the fi-
dreds of messengers to this ses- nancial status was in a had state
sion, that it was the largest of affairs.
ever in attendance, and one of the 
most challenging and inspiring in
all the history of the convention.
This, in itself, is a tribute to
the leadership of President Owen,
who over a period of years has
stimulated and given inspiration
to the constituents to support
Evangelism, to the extent that
Christian Education, Missions and
The college teday has a largeEvangelism to the extent that
at this setting of the Convention, increase in numbers over last
quality and standard of work re•
the financial director reported year's enrollment, and is approxi-
Delegate Assembly for Jan. 12 at that over sixty-three thousand dol-
mating its load capacity, for the
Tennessee State university, Nash- The patient is confined in Room tars had-been given for these pur- muted of its student body.
elite Rev R. A. Stewart, of Gal- 14, the sixth floor. Her husband, P0 ra- The college had for its
latin, president of TEC, will pre- George A stevens, is a well- A DEFINITE CHANGE
tides known businessman. According to the records See TENNEriEE, Page 2
Mrs. C. Stevens
Condition 'Fair'
Mrs. Celtic Stevens, of 800 Mc-
Lemore ave., a teacher at Booker
T. Washington High school here,
underwent major surgery at E.
H. Crump hospital during a two
and one half hour operation last
week. On Monday her condition
was reported as "fair" by a hos-
pital aide.
ives. The college represents a mil-
lion dollars investment, which de-
monstrates the interest that Ten-
nessee Baptist has in the youth
of this generation and genera.
Dons to come.
Use
be a boiler room and ordinary
toilet facilities.
DOUBLE-SIZE CLASSROOMS
Double size classrooms will he
available for the business course.
chemistry, biology and home eco-
See AUGUSTINE, Page 2
No Punishment
For Two; Broke
Woman's Arm
Two policemen
Negro
will face
„lice Chief
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make
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Dedicate
New Center
January 13
The new Douglass Park Coni- i
munity center at 1616 Ash st., will,
he dedicated Sunday afternoon,
Jan. 13. Juvenile Court Judge
Elizabeth McCain will deliver the
principal address on the dedica-
tory program to be held in the
Douglass High gymnasium.
The program commences at 2:30
p. m.. with a prelude by the Doug-
lass High B a n d, led by Nelson
Jackson.
City officials and delegates to
,
the Bluff City and Shelby Coun-
ty Council of Civic clubs are 'n-
eluded in the list of persons who
have bees invited to attend the
dedication.
OTHERS ON PROGRAM
Marion Hale, director of re-
creation for the party commis-
sion. is in charge of the dedicatory
ceremony. H. S. Lewis, parks com-
missioner also will be present.
Opening remarks by Rev. Alex-
ander Gladney, president of the
Douglass-Bungalow and Crump Ci
vie club, Will follow the invoc ation
efi e Rev. A. Vt. Witliams an sing-
bin"Vir the Dotigfatie ` Glee 01lb-tin-
der the direction of Mrs. Erness
Westley.
Mrs. Mondale Cross, Douglass
PTA president, Miss Willis A. Mc-
Williams, assistant secretary of
the council of civic clubs. and J.
D. Springer. principal of Doug-
ltaics.sl
s
High, 
will make five-minute
A meeting in the center of the
council of civic clubs will follow
the dedication. 
0
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He said he had statements from
several Negro witnesses who said
Officers H. T. McKinney and M.
R. Burns were not at fault.
Perele Reid, of 582 Chapin, who
suffered the broken arm, and
Christeen Beard, of the same ad-
dress, were both charged with
disorderly conduct in the case and
the former also with resisting ar-
rest
BOY BROKE WINDOW
The officers had received a call
on Dec. 27, that Christeen Beard's
son lAd broken a window in a
See WOMAN, Page 2
Mrs. 0. M. Lynk
Dies 8 Days
After Husband
The pride Of the convention is Mrs. Ola Moore Lynk, of 1322
the school owned and operated l Willett, died at her home Sunday
by it, as one of its main object-' afternoon, Her death came just
eight days after that of her hus-
band. Dr. Miles V. Lynk, found-
er of the old University of West
Again the same old story —aTennessee, She was 85.
!ARe family wanted to sell (thisMrs. Lynk, a native of Mobile,
time they needed to because ofAla., and a graduate of Tuskegee
size of the family) and there wereInstitute, Came to Memphis in the
early 1900s. She was first mar-
ried to the late Henry Moore, a
mortician, and was a widow for
around 20 years before marrying
Dr. Lynk.
th. $8-11,000 class.Mrs. Lynk had been active in
I Mr. and Mrs. Ray Garner, who
See MRS. LYNN., Page S owned the home at 1780 Edmond-
lettellalle111011110111111111111111111111111111111111MIMInte
21 Cities Oust
Jim Crow Buses
Without Trouble
Unlike Montgomery.
mingham. Mobile find Talls•
hassee where bus desegrega•
tion touched off either violence
or other organized protest —
some official — other cities
have dropped segregated seat-
ing quietly.
The Southern Regional
Council says 21 cities desegre-
gated buses without trouble.
It listed the cities as: l,ittle
Rock, Pine Bluff, Fort Smith
and Hot Springs, Ark Cher
lotte, Greensboro. Durham and
Wipston-Salem, N. C.; Knox.
ville, Tenn: San Antonio, Cor•
pus Christi and Dallas, Tex.
and Richmond. Norfolk. Ports.
mouth, Newport News, Peters-
burg. Charlottesville, Freder-
icksburg, Lynchburg and Roa-
noke, Va.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
A group o; Negro and white'
leaders in Nashville last Friday
urged Gov. Frank Clement to
maintain his past line of leader-
ship in the desegregation problem.
They said they believed .t would
be best for the 7eople of Tenn-
essee.
Their signed request to the gov-
ernor was presented less than a
week before the governor was
expected to go before the state
legislature and recommend school
legislation which, indications were.
included a request for individual
student assignment power for lo-
cal school boards.
Dr. Herman H. Long, head of
the racal relations department at
Fisk university, said the group de-
cided to appeal to the governor
out of concern "on our part that
the positive side of the issue has
not been given enough airing"
He said the group was made
up of several persons who are as-
sociated in a number of organiz-
ations and the move was a sort
of spontaneous outgrowth of their
concern.
Those who signed the statement,
as individuals. were:
Dr. Long, Dr. H. D. Bollinger,
Prejudice Takes Over
In Edmonson Ave. Area
Memphis' housing problem squeeze is being repeated
again. It's quite the same old story except for the one
element that always changes — the location.
This time it's Edmondson ave. that's dotted with the
"For Sale" signs.
As always the white families
are moving out and the Negro
families are moving in—this time
getting pretty good homes as the
developMent ia less than 10 yeers
old
no white buyers but plenty of Ne-
gro buyers.
Edmondson is a short street just
south of South Parkway E., west
of Barksdale. The homes are in
son, were one of the first to sell:
"We had to move. Our house
was too small for our family.
We tried to sell to whites, but
none would buy. So we sold to
colored."
Richard Tucker, founder and at-
torney for Glenview Plan, Inc.,
an organization dedicated to keep-
ing Glenview and the surround-
ing areas all-white, pretty aptly
stated the other side of the storv:
"I'm convinced the Negroes
were not guilty of block busting
on Edmondson. Some 70,000 Ne-
groes have moved to Memphis in
the last 10 years Only 10,000 Ne-
gro housing units have been built,
ey've got to live somewhere."
House For Racial Ills
The Ministers and Citizens League of Nlemphis an-
nounced this week that it will work unceasingly to obtain
compliance with the "law of the land" in Memphis as in-
terpreted by the United States Supreme Court.
The League, composed of the leading ministers of
Memphis and representative Oh 
zens, is the first local group 01 !telligent electorate of the state of
its kind formed in recent years
to give expression to significant
racial problems of minority citi-
zens and to strive actively for the
attainment of their first-class cit-
izenship. It is a non-profit and
non-political organization.
Clerical representation in t h e
League includes outstanding
members of the strong Interde-
nominational Ministers Alliance.
WATCH AND ACT
The Ministers and Citizens
League gave its position on bias
in a broad statement on civil
rights which supported the edicts
on segregation handed down by
the U. S. Supreme Court, and call-
ed for compliance on the local
level.
Giving its stand with regard to
slate legislation, the League said
in its statement: "That the mem-
bers of the Tennessee State leg-
islature be made fully aware the
Ministers and Citizens I,eague has
as one of it; objectives to keep
all citizen; alert to any proposals,
bills, etc-. which are aimed at cir-
cumventing the laws of the land
as interpreted by the Supreme
Court of the U. S."
The statement pointed n u t
"that any elected member of
the Tennessee State legislature
who sponsors such circumvent-
ing legislatioe will be met at
the poll,, by concerted canto
peign effalrte to defeat [bat leg.
isl*nr.
do not believe." Ike state-
ment said. "that organizations
which Sr. dedicated to lawless-
ness, mob rule, and willful dis-
regard of human rights represent,
nor reflect the thinking of the in
Tennessee.
"Nor do we believe that the ma.
jority of the citizens of Tennes-
see advocate disrespect and sits-
obedience to the laws of the land,
as the voice of some isolated re-
actionaries would have the pea,
plc of the world believe."
ON THE LOCAL LEVEL
Turning to the local level, the
League declared, "We are dedi•
rated to the task of working with-
out ceasing for hill, first-class cal-
renship,"
atement specified as fol•
lows: "We seek equal protect-
lion under the law. We deplore
the fact that many of our cal-
ens are brutally and inhumanely
treated by police officers, even
though they offer no resistance
to arrest.
"We denounce the use of unnec-
essary police force upoi. citizens,
regardless of race.
"We seek the use of public, tar-
supported facilities without dia.
crimination. including the parks,
golf courses, libraries, zoo, art
igallery, museum and city sod-
HOUSING. TRANSPORTATION
"We seek unbiased treatment in
housing for our people.
"We .pledge our efforts to end
segregation on public transporta-
tion in the city of Memphis.
'We hope to obtain thceeoals set
within the area of peace and
tranquility. - .
"Because 5f thel, faith filet 4/111
posaess in the integrity of the cit-
izens of Tennessee to support law
and order and the rights of al
'Stee MINISTERS, Pare
Mixed Delegation Calls
n Governor Clement
director of college and university
religious life, Methodist Board of
Education. Mrs. Harold Benja-
min, president of Nashville's
League of Women Voters: Rev.
Cecil Culverhouse, president of
Nashville Ministerial Alliance, an
interracial association, and pas-
tor of West Nashville Presbyter-
ian church: Mrs. C, M. Hayes. Ns.
gro housewife and member of the
Parent-Teacher Association;
Mrs. John McCall, president of
the United Church Women of Ten-
nessee: Dr. A. C. Miller, execu-
tive secretary of the Christian Life
Commission of the Southern Bap.
tint Convention: Rabbi William B.
Silverman, of the Temple in Nash-
ville, and Rev. Kelly Miller Smith,
pastor of First Baptist church,
vice president of the ministerial
alliance and president of t h •
Nashville chapter NAACP,
RETAIN 'GOOD FAITH'
The statement addressed te
Clement reads in part: " . . . lB
refusing to 'follow the road of deft.
See GOVERNOR, Page 2
sAfGe FOR FRANCE — The at-
tractive Mrs. Ruth whittakisr•
Crenshaw, daughter of Mr. aid
Mrs. °tie Whittaker of Nashville
and former teacher at VI oodslisek
Training school, sailed last week
on the U. S. Naval ship "Buck-
ner" to joie her husband. A-le
Kenneth 0. Crenshaw, who is on
duty with the USAF in Chatter-
eanx, Fences Airman Crenshaw
Is the son of Mrs. Kathleen May,
e( 1305-07 Sardis st., Allempbere
•children ranging in age from 15
Months to 16 years, said last
Week "I need a sewing machine
TAT-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Jan. 12, 1957
Tri-Sfafc:
News In Nutshell
Have You An Old Sewing Machine?
Mrs. Madgie Williams of 1010 That way (with a donated a, w-
Caldwell Alley, mother of eight ling machine). I can make them
over." She pointed out, "tae live
out of a monthly check from the
Aid Is Dependent Children (Pro-
gram)." She may b• reached at
awful bad. People give us clothes. WHilehall 2-5964.
Death Takes ` Bubba' Leroy Dodson
The pop of a shoe shine eloth
thein  expert hands of "Bubba"
Leroy Dodson is no longer heard
at Beale and Hernando. "Bub-
ba"', who was ft and had served
as a bootblack on Beale st. for
*bout 50 years, is dead. Its 0P-
crated Bubba Dodson's Shoe Shine
Parlor, a small hole-in-the-wall.
Many notable persons sought out
his establishment for shoe shines.
He died Wednesday, Jan. 2 after
a brief illness. Funeral services
were held from S. W. Qualls
chapel.
Case Of Disappearing Watch
Philltp Petty of 309 Carter, meantime the watch disappeared,
Walked into the Mulford's Jewelry according to a saleslady. She no-
Store, of 36 S. Main last week, tified an officer in the store, and
and asked to examine a $350' Petty was arrested, the watch re-
watch. Hei started edging his hand covered from his pocket, and he
towards his pocket and made out was held to I h a state on a tar-
with a handkerchief. But m his ceny charge.
Officer Fined For Speeding
Po114• officer Benjamin J. estimated Whitney was driving 50.
Whitney was fined $26 in City He said he couldn't get a block of
Court on a charge of speeding exact speed on Whitney, but thathe was driving 50 and couldn't
last week. Patrolman la o 5 Win- catch him. Whitney said only, "I
tied testified he followed Whitney don't th ink I was speeding."
on South Parkway between Or- Judge Boushe dismissed a reek-
leans and Bellevue on Dee. 30 and less driving charge.
Minister With Meat Cleaver
Sessions Judge Hoffman bound ter of Almeata Cofield of 9413-F
Rev. Luther Washington, 68. of Porter, was knocked 90 feet by
2160 Henrietta rd., to the state Ellis' car, and into a bus slop
on a charge of assault a o d bat- sign. Ellis stopped looked at the
levy, after the minister was at- dead child and sped away accord.
rested for chopping at the head ing to witnesses, whose descrip-
of Rev. Dave Gray, 69, of 5880 lions led to his arrea.st at his
Monroe rd. with a meat cleaver, home.
during an argument at a church
meeting at Bennett Chapel church
en January 31. Rev. Gray testi-
fied that Rev. Washington insist-
ed on conducting a meeting him-
self during which he Was being
voted out as minister of t h e
church, and being replaced by
Rev. Gray. Whoa demands were
Made that he appoint a modera-
tor for the meeting Rev. Washing-
ton allegedly pilled a meat cleav-
er from under the altar and cut
Rev. Gray on the head. Bond
was set at $250. A witness said
the cleaver was in the church to
use for tutting kindling for t h e
'Murcia stove.
I_Osos Efli& 02 flOt Wellington,
Was bed to the state on a sec-
ond degree murder charge last
week, after police said his car
*truck and killed an 8-y • a r-old
child pedestrian Dec. 29, at Walk-
er and Porter. Ellis was a!so fin.
Governor
(Continued from Page 1)
trice and evasion (of the supreme
court segrega lion decision,)
through defeat of earlier legisla-
tive efforts to circumvent the
Court's decisions and the use of
powers of your office to prevere
mob rule from displacing judicial
authority in Clinton, you have en-
abled our state to face the issues
involved with sanity, lf-respect
and 'good faith'
COMPLIANCE REQUESTED
"Our concern is that this course
of leadership continue to be fol-
lowed, that our state be allowed
to proceed in a climate of constru-
five experimentation toward full
compliance with federal constitu-
ad on charges of driving while Donal authority in these matters
Intoxicated, leaving the scene of and the decisions of its own Se-
an accident and reckless driving . preme Court. We do not see the
His bond was set at 63.200. T h e necessity for any legislatien at
child, Mary Noble Cofield, daugh- the present time, inasmuch as
 our present laws which define the
• 
powers and duties of local school
boards provide ample legal basis
upon which any boards may - plan
and act under their own initiative
toward school desegregation. We
strongly oppose any measpre which
weakens the public school system
or threatens to abolish it. Like-
wise, we disfavor those legislative
proposals now made public which
are variously described as
'- moderately segregationist" or
"moderately integrationist" in
general purpose.
'They would involve the school
boards of the state in a morass
of limitations, qualifications, pu-
pil and teacher-assignment specifi-
cations which would create eon-
fuson in the public mind and de-
feat local initiative toward schoel
deseei ea ation
Augushn
(Continued front Page 1)
amities. These are doubled in
lice to take care of future expan-
sion of the school. In addition, in
the educational building there will
be a teachers' lounge and a health
room both for health purposes an
for training in first aid
' Two libraries will be provided,
ice ?or general and the other a
reference and special library
In the multi-purpose building
there will be the gym itself used
for basketball and other physi-
cal education classes cafeteria.
assembly, chapel service social'
affairs and roller skating.
Along beside the gym there will
be rooms for t h e kitchen fully
equipped with a walk-inoefrigeo
etor. the offices for the physical
education teachers coaches, band-
master and the music teacher.
In addition girls and boys'
showers. locker rooms, football
equipment and lecture rooms and
the band room will be provided.
The new school is to he ready
for occupancy Aug. 15. 1957.
Say France's Mollet
Invited To States
PARIS -- ( INS, — An authori-
tative source said Tbesdav that
the U.S. government has invited
French Premier Guy Mollet to
visit Washinglon. The SOt1TCP did
not say whether Monet had ac-
cepted the hid
CHURCH I,EADERS MEET In
Washington to formulate f u r
action on civil rights. Pcomi•
neat in attendaece at the two-
day session called by the Fra-
ternal Council of Churches
were left to right Rev. F. L.
Shuttlesworth, leader of t h e
Birmingham b u s test suit;
Bishop Shernian L. Greene,
senior bishop of the A. M. E.
church, and Rev. Wm. Holmes
Borders, pastor of the It heat
Street Baptist church in Atlan-
ta and leader of the recently
organized "Jesus Movement"
of that city, designed to break
bus segregation there.
GOING UP — Dick Barnett,
Tennessee State's crack for-
ward, drops in a basket as the
Tigers trounced Grambling
college. 98 to 94, in Nashville,
Tenn., Saturday. In two games
—one against Knoxville college
—Barnett, who from Gael.
Ind., accounted for 48 points.
NAACP Gifts
Hit $1,000,000
NEW YORK — • INS) — Roy ,
Wilkins. executive secretary of the
NAACP, reported Tuesday that
the desegregation situation in the
South has brought record contri-
butions to the association.
Wilkins told the group's anneal
meeting that NAACP receipts in
, 1906 reached a peak of more than
L51.000,000.
ALL ABOUT THE WEST PIES
Did you know that many famous Negroes in the L. , States are
from the West Indies, including the Borough President of Manhat-
tan in New York City, the prettiest lady boogie•woogie pianist,
and several of the greatest baseball players. Read about them in
THE FIRST BOOK OF THE WET INDIES by Langston Hughes
Did you know that every time Columbus sighted a new island in
the West Indies be was moved to exclaim that it was the prettiest
land he ever saw? Each island seems lovelier than the last as it- ,
Nitrated in colors in
THE FIRST BOOK OF THE WEST INDIES by Langston Hughes ,
Jamaica. Cuba, Trinidad, Barbados, Antigua. Dominica, the 'sir.
gin Islands all are described in vivid word pictures in
THE FIRST BOOR OF THE WEST INDIES by Langston Hughes
Designed for children but interesting to adults, too, order your
copy today of THE FIRST BOOK OF THE WEST INDIES at $1.91
plus 5 cents postage. Simply put two dollars cash or money order
into as envelope with this coupon and mail to: University Place
Beriksbop, at University Place, New York 3, N. Y.
NAMI 
AnDRISS _—
CITY AND STATI
Mrs .
(Continued from Page 1)
civic, • charity, church and social
work. She Was a charter member
of the True Heart Gleaners, a so-
cial and charity club. A life-long
Methodist, she had belonged tol
Collins Chapel ('ME church since
marrying Dr. Lynk.
Before her death Sunday, Mrs.
Lynk had called a number of her
dose friends to come to her home.
amone these were Madame Flor-
ence MeCleave, who was singing
to her at her death: Mrs. T. It.
Hayes. sr.. Mrs. Retha McGinnis
end Mrs Laura Clear,
PLAYED CUPID
StalfIly e McCleave, who gained
international fame as a conceit
artist first stopped off at ths
deceased woman's heme when lie
came to Memphis and always call-
ed her "Little Mother.- Mrs.
Lynk. who was still a widow at
the time played cupid in the mar-
riage of Dr. and Mrs. B. F. Mc-
Cleave and the Me(leaves later
had the cupid role in her mar
siege to Dr. Lyndk.
Several ether relatives and
friends and members of Collins
Chapel chure• were present when
Mrs, Lynk died.
The T. H. Hayes and Sons fu-
neral home will he in charge of
arrangements, incomplete at press
time,
She Was aunt of Mrs. Stokes.
of Meridian, Miss.; Prof. Vi'. C.
Tyus. of Memphis: William Lynk
of Kansas City, Mo., and Mrs.
Gladys King of Calif . and 'Oster-
in-law of Mr and Mrs. John V.
Lynk of Memphis. and Mrs.
Blanche Curry, of Millington,
He said the "talk around Wash-
ington" that new civil rights leg-
islation could be passed eespite
congressional filibuster is ground-
less.
There is no instance, he said,
when such legislation was "nut
stopped dead" by filibuster.
Wilkins criticized a civil rights
proposal he said was trade by
Sen. Lyndon Johnson of Texas,
Democratic Senate leader, to oleo'
law the poll tax. This, he said,
was aimed at only four states.
Thurgood Marshall, NAACP spe-
cial counsel, told the meeting the
NAACP was "ready for business
in the North" to concentrate on
"breaking down segregation."
lie explained there would be no
slackening on legal efforts in the
South, but that the NAACP now
was goine, to intensify efforts
against northern segrcgatioa.
Killers
(Continued from Page 1)
share-crop with no water in it.
My wife and kids are having it
hard," he said in the article.
•ERENDS' TURN
The magazine quoted a citizen
of Tallahatchie County. scene of
the Till death, on why the pair's
"friends" had turned on them:
'We figured we might as well
be rid of them. They're a tough
bunch. And You know there's just
one thing wrong with encouraging
one o' these peckerwoods to kill
a nigger. Ile don't know when to
stop — and the rascal may wind
up killing you."
Concluded Hole in his article:
"Milam and Bryant will, not be
tried again; but as landless white
men in the Mississippi Delta. and
bearing the mark of Cain, they
will come to regard the dark\morning of August 28, 1955. as themost unfortunate of their lives."
Woman
(Continued from Page 1)
home neighboring the 582 address
and were questioning the boy when
the women came up and wanted
to know what it was all about.
When they learned it was for
breaking a window the mother of-
fered to pay for the damage and
when one of the officers asked
her about this agreement she re-
plied, "Yes."
They testified in court that this
answer made one of the officers
mad and he snapped, "Say sir to
j me, you bitch."
I Perele Reid testified she told the
) officer he did not have to talk
to her that way and he told her,
"You stay out of this you w—h."
In the ensuing argument and
effort to get the women into the
squad ear the woman's arm was
broken.
JUDGE'S VIEW
The officers denied they called
the women names and said both
"were arrogant and overbearing."
Judge Boushe said at the end
of the testimony that the of-
ficers may or may not have used
too much force, that this was not
the issuo before him. He said he
did not think the women had
told him everything.
Judge Boushe amended I h e
I charge of resisting arrest to inter-
fering with an officer, dropped
the disorderly conduct charge
against Perele Reid and fined the
women $26 each.
Tennessee
(Continued from Page 1)
the past academic year a total
budget of one hundred and seven
thousand dollars. The convention,
under the dynamic leadership of
'President Owen, has been inspir-
ed to operate a church-related
school that none need be asham-
ed of attending nor of being a
member of its faculty.
ENDORSE REV. OWEN ,
The convention listened to a re-
solution endorsing President Owen
as the convention's choke for
president of the National Baptist
Convention, U. S. A., inc., and it
was unanimously adopted. After
the endorsement of President
Owen, it took several minutes for
the rejoicing to abet. The en-
dorsing and offering of Dr. Owen
to the nation, as the right choice
for president of the National Bap-
tist convention. was one of the
most thrilling events of the ses-
sion'
Another important highlight of
the convention was the recom-
mendation that an Annual P a s-
tors' conference be held under the
auspices of the parent body. This
conference was planned and
held in Nashville, Tenn., more
than 40 pastors listened to lec-
tures by Dr. Gobel, Prof. of New
Testament, and Greek. Vanderbilt
university, and Dr. Samuel D.
Proctor, president of Virginia Un-
ion.
Reports were heard from the
Tennessee Leadership Educational
Congress, an auxiliary of the con-
vention. Rev. A. McEwen Williams
the president made this report: i
Some of the unusual things ac- 1
complished by the Congress is the .
operation of an Annual Youth En-
campment, where young people
from all over the state come to
Memphis for a week. A capacity
crowd of 250 attented. The Con.
gress also sponsored a Laymen's
Retreat, which is without equal.
In this retreat the men of the
churches spent a week end in
training and in studying methods
to aid in harnessing the manpow-
er of the local churches.
EXCELLENT ADDRESS
Dr. Owen's annual address had
every quality that is needed to
every auality that is needed to
entitle it to be classified. as a
matchless discourse delivered hy
one of America's great church
statesmen.
One sentence from this message
stands out: "I am for tenure on
the national level, and recon.mend •
that it be studied for the local
convention." This to the writer
represents the highest type of in-
tellectual honesty, logic and in!..::.
city. What Tennessee has in Dr
Samul 'A. Owen. it is v.,illine (0
share with Baptists throughout our
great National convention.
THE "MOST" is the description
which audiences all over the na-
tion use to describe Fetaque San-
ders, widely billed as the "world's
most famous magician." Mr. San-
ders is currently in the Memphis
area filling engagements for his
one-man magic show which has
become standard entertainment
on school ParentTeacher a n d
similar program, throughout the
South. He is stopping at the Lor-
raine Hotel here,
'Ministers
(Continued from Page 1)
I People to the pursuit of life. lib-
erty and freedono we make known
publicy this statement of policy
of the Ministers and C it ize ns
League "
POUCY COMMITTEE
The statement was adopted by
unanimous vote, by the League
, after recommendation by the poi-
- icy-making committee of t h
hody.
Members of the committee are;
Rev. Van J. Malone, pastor of
First Baptist Church Chelsea;
Bishop J. 0. Patterson minister
of Penteeosta Temple; Rev S. A.
Owen. pastor of Metropolitan Bap-
tist church; Rev. Roy Love, pas-
tor of Mt. Neobo Baptist church;
Rev. H. C. Nabrit, pastor of
First Baptist church. Lauderdale,
and acting secretary of t h e
League; Rev, Roy W. Norsworthy,
'president of the League and pee-
1 tor of Mt. Moriah Baptist church:
George W. Lee, Atlanta Life In-
surance company executive: 'A
Mace° Walker, president of UM.
versal Life Insurance company,
and A. A. Letting, attorney and
l'scounsel for the League.
Finish the Job — GIVE Generously to FIGHT POLIO
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EvERYONIE
306 Poplar •I Lauderdale
Phone JA 5-6348
COURTESY EFFICIENT
SERVICE AT
TAYLOR'S GULF
SERVICE STATION
1731 Castalina Phone WH. 2-9188
GRAND PIANO FOR SALE
MINCER FURNITURT COMPANY
WE BUY AND arm.
,i5t..,0C4Ft A D
RI 
AT,: DO 1.4 
'SE
IlwITND0 PsitlARcNZIER81
PROMPT IIRVICE — REASONABLE
TO7 VANCE - JA 4-257111
"TEAMING Paltillor Palming The boat.
I A Rail white 01 2439s-ft 7-21127
Ws FM 11
1-HOUR TV SERVICE
risr-Nltr-Bundar
T7 Tom, Pis Tubs & Repair
c11? %IDS TV MOS CHILSEA
Of. 5-1252
1011,P Rocisfts, Ciatalras Concrete Porch-
es. 1/11rihrims Plastering and SIMI
Work Min Darts, SR 6./597
EXPWITENCIM Nitro Carpenter Available
immedtatalr Allen Wilson CA 34417
TRADE HERE
Sundries, Beer, Grocery and Pa-
tent Medicine. Serving the Com
munity for 5 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Yet, Prop.
SOUTHERN
SUNDRIES
556 BEALE STREET
Phorys JA. 6-9775
—WE DELIVER—
AOENTS WANIEO HELP WARTED
—
-- - —, —AIL 'POOR° altlatr1C2 IIY-ATIOPI
Extra Cash 8Datf Time, Nell exclusive OMIRATION
mask cushion shoes Over 153 stoles. Unusual ornsortunItr for sober. dopendable..
No Investment No 
oroerien'; 
Stead, Ir aim r OO 
I1  
71MU( to work toward 5(
nests Commission to sae pair,PM real tuitre :t ,Sox -Croattown. ,
bonus. paid vatatious Tree outfit. Memphis Kale tioalirlc•ISmt, 50 soon'
PARACION BROM cations ,onsidoTP1 unless written to 000
PRETTI BROS.
EASYWAY No. 23
EASYWAY No. 32
With This Coupon
And $5.00 Purchase or More
(Expires Jan. 14)
COLONIAL
SUGAR ...5ibs.19c
Fryers DRESWSEHDOLDERAWNLB. c
FANCY RED IRISH
Potatoes 10 lbs 39c
1 1JAN. 10-11-12-141
STERLING SALT
brings out the best in food!
DRLICIOUSI HAMIBUROUR
or any other dish—tastes its best when properly
cooked and seasoned with Sterling Salt, Sterling
Salt's pure, snow-white "sparks of flavor" dissolve
quickly, completely, adding extra zest and sparkle
to the rich, natural flavors of food. Get Ster!ing_SAlt
at your grocer's today. Plain, or Iodized for youkr
family's health protection. Guaranteed damp proof,
or double your money back.
STERUNO SALT—in the box with the premium or on the back
PRODUCT OF INTERNATIONAL SALT CO.. pia.
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EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Unfetted Minister
Negro ministers of Memphis are
awakening to the fact that their
responsibility in t h e community
extends beyond their individual
congregations.
Ths awakening is traceable in
large measure to the highly com-
mendable leadership exemplified
by Rev. Martin Luther King, jr
. of Montgomery; Rev. C. K. Steele
in Tallahassee; Rev. F. L. Shut-
tlesworth, of Birmingham_ e n d
others who provide spiritual guid-
ance for o u r people in cities
Out the South •
The re-activation of the Ministers
and Citizens League, which will
function under a new name soon,
with the same membership, is con-
crete evidence that our ministers
realize it is time for them to step
forth in unity a n d provide t h e
type of leadership necessary to-
day.
It is fitting and proper that
these men of God, who are unfet-
tered by municipal and other ties,
step forth and set the pace for
our pople here toward first class
citizenship. It is heartening to
know that the majority of our
leading ministers here are free
from muzzling obligations. Hence,
they can speak and act without
fear of severance of income, with-
out double-talking to their congre-
gations and without mouthing one
set of principles to those of their
own race and uttering o contrary
This Group Can
With the Negro's demand for
elimination of bus segregation thru
out the South, and at least two
judicial decisions in that area un-
favorable to the reactionaries, a
bit of enlightenment has come to
the Greater Memphis Race Rela-
tions committee, which has been
silent for 10, many months.
The group was purportedly neith-
er for nor against segregation and
Integration several months a g o.
line of thinking to those of the
white race. The employment of the
latter such plantation day tactics
lead eventually to naught but con-
tempt for the guilty. Though the
person be admired by his white
friends his followers among his
own will be few.
Human rights here for the Ne-
gro especially has taken a trounc-
ing. There has been silence here
at the expense of our own pro-
gress, with our white friends in a
quandry as to exactly what we
desire in the area of improvement
of our status.
Upon the approval of the ma-
jority of our people as reflected
in the representative membership
of the Ministers a n d Citizens
League, the league proposes to
make clear the goals we seek
in the City of Memphis.
The league now is a nonprofit
and non-political orgaeization. It
will remain so when the name is
changed.
Whether the NAACP is outlawed
by legislation in this Elate or not.
there will be a dynamic organiza-
tion here serving as guardian of
civil rights and striving actively
for attainment of full human
rights.
For this we commend these min•
isters and citizens who had tee
vision and courage to face their
responsibility to this commonly
and to shoulder it.
Aid Ministers
Now, and wisely so it appears to
be agreeable to "try to work out
mutually satisfactory ways a n d
means to implement" a quite
forthright statement of principles
offered by the Negro unit of the
committee. The white committee
is to be commended for its will-
ingness TO begin across the table
communications. If the committee
makes progress, the job of the
Ministers and Citizens League will
become less difficult.
Matthew W. Weathers
Buried In Grenada
Last rites were held Monday aft-
ernoon, 3,p. m., in the Belle Flow-
er Baptist church, Grenada, Miss.,
for Memphis resident Matthew
W. Weathers, 76, who passed last
Last Rites •
Held For
F. Cawthon
Wednesday morning at John Gas-
ton hospital after being hospitalied
for 12 hours after suffering a
stroke.
Mr. Weathers, born to the Rev.
and Mrs. J. M. Weathers in Gre-
nada, moved to Memphis in 1948
and resided at 442 E. Foote Park
with his widow, Mrs, Minnie
Weathers.
RETIRED, GROCERYMAN
A retired groceryman, Mr.
Weathers, a member of St. John
Baptist church, Vance and Or-
leans, the Rev. A. Mclewer Wil-
liams, pastor, had been ill for
nearly a year and a half follow.
ing a previous stroke.Last rites were held here Sun- The Memphis resident, a formorday afternoon from the Church Oddfellow, was interred in theof Christ, 585 Vance, the Rev. A.
J. Colston, pastor, for losgtime
postal service worker Floyd J.
Cawthron, 56„ who passed sud-
denly last Wednesday at his resi-
dence, 780 Josephine, in the Or-
ange Mound community.
-Mr. Cawthon, a veteran of
World War I, had worked for some
25 years in the Motor Vehicle
Section of the local postal setup.
Born in Henderson, Tenn., Mr.
family-owned Weathers Cemetery
following funeral services held in
the church which was founded
by his father.
Survivors include his widow,
Mrs. Minnie Weathers; sons, W. C.
Weathers, civic and fraternal
leader; James Weathers of Wil-
son, N. C. laughters, Mrs. Es-
telle Kemp of St. Albany, N. Y..
and Mrs. Margaret Cartrell of De-
troit.
Cawthon in Sept. 1918 married Also four grandchildren, includ-
the former Miss Viola Williams ing local public relations man.
bef ore moving to Memphis in Luke J. Weathers and Mrs. Billie
1923. Jean Williams of Memphis and
A member of the American Le-
gion and the National Alliance
of Postal Employees, the late
Orange Mound resident is surviv-
ed by his widow, two sons, FloW
jr., former art instructor at Mel-
rose High school now studying in
California, and Gwenlyn Ca w-
thon, a recent graduate of Lin-
coln university of Missouri
' Two grandchildren, Floyd III,
anal Stephen, TITICI TWO daughters- B
in-law, Mesdames Arnette and Do- 
•
two grandchildren in Detroit.
Other survivors include seeen
great grandchildren, five sisters
and three brothers.
The R. E. Fox Funeral Home
was in charge.
Hunt Young
lores Cawthon, also survive. ank Bandit
The S W Q 11 
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BOOK WORK was part of the
holiday agenda Augustus A.
(Gus) White followed while
home from Brown university,
%here he is an outstanding
athlete, and student leader. A
pre-me d student. White h a
been on the dean's list since
his sophomore year. (Newson
Photo)
Augustus White Is A Busy Senior:
One Of Brown U. 's Campus Leaders
One of the busiest students on
the Brown university campus up
at Providence, R. 1., is lanky,
easy-going Augustus A. White, jr.,
son of Mrs. Vivian White Tarpley,
of 392 Boye, and the late Dr. Au-
gustus A. White, sr.
At 20 young White easily falls
into the category of one of Brown's
most active seniors. When he
packs his bags for 3 Western or
Mid-eiestern medical college aft-
er graduation, it certainly won't
be a case of "Go West young
man" simply to f ind something
to do.
e'or Gus, as his friends call him,
found plenty to do there in the
Ivy League.
A BIG PLAY
Just where to start talking about'
a record like his is the question,'
and it's to little avail asking mod-
est Gus because he'd just as soon
not have anytime. to say about
his many activities.
.Actually, the record started
building back at Mt. Herman Prep'
school, Mt. lierman, Mass., wheee
White first began to distinguish
himself.
But a suitable place might •be
back in the Brown vs Cornell foot-
ball game this season when Cor-
nell had a six-point margin and
Brown Coach Al Kelley, who had
started White instead of Frazier,
an end with whom White had been
bucking for the starter rod:, leas
still looking for a break.
That break came when White, a
6-foot-5-inch, 200-pounder hauled in
a twice deflected pass and scam-
pered 17 yards for the touchdown
that proved the turning point in
the game.
His defense play in that game
rated him a mark of 80 under
the scoring system used by Brown
U.'s coaches, the highest passed
out during the. year at that time.
White, a premed student, has
made the dean's list at Brown
since his sophomore year and he
won his starting position despite
the fact he had a laboratory con-
flict with football practice on Mon-
days and Wednesdays and usually
took lab instead of practice.
RECORD IN BRIEF
This is the kind of record White
has put together in the Ivy League
school!
As a freshman he won a numeral
in wrestling, was initiated into
Delta Upsilon fraternity, won his
football letter, was a member of
the LaCrosse Club and of the
Brown Youth Guidance program.
The next year he served on the
Vigilance committee, was corres-
ponding secretary of the La-
crosese club, continued with the
Brown Youth Guidance program,
made t h e varsity football team,
W a elected secretary of h i s
class, served as dormitory proc-
tor, was made a member of the
Brown Key and made the dean's
list.
His junior year there was var-
sity football again. He was rush-
ing chairman of his fraternity the
first semester, dean's list both
semesters, pledge master of fra-
ternity second semester, on the
Spring Weekend committee and
a member of the Camarian club.
This year White is president of
his fraternity, proctor of the dot'.
itorv, with the Cammarian club,
member of the class cabinet,
dean's list, member of the Sphinx
club, and of course, varsity foot-
ball.
HOLIDAY STUDY
So the easy-going Mr. White eas-
ily makes the grade as one of
Brown U's busiest.
Here far the Christmas holidays
Brown said he had applied for
study at several medical colleges
but had not vet heard from them
He hopes he'll be able to attend
one in the West.
He has been receiving scholas-
tic deferments from military ser-
vice a n d says he will probably
volunteer after completing h i s
training — if the deferments con-
tinue.
In between his social activities
during the holidays White demon-
strated how he has been able to
remain on the dean's list. He took
out his books and did some study-
ing.
A PRESS LUNCHEON held
at the recently opened Handy
House, 1092 Thomas, pave
Foundation for Infantile Pa•
ralysis, an opportunity to (aye
Ch a rles li. Bynum, inter.
national director of the N.itional
local newspapermen and po-
lio workers more information
about the March of Dimes.
Frofn left here are Raymond
F. Tisby, Memphis World:
Moses J. Newson, Tri-State De-
fender; Mrs. Louise Price,
Mothers March chairman, ac-
cepting a donation from Me.
Bynum; L. 0. Swingler, The
Call, Mrs, Mary Louise Davis,
chapter coordinator, accepting
a donation from Walt nosey,
Handy House host. (Reese Pho-
to)
Charles Bynum Tells
March Of Dimes Need
Estimates are that there will
be 16,000 new polio victims this
year.
This number will be added to
the 80,000 who are already in
hospitals receiving care present-. . ua stuners!o m e
ly.was in charge of funeral arrange- BEARDEN, Ark. — (INS) — A It adds up to continued need ofMeats. calm young man Monday held up
a vast amount of money to helpl
there IS some hope that such a
pill might someday be perfected.
Meanwhile, Mr. Bynum said that
by this time everyone under the
age of 35 should have received
their polio shots.
AID ON SHOTS
He disclosed that $10 million of
the money raised this year will
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 3
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Vera Little Makes First Record
In Paris; 12 Spirituals On Decal,
By MOSES J. NEWSON 1
Miss Vera Little, the Memphis
mezzo-sopreno who has gained in-
ternational recognition as a sing-
er, has made her first record —
a Deceit release of 12 beautifully
done spirituals, six on each side
of a long-playing disc.
The songs were recorded in Eng-
lish. French and German while
Miss Little was in Paris the last
time and they have been Felling
briskly there. None of the Mem-
phis music shops contacted h a d
the record at week end but inie
sic lovers m a y ask for it, as it
should be on sale here soon.
Miss Little sent one from Paris
to her mother, Mrs. Ophelia Lit-
tle, of 121 N. Rernbert, and her
father B. T. Little, sister Mrs. Hol-
en Little Rainey and other relit-
lives and friends have been en-
joying it.
Among the friends who have
heard the record and have noth-
ing but praise for it is Madame
Florence C. McCleave, concert ar-
tist of international fame a few
years ago, who gave Miss Little
her first music lessons.
Probably one of the recording
star's most avid fans is 10-year-old
Ophelia Rainey, a niece who Ls
able to follow in the footsteps
of her famous aunt.
THE 12 NUMBERS
Accompanied by Andres' Wheat•
ley at the piano, Miss Little does
the following numbers on the first
side of the record:
"My Lord Done Been H e r e",
"Sweet Little Jesus Boy," "Ride
On King Jesus." "Talk About A
Child That Do Love Jesus," "Oh
What A Beautiful City", and "1
Stood On De Ribber On Jerdon".
The second side has:
"Sinner Please Doan Let i
Harves' Pass", "JesusWalked
This Lonesome Valley," "By And
By," "Honor! Honor,!" "Deep
River" and "My Soul's Been An-
chored in De Lord",
TO BE IN OPERA
In Berlin now where she hes
drawn the largest foreign crowds
in her career and where newspa•
pr notices refer to her as "Prin-
cess." Miss Little is doing another
record. This one will have spirit-
tuals on one side and semi-clas-
sics on the other.
And MadamM Cleav inform,'
that Miss Little is preparing ler
the contralto role of Azucena (the
gypsy) in the Verdi's p er a II
Trovatore.
Meanwhile, Miss Little, w h o
made her Paris debut on April
16. 1954, le doing 15 concerts
abroad including Switzerland, Aus-
tria, Spain, Portugal.
COMING MOMS Di 1957
She wrote her mother that she
would be home sometime "before
Christmas 1957."
The Manassas High school grad'
t
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5 Hunters Aim At
Rabbit, Pellets
Hit Chicagoan
PLAINFIELD, Ill. — (INS)—
Five hunters took aim and fired
at a rabbit in a field near
Plainfield, but the animal bound-
ed away unscathed.
It was Chicagoan Tony Klonlg-.
snark, 26, one of the hunters, I
who dropped with 16 shotgun
pellets in the legs.
111111111111111111M1111111119111111111111111111111111111111111801t
411111.111111.1=116 Ark., and fled with a pillow case egdet scourge polio completely lick- be set aside for concerningthe Mrs. FDR To Spea
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
ALSO—
REBUILT VACUUM $095
CLEANERS 
 up
APPLIANCES, INC
760 Union - IA. 7-2611
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
002“ Nights Frio Perlin.
111111111111111111111111111,
full of money.
BYNUM TALKSBank officials said the loss had Charles H. Bynum. interracial di-not yet been determined, rector for the National Founda-
The bandit, a Negro, held a
gun on two bank employes —Mrs.
Anna Nutt, the bookkeeper, and
assistant cashier Ellis Evans — Thursday afternoon at a press
while he scooped money from the luncheon arranged by Sam Qualls,cash drawer. The gunman then • local chapter chairman, andshoved Evans and Mrs. Nutt into M r S. Louise Davis, chapter co-the vault and escaped in a pickup
truck.
Mrs. Nutt said the man rattled
the door about 1:15 p.m., then
believing
tion for Infantile Paralysis, told
of the continued need for funds to
wage to war against polio here last
ordinatnr.
The goal of the foundation this
year is a whopping $46,900,000.
Mr. Bynum revealed that morewalked away, apparently 
the bank closed. One of the two than half of 
this amount, $23.2
employes stepped outside, hailed million will be 
needed to take care
the stranger and assured him the of patients. The 
remainder will go
towards expenses that fall into
the preventive field.
These things, Mr. Bynum ex-
plained. include vaccines, profes-
sional educational training and
support and continued research.
One of the things researchers
hope to make practical in the
near future is a vaccine which
ed, Mr. Bynum said. He said
calls for two or maybe just' onel
shot instead of the three now need-
hank was open
Bearden Is a small -town in
southwest Arkansas
J. F. DICKINSON, CO. Inc.
LOANS — INSURANCE
72 Uniow A 
Serving Memphis SO Teen
JA. 6-0341
expense of shots to persons who
are unable to pay for them.
Mr. Bynum came to Memphis
from Little Rock, Ark., and left
here for Birmingham. He will end
a tour of 31 cities in 19 states
at Detroit on Feb. 17.
— 80,000 now in hospitals!
— 16,000 more will be struck
this year!
— Every dime that can be spar-
ed is needed!
— Give Yours, The local chap-
ter branch of the March of Dimes
is located at 3901i Beale,
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH,
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
WHERI FINKS ilKi YOU
GET PRMR/NTiAt
SERVICE
Manchester College
NORTH MANCHESTER, Ind. —
(INS) — Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt,
widow of the late President Frank-
lin D. Roosevelt. is to address a
Mancheeter college audience on
Jan. 17,
Set New Fight
On Filibuster
WASHINGTON — (INS) — Two
similar motions to change the con
troversial filibuster rule were in
troduced in the Senate Monday,
but the co-sponsor of one of them
forecast failure this year.
Senate GOP Leader William F.
Knowland proposed a rule change
to permit cutting off debate by a
two-thirds vote of senators present
— instead of two-thirds of the
full membership, or 64 votes, as
now required.
A similar motion was offered
by Democratic Sens.H uberi
Humphrey, Minn., and Paul 1-1
Douglas, Ill.
LOANS
AUTOS - FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT
•
There Is • reason why people
like to de business with us. It
is our prompt, friendly service,
courteous treatment sad desire
to help you.
Open Thursday Nights
Until 8 P. M.
"Closed all day Saturday"
- DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
152 MADISON AVE.
Phone JA. 5-7611
Herne Owned . Home Operated
uate was last home in December
of 1955 when she appeared in a
Homecoming concert at LeMoyne
college under sponsorship oi Del-
ta Theta sorority. She was also
honored at Manassas High.
Miss Little graduated from Tal.
ladega college before studying un-
der Madam !della Patterson and
Vera Covert, of New Y o r k.
She received a Fulbright schol-
arship in 1953 for a year's study
abroad While in Paris she receiv-
ed the Roger Maitre scholarship
for a year. lier studies and con-
certizing have kept her abroad
most of the time.
A brother. Booker T. Little, jr.
Is a sophomore at the Chicago
Conservatory of Music where he
is a trumpet major.
SELECTION CHOICES
Asked which of the songs in her
daughter's first recording she likes
hest, Mrs. Little replied: have
been trying to make up my mind.
They're all good to me."
Mr. Little leans toward "Jesus
Walked This Lonesome Valley"
and Madam McCleave joins him
in that one and adds "By And
By" and "Sinner Please Doan Let
Dis Harvest Pass",
There is a ring of sincerelty in
the tone of voice in which the num-
bers are done whch adds to their
beauty. Listeners will find it well
expressed in such songs as "Talk
!About A Child That Do L o v
Jesus."
MRS. OPHELIA LITLE,
mother of Miss Vera Little,
shoos he? daughter's first rec-
ord which she received from
Paris where Miss Little OR
painting above her mother)
made the Deers release,
(Newson Photo)
Henri D. Perkins, Prop.
OTO
PHOTOS- pHERKIN S-PERKINS
MEMPHI
Art Photography in Technicolor
Automobiles * Homes * Children * Sports
Burials * Portraiture * Social Functions
367 BOYD ST. 15 RUE HUERCO
Memphis, T see
Tel. JA. 7-6967
TANGIER, MOROCCO
Tel. 7605
"NOW OPEN FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE**
11 A.M. til 3 A.M.
HANDY HOUSE
RESTAURANT
1092 THOMAS AT WELLS
NO BEER 
 JUST FINE FOODS
••••• la••• •••••• .11.11•••• r/IMMO 11M1111
FEATURING
• Charcoal Broiled Steaks
• Real Country Ham with "Redeye Gravy
and Hot Biscuits"
• Fried Chicken & Sea Foods
— Fresh Hot Vegetables
Served All Hours
Your Host Walt Doxey
For Reservations Phone IA 7-0566
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. I FA 4-5557
•ss.
A TIII-STATE DEFENDER
it Sat., Jan. 12, 1957
A few decades ago a man very!
wisely said, "If you can keep your
bead when all about you are los-
ing theirs and blaming it on you
 
you will be a man!"
We live in a day when 'keeping
one's head is important.' Never
before in all of our history when
tensions were so great has a time
4 been when one must keep his
bead. Everyone's nerves are on
edge today. People are getting
more and more touchy d a y by
day. Things that required a little
of our time and energy years ago
now require much of our time and
energy. Everything has recently
become taxing. People are com-
mitting suicide today as never be-
fore. People are becoming part-
ners in crime at a faster rate to-
-day than ever before. SOME-
THING IS DASTICALLY
WRONG IN OUR CURRENT
OUTLOOK ON LIFE. Thousands
and thousands of our people are
lulling themselves to sleep and
eventually to torment because 'ev-
eryone is doing it!
People are more corrupt today
than ever before. People in high
places, in places of moral and
spiritual responsibility, in places
of intellectual responsibility have
lost their sense of value and in-
stead of them standing up for
those principles for which they
have dedicated themselves they
have chosen in far too many in-
stances to *follow the path of least
resistance'.
A few days ago I heard one of
our outstanding preachers s a y,
"IT IS ALRIGHT FOR A SHIP
TO BE IN THE OCEAN BUT
WHEN THE OCEAN COM ES
INTO 'THE SHIP THINGS A R E
GETTING RATHER CRITICAL."
Alas, we have moved to that place
in most of our activities where
the 'ocean is coming into the
ship.' Our world is in the con-
dition it is today because in our
family life we have witnessed a
definite breakdown, in our church-
es, we have seen the world come
a 'runnin' and the ideas of Christ
have become the furtherest re-
moved things in our churches. In
our schools one woman protested
and now in most instances it is
Illegal to even read the Bible in
the presence of our children. What
a sad predicament! No Bible in
the school, no Bible in the home
and little Bible, if any in many
of our churches. When you mar-
vel about the present generation.
would you have done if you had
been brought up under similar cir-
cumstances! Haw can we expect
to instill into our children the no-
ble principles of honesty, integrity
and love in the absence of so
much of the vital in our midst.
Almost an impossibility! With the
current conditions so dark what
can we do? Today as never be-
fore we need then who are able
to keep their heads. This Is no
day for frustrated people. This is
no day for lost people! This is
no day for people with warped
senses of value! This is no day
for people who have failed to come
to grips with the vital themselves.
Worthwhile maturity is realized
only when people are mature
throughout. The tragic thing about
many of our people today is
wrapped up in the fact that far
to many of us are giants in one
area and pigmies in other. In or-
der a person to present a well-
rounded contribution to society to-
day he first must be well-rounded
himself. Yes, Kipling said a
mouthful when he said, "IF YOU
CAN KEEP YOUR HEAD WHEN
ALL ABOUT YOU ARE LOSING
THEIRS — YOU WILL BE A
MAN."
The older one gets the more
conscious he becomes that this
business of keeping one's head is
an art. The ability to keep on
even keel, to keep on an equilibri-
um at all times apparently cannot
be realized by all. Many people
in the face of an opportun-
ity for power lose their heads,
many for money lose their heads,
many for material gains lose
their heads. No doubt Kipling had
come in contact with such people.
He had stood on the sidelines and
watched people like you and me
and he saw people greedy for the
material, for social pres!ige, for
economic security, who would re-
sort to anything. To them he said
no we just can not go around los-
ing our heads ove• such trivials
and expect to grow into manhood.
No doubt the author could have
gone on a little further and said
that there are prices attached to
'keeping one's head' too. I feel
that it is at this point many of
us actually lose out. You just don't
keep your head under normal con-
dition:. At every point in human
activity there is someone or some-
thing that serves as a distracting
force to keep you from realizing
your cherished ambition. If y o u
stop and concern yourself with
these distracting forces you will
'never realize your goal. One very
'forceful description of Jesus as
given by one of the writers should
serve as a balancing force to
many of us today when the dark-
ness of life closes in on us. The
writer says this of Jesus on one
occasion, "AND HE SET HIS
FACE TOWARD JERUSALEM".
I like to think of this in terms
ithat n spite of the fact that He
was forewarned by His disciples
and friends, He saw Jerusalem as
His ultimate goal. Today there
must be those among us who will
do nothing short of achieving their
ultimate goal — this can be real-
ized only in proportion that we
"KEEP OUR HEADS WHEN ALL
ABOUT US ARE LOSING.
THEIRS AND BLAMING IT ON
US-',
by HATTIE HOUSE
MT. NEBO BAPTIST
Sunday is Annual Installation
Day at the Mt. Nebo Baptist'
church. All officers of the church
will be installed. T h e message
for the Day will be delivered by
Rev. E. W. Williamson, pastor
tor of Olivet Baptist church. It
will be heard at 3 p.m. Olivet's
choirs and ushers will serve. I
The sermon at 11 a.m., will be
delivered by Rev. W. M. Brown,
pastor of Friendship B apt ist
church,
Sunday school begins at 9:30
a.m. Harry Joyner. the superin•
tendent. will be in charge.
Starting at 940 will be the Bap-
tist Training Union. H. L. Hunter
will direct it, There will be a ser-
mon at 7 p.m.
Rev. Roy Love is the minister.
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
At the Bethlehem Ba ptist
church. Sunday. services will be
regular. Beginning at 9:30 a.m..
B. H. Holman will conduct the
Sunday school. The morning serv-
ices will Commence at 11 a.m.
Spotlighting it will be an inspir-
ing message by the pastor, Rev.
J. R. Bibbs.
The Baptist Training Union will
be held at 6:30 p.m.. under the
supervision of James Peoples.
The evening services will be
held at 7:30.
ST. JAMES AME
The St. James AME congrega•
lion will worship with the Mt (;il-
liam Baptist church Sunday. in
observance of the Sunshine Boos
ters' Anniversary. The singers are
commemorating 19 years of serv-
ice. Rev. H. M. Nelson. pastor of
St. James AME school, will speak.
The ushers of St. James will
serve
William Jackson will conduct
the Sunday school at 9:30 am.
The pastor will officiate at 11 am.
Mrs Dora Whitson will direct
the ACE League at 5,30 p in. De-
votion and a sermon are set for
7:30 pin.
Mrs Thelma McKissic is t h e
church reporter.
GOSPEL TEMPLE BAPTIST
dispel Temple Baptist mem-, SILENT HELPERS
burs voillamid a day of usual wor- 1 Today's automobiles ear
a.m., will be the Sunday school.
The pastor, Rev. C. T. Epps. will
address the membership at 11
am. Combined choirs of t)h e
Church will furnish the music.
Baptist Training Union will con-
vene at 6:30 p.m. Service will be
held at 7:30.
NEW TYLER AME
Providing music for the morn-
ing worship at the New' Tyler
AME church. Sunday. will be the
Children's choir. The pastor, Rev.
H. W. Henning. will preside at this
time and during the service at
730 p.m.
The Sunday school at 930 a.m.
will be supervised by Mrs. Alma
Bowen and Prof. Isiah Goodrich,
jr.
Miss J. Flowers will direct the
ACE League at 5:30 p.m.
The Progressive club will meet
at 5 p.m.. in. the lower level of
the church.
Prayer meeting is held on Wed-
nesday at 7:30 p.m.
MT. MORIAH BAPTIST
A thought-provoking sermon will
at 11 a.m. Rev. R. W. Nor:worthy.
, the pastor will deliver it. The
!combined choirs will render the
music.
P. J. Nelson will be in charge
of the Sunday schoot at 9:30 a.m.
The Baptist Training Union will
be directed by Mrs, It, W Nor's-
worthy at 630 p.m
Sunday School
Training Class
Th,. Sunday school teacher
training class which convenes each
Monday at LeMoyne college. be-
ginning at fl:13 p.m.. this quarter
will offer a unit of The Sunda)
School Teacher and a Bible Sur-
vey of the Old Testament La w
and History Book The class start
ed on Jan. 7.
An invitation is extended to ans
interested persrm.
For further information call 13It
8786
CHERRY PIE SUPREME
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Recipe of the Week 6:
.4,464"egreaks,
PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • to • • ••
It's always nice to have your CHERRY PIE SUPREME
family tell you that something !! cup Pet
 Evaporated Milk
3 Tablespoons cornstarch
you've cooked for them tastes 3.4 cup sugar
good. .but don't you love it, 1-8 teaspoon salt
too, when they talk about how 1.4 teaspoon cinnamon (can omit)
good something looks, even be- 1 lb. 4 on. can sour, pitted cherries
fore they taste it? 2 Tablespoons butter or margarine
1 Tablespoon lemon juice
few grains salt
recipe for Cherry Pie Supreme. 1 cup powdered sugar
Honestly. I believe it's the most Have ready a baked 9-inch pas-
beautiful pie I've ever seen! Those try shell. Chill milk in ice cube
big, luscious cherries stay plump tray of refrigerator until ice crys.
and bright red. . .there's a rich, tals begin to form around edges.
Mix in a saucepan the cornstarch,
sugar, salt and cinnamon. Drair
cherries, saving juice. If neces-
sary, add water to juice to make
1 cup. Stir cherry juice into corn-
starch mixture. Cook and stir
Ike Gets Carver Award
For Human Relations
WASHINGTON — President
senhower was awarded the seventh
annual Georg. Washington Carver
! Memorial Award for 1956 Satur-
day at the White House.
The gold medal was presented
by Dr. William P Toley, chan-
cellor of Syracuse university and
chairman of the Carver Institute
Awards Committee, who gave It
for "outstanding contribution to
the betterment of race, relations
and human welfare."
Dr. Tolley said:
"Perhaps no one in history has
enjoyed such confidence of t h e
colored people of the world. We
know how much you have done,
to restore the—balance of justice,'
That's one reason why l'm so
proud of my Pet Evaporated Milk
fluffy, creamy - white topping all
around the outside edge .real-
ly, it makes your mouth water
just to look at it!
And the topping, made w ith
whipped Pet Milk, powdered sug-
over medium heat until very thick
ar, just a tiny bit of butter, and
about 7 minutes. Cool thoroughly.
Melt butter in small saucepan. Re•
move from heat and mix in until
smooth the lemon juic e, few
grain salt a n d powdered sugar.
Cool. Add cherries to juice mix•
lure and put into pastry shell. Put
ice cold milk into a told quart
bowl. Whip with cold rotary beat-
er at high speed, until stiff. Whip
in powdered sugar mixture just
until mixed, about 1-4 at a time.
Do not overbeal. Arrange around
edge of pie. Chil an hour before
serving.
lemon juice, is simply delicious.
You can whip Pet Milk just like
cream, you know. because Pc t
Milk is double-rich. . .twice as
rich as ordinary. milk. Pet Milk
whips fluffy-light creamy - smooth
and it's so much easier to keep
than cream that we have desserts
made with whipped Pet Milk of.
ten at our house. And whipped Pet
Milk in Cherry Pie Supreme is
one of our very favorites! I think
you'll find it a favorite at your
house. too. Here's the recipe I use.
know you'll like it!
Little Club
Gives Yule
(Photo Page II)
One of the brightest spots on the
gay holiday social calendar was
the Yuletide Formal given by
the Little Club, Wednesay, Dec.
26, at the Flamingo Room. D s-
. .
ve r engraved red 
. .
tatioias foretold the gala evening
that as enjoyed by several hun-
dred guests.
Beside the beautiful Christmas
scenes that decorated the c:Sb
room for the holiday season, mem-
bers of the Little Club lent their
own cheerful note with the addi-
tion of their own white frosted
tree. festooned with gay and color-
ful baulbes. bewrapped with gar-
lands of tree beading, and top-
ped with Santa himself.
To further carry out the Yule
tide spirit and mood. members oh
the club all wore holiday red short 
formal frocks. They are Minnie
Anderson, Charles M. Bodye.
ma Burlison. Benny Fay Gardner,
Velma L. Johnson, .luanita H.
Lewis, Lorene W. McCollison, Clo-
teal M. Shackleford, Annie Jean
Steinberg. Sallie M. Thomas and
Margaret L. Thompson.
AMONG THE GUESTS
Among the guests present were
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Whitaker.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Jackson, Mr.
and Mrs. Don Suggs, Mrs. Charles
E. Branham, Mr. and Mrs. Thad-
deus Horne, Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liarn Robertson, Mr. and Mrs. An- I
demon Bridges. William S a u n-
ders and company, Mrs. Elma
Shaw and company, Mrs. Beverly
Ford, Miss Alberta Mickens. Mr.
and Mrs. ()Torre! Nelson. Mr. and
Mrs. W. Moore, Mr. and Mrs.'
Lonnie Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Cal-
vin Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Nobel'
Powell, Mr. and Mrs. Ammon'
Jordan. Sterling Adams. James
Donoho. Mrs. Luther Steinberg.
Mr and Mrs. A. Woodson, Miss
Erma Laws, W. Jubert, Miss
Bernetta Smith. Mrs. Lucille Scott, I
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Somerville.'
Mrs. Frankie Finnic'. Mr, and I
Mrs. Lewis Williams. Mrs. Mary
E. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor
Ward. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cooper-
wood, Mrs. Constance Walker,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Halmon, Miss
Annie M. Allen and "Mac" Greene.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Robertson,
Mr. Abner Owens. Mr. and Mrs.
Oliver Johnson. Mr and Mrs.
Ben Gunter. Mr and Mrs. Frank
Williams. Miss Vernet," Doggett,
Mrs. Fred Perkins. Mr. and Mrs.
Perry Allen. Mr. and Mrs. Gar-
men Currie Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Lewis. Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
Walker. Mr. and Mrs. Noble Ow-
ens,
OTHER GUESTS
Mr and Mrs. George Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Presley. Mr
and Mrs T. Northcross, Mrs Jean ,
Smith. Mr and Mrs. Bill Henry, i
Miss Lillian Walton, Miss W. L.
Nelson. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Da-
vidson. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bro-
tan. jr.. Mrs. Morris Steinberg.
i Mr and Mrs. C. Harvey. Mr. and
Mrs L. Mead, Wilbur Steinberg,
Mr and Mrs. George 1•1 Williams
I 
....A Sir, r.:notroo iliasinArr
Aaain
Formal
to increase the measure of under-
standing and to strengthen t h e
foundations of brotherhood in teh
world."
Dr. Tolley was accompanied by
Dr. T. R. M. Howard, president
of the National Medical Associa•
tion; Brigadier General Benjamin
0. Davis; and Mrs. Julio West
Hamilton, veteran Washington ci-
vic leader.
In a letter to Mrs. Alma Illery,
of Pittsburgh, president of the Na-
tional Achievement Clubs, which
sponsors the week-long memorial
to Carver, President Eisenhower
said: •
' "Each year on Jan. 5 it is a'
privilege to join in honoring th...
memory of George Washington
Carver Though born e slave, Dr.
Carver grew up a free man add
through his achievements became
the servant of all. He is consider-
ed one of the greatest ehentur-
gists of our time,
his full and beneficial life,
he made outstanding contribu-
tions in the field of agriculture
and strengthened the economy of
the nation.
'Dr. Carver's scientific mind
complemented his religios convic-
tions. He practiced his belief in
the Fatherhood of God and in the
Brotherhood of Man. He demon-
strated the wisdom of our Amer-
ican heritage of equality; he was
Saudi Arabia's King
To Confer With lko
WASHINGTON — (INS) — The
White House announced yesterday
aft King Saud of Saudi Arabia
will pay an official visit to the
U. S. at the end of this month
for discussions of Middle East
problems with President Eisen-
hower
. Saudi Arabia, the world's lead-
ing producer of oil, has remained
pro-western during the current
unrest.
a living example of the fact that
genius is found spoons all p.0-
pie.
"As we pay tribute to the mem-
ory of George Washington Carver,
we re-dedicate ourselves to the
fundamental principle of a CORI.
mon humanity upon which our na-
tion is founded and from which
we gain continual strength
Mr. and Mrs. Casey Terry, Mr.
and Mrs. George Tillman. Mrs
Hazel Johnson and Minor Dand-
ridge, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Jones.
Mrs. Louise Lawrence, Mr. and
Mrs. John Parker, Mr. and Mrs.
Luke Weathers, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Pride, Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Peacock, Miss Gladys Steinberg
and Parker Owens, Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Bass, Elmer Henderson,
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Simmons,'
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Lockard, Mr.'
and Mrs. W. T 31cDaniels. Dr.
and Mrs. E. Frank White, Mr and
Mrs. Onzie Horne.
THE INDISPLNSIIRLE "Little
Coat"—a wonderful. crisp joung
silhouette in Hollander's n e w
Wedgewood Blue Heave'. The
jacket has the belted hack nail.
man pockets buttoned-donn, and
a narrow jaunty look The leop•
ard h a t by John Fredrics A
shorter length is very becoming
to the petite woman since it is
scaled to her lack of height with
eel sa,rificing one lob of smart
fashion mail_N
CASH FOOD STORE
S
SAVE QUALITY STAMPS FOR VALUABLE GIFTS
.IANA C. PORTER
Yes Madame,
These wintry days call for
added calories on the menu In
give the warmth a n d energy
that is needed by sour family.
Yet with the cost of food it
Is very hard so make that ever
tilting budget balance.
Jack Sprat is always willing
Is come to your 'rescue with
money saving as well as time
saving suggestions.
Why not try this energy
stocked low cost meal today?
MEAT AND VEGETABLE PIE
2.3 cup cubed carrots
2-3 cup cubea potatoes
1 small onion, sliced
Meat gravy about l's cups
's cup Jack Sprat biscuit dough
Cook vegetables in boiling
water until almost tender.
Drain Add some of the cooking
liquid to the gravy if needed to
make about 1,2 cups.
Mix vegetables, meat and
gravy together. Heat thorough-
ly and pour into a baking pan.
Cut biscuits and arrange on top
of meat mixture. Bake at 425
degrees F. until biscuits a r e
done and pie is hot. about 15
minutes. Serve four.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter
Superb Entertainment From These Fine Stars Presented On Big Star Talent Show!
ISTE•ERS TO THE POPULA't Rig Star Talent Show were
rested to an extra fine measure of 1 atios listening as the south
.11 stars pictured above were. presented on a recent Rig Star
Ingram. The Rig Star show is beamed throughout the huge Mid. 
oath area by the 541,000 powerful watts of wniA,
ome of the performers pictured above are attending schools in
arious Mid-South schools and were home for the holidays, they
nand favor in showing their many friends how their talents are
developing, theiligh this enjoyable appearance on the Big star
how.
The group pictured obese includes: Left to right first row —
rMaxine Wiggles. Tennessee university: Helen Shield*. T 
university: Geraldine Seas. Yvonne Jordan, Fred Jordan, and!
Glenda Harves. Second row left to right: Bennie Jenkins. Hooke,
T. Robinson, Mississippi Vocational college; James Crisigen
Robert Hall and Joseph Jackson.
If you would like to appear on a future Rig Star Taint IOW
heard at 11:341 each Saturday morning on WDIA. just rootedt tt
station for an audition Irv-MIL
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know them. Mr. ('rook, was an ac-
tive deacon at St. Matthew Bap-
tist church for more than 35 sears
and of which he now serves as
an honorary deacon since I. i s
health has not allowed him to at-
tend church regularly. Mrs. Crook
served as a mother of the church
at St. Matthew for more than 35
Sears
NO DISTUR
769 SO. COOPER
2923 POPLAR AVE.
4569 SUMMER AVE.
1607 GETWELL
Alumni Day
Set Feb. 10
At LeMoyne
Spiscious Bruce hall will he the
setting Jim) the annual Alumni !lay
of the LeMoyne college alumni as-
sociation which will be held on
bunday, Feb. 10. at 5 p.m.
This program should be one of
the most unique to be presented on
Alumni Day. Much as it will be
centered around talent from the
faculty of the college and from
the alumni of the city. It will be
a program that all friends of the
college and alumni of the college
Will look forward to with great an-
ticipation. Outstanding tale nt
among both groups is no problem
is wide and varied, The re-
sponse is most gratifying. Some
of the participants will be given at
a later date.
Miss Marlette Trigg is program
chairman and she is going all out
to make this one of the outstand-
trig programs of the season. Mrs.
Maggie Ratcliffe is chairman of
the telephoning committee; Mrs.
Mildred Hodges. chairman of ush-
ers, Mrs. Rubye Porter. chairman
of invitations; Mrs. Edna S. Wing-
ler and Miss Jewel Gentry have
charge of publicity; Mrs. Ann Hall,
reception chairman: Mrs. Cherie
P Roland. generel chairman: L.
V. Johnson. president of the Mem-
phis chapter of the Association.
Program Slated
At Davis AME
Lewis Davis CME church, pas-
tored b: Rev. E. L. Cummings. is
presenting the students of the etn-
tioch kindergarten, of which Mrs
Lovie Taylor is supervisor. at 3
p.m.. Sunday, Jan. 20.
The youngsters. "little authori-
ties" on the Bible, are being pre-
sented as an event in interest of
the annual Homecoming Day
The public is invited to arship
With the church throughom t h e
day. Sunday school is at 9:30 t.m.,
Nis, Lillian Harden superin
eni. and morning worship will be
at I a.m.. sermon by the mi I-
ter. The church is located
526 Baltimore.
Name Ed Teague
New Citadel Coach
ST. LOUIS — INS) — A former
assistant to football coach Jim'
Tatum of North Carolina. Edward'
(Eddie) Teague is the new head'
coach of the Citadel.
The appointment of Teague.
who succeeds John Sauer, was re-
ported Monday at the NCAA meet-
ing in St. Louis.
Sauer quit the job at the Char-
leston IS. C.) college last Dec.
20 for "personal and private
reasons "
Citizens Asked: What Do Negroes'
In Memphis WantAs 1957 Come In?
Bs RUFUS JOHNSON
I Exclusive Te Defeader I
The Negro has netsw enjused
first-class citizenship. But t h e
Negro is at the crossroad. Full
freedom is in view. But from here
on, which way will he go7
Will we follow in the footsteps
ut our great leaders of old, or will
we become discouraged and again
walk in the paths of ignorance.
back seats on public transporta-
tion vehicles, second class citizen,
ship, the last hired and the first
fired.
No! We will not walk in the
' paths of old. We the Negro in
Memphis will walk with Negroes
everywhere who are walking tow-
ard freedom. integration and first-
class citizenship.
IT. G. W. LEE:
According to Lt George W. Lee,
prominent Republican. insurance-
man and tivic leader. the Negro
in Memphis can get anything that
lie really wants in 1957.
Lt. Lee says "I think the Negro
needs the element of courage in
order to qualify himself for free-
dom. The people who enjoy free.
MR AND MRS. FRANK CROOK
Mr., Mrs. Frank Crook
Observes 60th Year
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Crook, both
MI years young, celebrated their
60th anniversary at their home.
139 Spring St.. December 16. This
observance was in the form of an
open house with a come-and-go af-
fair during the hours 12 noon and
More than 100 persons register-
ed including 25 white friends and
Mrs. Ida Owens, who wan in a
wheel chair. Also present were
Mrs. Fannie Crook Thompson,
Memphis; and Mrs. Annie Crook
Green, Detroit. Mich., daughters
of Mr. and Mrs. Crook, and son.
Dee Frank Crook. of Ripley. Tenn..
Mon have demonstrated the great
eat courtge. Our ability to achieve
mass action behind a program of
Negro progress depends upon our
ability to work together. There
can be no failure to achiet e first
class citizenshisi w here the pea
ple net. collectively.'
MRS. DAY
Miss H. Caldwell Day. Memphis
writer and social worker, feels
that !Memphis needs a public das '
nursery tip that more Working mo-
' thers will have a safe place to
leave their children. She would
also like to see a vocational school
for Negro women. Miss Day feels
too many women are still depend-
ing upon the traditional domestic
work.
REV. HUNTER
Rev. Lenora Hunter sass: Noth-
ing short of complete equality still
suffice for the Negro in Memphis.
Ministers should be at the fore•
front of the Negro's journey tow-
ard full oitirenship.
MRS. NEWMAN
Ws. Lillian H. Newman, cash-
ier-clerk at the YMCA, would like
to see the talents of our youths
and high suhool students better
develoved in 1957. Also, a civic
improvement club that would aid
in keeping the Negro community
clean—block by block
RANCE i
Many friends were anxious to !
know if the anniversary celebra• '
tion would cause a disturbance in 
Bible Classtheir regular routine of rest, but
upon retiring for the night, Mr 
who lives with his parents.
OLD SETTLERS 
and Mrs. Crook were asleep and Helps Needythe days festivities held no fearMr. and Mrs. Crook are old set - for them, while the three chil-
dren turned and tossed on their The Kimbrough Memorialpillows counting sheep Bible class of the Mt. ()Ilse
tiers and well thought of as citi-
zens in the community by all who
Rey. Van Hook,
Veteran Pastor,
Dies Suddenly
Death claimed a veteran minis-
ter of Memphis last Friday.
Rev. W. T. Van Hook died at
John Gaston hospital soon after
he was admitted from a heart at-
tack.
The 77-year-old minister h a d
served as pastor of St Stephen's
Baptist church for 22 years.
Final rites ..were to be held at
St. Stephen's Jan. 9, with Rev
J. F Collins and Rev. A. E. Camp-
bell officiating
A resident of 1587 Brookins, the
deceased is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Willie Mae Van Hook, a son,
William and a foster son, Law -
recce Fugh.
J. 0. Patterson Funeral home
was in charge of arrangements.
"!, , ,
ANNL %I. BILEAKESST — Ike
annual New Year's morning
gathering of Emplosees of
McKellar Station, and now in-
cluding Lee station, was held
at Tony's Inn. Honored guests
for the esent were Theodore
Jackson, assistant superintcnd
ent of Lee Station, and Robert
Franklin, retired emplore of
tks Main Postoffice. A tasty
menu, sersed M a gala atoms
phere was enjoyed I:is all the
postal workers. In the photo
are Thaddeus Horne, Robert
Halfacre, hory Flagg, jr., Rob
441.11.1•••••••.
a
ert Taylor, Crese
jr., lam Brown, Fred Oasis.
Sid Tucker. James Greene,
Stanley Franklin, Theodore
J a c k so n. Bob Franklin,
Fred Slackleford, Noble Po%
ell, Harry Nelson. Clint slm
moss, Nelson Turner, Lonnie
TRI-STATE DEFENDER C
Sat., Jon. 12, 1917 V
ete
Lee, Willie Clark. el=
Flowers, Willie Gray,
Joaes, Oscar James, Wes Ow
iew, Hears Ras, Henry Fresh-
lin, John Gilliam, wuussi '
Warr and Srthur C. . (Ms
(hers Photo.1
LeMoyne Invited To Candlelight Service
Danforth Workshop
President Hollis F. Price has
announced that LeMoyne college
has been invited to be a member
of the first Institutional Summer
Workshop given by the Danforth
Foundation.
The Workshop will be held at
Sarah Lawrence college, Bronx-
N. Y., July 8 to Aug. 3, 1937,
Kenneth I. Brown, executive di-
rector of the foundatien, is asking
that each participating college
ssaci a quartet of representatives,
including a dean or a major ad-
ministrative officer. and three fac-
ulty members chosen from the
larger departments.
25 COLLEGES
All of the 25 colleges asked to
participate will be undergraduate
colleges (although some h a v ‘.)
gropuate divisions), below. 1,200 in
student body, regionally accredit-
ed. which are highly respweted for
their efforts to improve academic
standards and to increase scho-
lastic competence.
The Workshop is to he an ex-
edral C5IE church. Rev Henr C.
1Bunton, minister, distributed five
'dollars to each of 23 destitute
families in their 24th annual ('hrist-
mas contribution to the seedy.
The group also makes. contribu-
tions throughout the year. -
A benevolent committee is corn-
posed of T. J. Toney, ehairman;
F. Bennett, Walter Cox, L. A.
Men's;Davidson, E. S. Parka . and Gus
Cath- Kendrick
pertmental eiwisas or to see if a
foundation like the Danforth Foun
dation, can be directly helpful to
to institutions like LeMoyne,
working towards incieased aca-
demic usefulness and a still rich.
er college experience for their stu-
dents.
It will include lectures, seminars
and tours designed to meet t h e
specific needs and desires of the
member colleges.
ANNIE WILLIAMS
A candlelightl service to be spots- Co-sponsors ef the service ars
sored by the senior choir of the Mrs Celeste Phillips and Mrs.Ward Chapel AME church. Wood-1
Bobbett Baker The public is in-ward and Parkway, has been
scheduled for Sunday, Jan. 20. be- vited
ginning at g p.m Rev A I) Brown is the pastor.
Ageless Annie,
Dies At 125
1,1.11 1t1.1( KM! 1.1.
cHICAGO. Ill. — (Special) — I
Day is past and gone —
The evening shades appear ...
Those were the halting lines
from a song Mrs .Annte Diggs'
Williams, 125-year-old ex-slave,
cited to me the nrst time I inter• I
viewed her at Mrs. Ntontromery's .
convalescent home in the autumn
of 1951
Now even the evening shades
have gone for "Ageless Annie."
She died early Monday morn-
ing of diseases indigenous to old
age, ringing down the curtain onl
more than a cectury of life mixed
with bondage and'itecdom — joys
and heartaches.
WAS MIDWIFE
"Ageless Annie" was born a
slave in North Carolina. She grew
up and spent most of her life in
Grenada county, Miss. For near-
ly 75 years, she was a midwife
there and helped to deliver a large
percentage of the county's present
population.
In 1947 the ex slave left mis
sissmpt am: came to Chicago to
live with her great-granddaughter,
Mrs. Annie Mae Allen. and her
husband, Charlie. In 1950 she en-
tered Mrs. Montgomery's Conva-
lescent home at 7735 Prairie
During interviews at the home,
"Ageless Annie" recslled when
the "stars fell- — the slave beat-
ings — and the day the 'boss"
came and told the slaves "You're
free'"
REAL WHOOPEE
"You never seen such a
whoopee," she said. "We all
laughed and shouted and danced
— we had a ball!"
Final rites for the centenarian,
who had been active until two
months ago, will be held in Gren-
ade. Her body will IW in state in
the t'uneral chapel at 5039 Indiana
ave. until it is shipped to Missis-
sippi hates-. Ibis week
Mrs. Williams was a member
of West Point Baptist church here.
In Grenada she was a member el
Belle Flower Missionary Baptists
church. She was the wide, ad
Will Wilhelm!. of Grenada 'gusty.
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NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
FRAYSER, TENNESSEE
MR& JIMMIE DYKES Fields,
Prairie View, Texas teacher
Is shown with two of her stu-
dents at typewriters in a class
La the new division of the Sec-
retarial Science course estab-
lished at the Booker Washing-
ton Institute in Liberia. This
new division is part of the gen-
eral development program be-
ing carried out by Prairie
View A and M college under
contract with the Republic of
Liberia and the International
Cooperation Administration.
Trrrys =Douppr
I Dear Mme. Chante: I am writing
in order to secure pen pals, pref-
erably men between the ages of
35-50. I am 5 ft. 6 inches tall,
weigh 160 pounds and am 34 years
of age. My parents are Jamaican
and my hobbies are movies and
I am now interested in marriage.
I promise to answer all letters and
exchange photos. Miss Inez Car-
pry, 14 Camperdown Rd., King.-
P. 0., Jamaica B.W.I.
• • •
Dear Mm. Chantet I am inter-
im/4*d in corresponding with Negro
young ladies between the ages of
20 and 30, I prefer high school
graduates and college young lad-
ies, who Cr. ambitious. I am in
my thirties and have a good Posi-
tion, I do not want a young lady
who ii an scholia or a drunkard.
I promise to answer all letters and
exchange photos. Melvin Allen,
1131 Centre ave., Pittsburgh 8,
Pa.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to hear from pen pals of both sex-
es. I am an electrician and gas
welder, 45 years of age, 5 ft. 5
Inches tall, weigh 180 pounds,
dark brown skin and have a tour
room apartment. I find life very
lonesome and would like to corri..-
ispond with people in busir.ess or
otherwise who are also lonesome.
I promise to answer all letters
and exchange photos. John Hobbs.
107 W. 135th at., New York, N. Y.
• * •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
lonely young lady in the hospital
and would like to correspond wile
male pen pals between the ages
of 22 to 45. I am 20 years of age.
5 ft. 3 inches tall, weigh 130
pounds, medium brown skin, hazel
eyes and considered attractive. My
hobbies are reading and writing
and good music. I promise to
answer all letters and exchange
photos. Ora L. Braggs, B 123,
Alexander, Ark.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young Christian lady 32 years of
age. 5 ft. 7 inches tall, weigh 175
pounds, light brown skin with
brown hair. I attend church reg-
ularly and am a gospel singer. I
would like to correspond with a
young man who is a Christian or
a preacher. I promise to answer
all letters and exchange photos.
Maggie Vaughns, General Deliv-
ery, Waverly, Tenn.
. • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with an American
gentleman. I am 27 years of age,
5 ft. 1 inch tall, weigh 126 pounds.
with a quiet disposition. I would
like to correspond with a young
man who would like a good and
loving wife. Mavis Jackson, 45
Walham Park Rd., Withfield Town
P.O., Jamaica B.W.I.
to answer all letters and ex
change photos. A. L. Anderson,
Biff, Kingston Jamaica. B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mine. Chante: I would like
to correspond with an American
pen pal. I am 30 years of age, light
colored and my profession is that
of a dressmaker. I promise to
answer all letters and exchange
photos. Lelian sterling, R o a •
Well P.O., Clarendon, Jamaica,
B. WI.
Dear Mme. Cherie: I am a 
tnaican woman, a member of the
Baptist faith and a dressmaker by
profession. I am 25 years of age.
5 ft. 3 inches tali, dark coloured
and weigh 163 pounds, I would
like to correspond with an Ameri-
can gentleman who enjoys writ-
ing. I promise to answer all let-
ters and exchange photos. Enid
Brown, 30 Regent st.. Danham
Town, Jamaica B. W. L
• • •
Dear Mme. Charlie: I am a
young man, 22 years of age, dark
coloured, 5 ft. 8 inches tall, weigh
130 pounds and considered nice
looking, and in need of a pen pal.
I would like to correspond with
yOtmg ladies who would appreci-
ate a nice gentleman. I promise
A
• • •
Dear Mmo. Chantet I am a Ja-
maican, young woman who would
like to correspond with an Ameri-
can lady or gentleman. I am a
dressmaker by profession, dark
coloured and a member of the
Baptist faith. I promise to answer
all letters and exchange photos.
Come! Dagullar, 4 Clovelly Rd.,
Kingston P. 0., Jamaica B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chants: I have
heard of your club and have then
decided to write to you, asking
you to publish my name in the
pen pal column, so that I may get
a good wife from America. I am
6 ft. 2 inches tall, weigh 17P
pow:ids, 2e years of age. dark
broWn in colour and considered
nice looking. I would like to gel
a female correspondent between
the ages of 35 to 50 years of age.
one who is loving and tender. I
promise to answer all letters and
exchangs. photos. Dudley isaacs,
c-o D. Town Police Sta., Kingston
Jamaica B. W. I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am writing
to see if you can help me. I am
a lonely woman in my late 40'..;.
5 ft. 5 inches tall, weigh 150
pounds. black hair. I would like to
meet a nice gentleman between the
ages of 40 to 50, interested in
marriage. I promise to answer all
letters and exchange photos. Miss
E. Cherry, c-o Mrs. Wells. 120
W. 117th vi., New York 26, N. Y.
3 • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
lonesome man and would like to
correspond with some nice ladies.
I am 39 years of age, light brown
skin, brown eyes. 5 ft. 5 inches tall
and weigh 140 pounds. I enjoy mu-
sic and all sports. I promise to
answer all letters and exchange
photos. Nathaniel Johnson, 222 1-2,
Dixwell ave., New Haven, Conn.
•
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am 23
veirs 
 
f age. r ft 6 inches tall, Dear Mme. Chante:I would like
dark coloured and have never 
to correspond with young women
been married. I would like to eon- between the ages of 20 to 36, viho
respond with a young woman, in. are interested in marriage I
terest d in marriage, I promise t promise to answer all letters and
answer all letters and exchange exchange photos. B. F. Bostwick.
photos. Lloyd Campbell, 8 ROCK- 447 East 49th St., Chicago 15.
ingham Rr.. Winward Rd., P. O. Illinois.
--••••••
Ethel Waters Plagued
By Tax Troubles, Too
by JAMES L. 1ULGALLEN
NEW YORK — (INS) — Ethel
Waters is broke — due to income
tax trouble and lack of work. But
she's not asking sympathy.
All the famed blues singer and
actress wants, she said this week,
is a "break that would enable
her to get on her feet, financially.
Her voice tinged with pride, sne
declared.
"Except tor the government, I
don't owe anyone a quarter. I'm
doing the best I can to pay my
debt to Uncle Sam. But, actually,
there's nothing so wrong that a
good job or two in show business
won't clear up.
OWES TAXES
Miss Waters, who owed the gov-
ernment close to $25,000 in taxes,
has 'whitted this sum down to
about $15,000.
"But I haven't worked much in
the past four years," she related.
"Of course, I've done some work
but not enough. I just don't seem
to be able to get it.
"I've had jobs each year the
past four years. I'd make a TV
appearance in person or on film,
do some summer stock, or got a
night club spot for a week or two.
That's not enough.,
dark brown skin. I enjoy sports
and music and have a good job. I
promise to answer all letters and
exchange photos. Johnny Walker,
12.5 South Park ave., South Beloit,
111.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a man
34 years of age, 5 ft. 10 inches
tall, weigh 160 pounds, brown skin
and desire the better things out of
life. My occupation is that of a
commercial business employee
and my interests are music, sports
and literature. I am seeking an
early marriage with a good wom-
an. She must be neat and attrac-
tive with a pleasant disposition
not over 135 pounds and between
the ages of 18 to 30. I promise to
answer all letters and exchange
photos. Lloyd Watson, General
Delivery P. 0. St. Paul, Minn.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chant.; I am M
years of age, 5 ft. 6 inches tall,
dark colored, brown eyes and have
never been married. I would like
to become a member of your pen
pal club. I promise to answer all
letters and xchange photos. Lloyd
Campbell, 8 Rockingham rd.,
Windward Rr., P. 0. Kingston Ja-
maica B.W.I.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am desir-
ous of corresponding with pen pals
of the opposite sex. I am dark
color. 5 ft. 5 1-2 inches tall,
weigh 12... pounds and enjoy corre-
sponding promise to answer all
letters atm exchange photos, so
please write soon. Miss Veta Kerr,
51 Love Lane, Kingston, P. 0., Ja-
maica B W.I. •
Dear Mine. Chante: I would like
to hear from female pen pals be-
tween the ages of 18 to 30. She
must be a Christian. I am 28 Years
of age, light brown skin, brown
hair and eyes and weigh 175
pounds. 5 ft. 5 inches tall. I have
a steady job and own my own
home. I promise to answer all lql-
ters and exchange photos. Danzie
Vaughns, jr., General Delivery,
Waverly, Tenn.
• * •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
lady. 48 years of age, with a
brown complexion, 5 ft. 8 inches
tall, weigh 170 pounds. I would
like to meet a man between the
ages of 49 to 53, with a good iola
and able to support a wife and
have a nice home. I enjoy ball
games, T .V. and also church. I
am considered attractive and
promise to answer all letters and
exchange photos. Misses Cora
Wise. 4525 Evans Ave., Chicago 37,
Illinois.
• • • •
Kingston Jamaica B. W. I.
• • • Dear Mac Chante: I am inter-
Dear Mme Chante: I am ested in corresponding with a. a
young lady, about 5 ft. 5 inchesyoung man, 23 years of age, 5 it.
tall, weigh 115 to 135 lbs. between9 1-2 inches tall, nicely built,
brown skin and considered nice
looking. I would like to correspond
with the average young lady who
wants the better things out of life.
she may have one or two children.
from 19 to 30 years of Pee. I
have a nice car and a good job
and do not drink or smoke, but I
do enjoy jazz. Looking forward
to hearing from someone real soon.
I promise to answer all letters
and exchange photos. Ancusto Gon.
isles, 3632 E. 146th at., Clevelanci,
Ohio.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
like to hear from pen pals, female,
that are interested in marriage
I am 30 years of age, 5 ft. a
inches tall, weigh 195 pounds and
"I'm busted — but I'm not ask-
ing sympathy. Things go like
that in show business. I have
friends in the same boat, and we
console one another."
ETHEL WATERS
Select Book
Award Judges
The American Library Associa-
tion has announced judges for the
ALA Liberty and Justice Book
Awards to authors of three books
published in 1956 which "make
distinguished contributions to the
American tradition of liberty and
Prizes of $5 000 each will be
made in three categories.
The categories and the judges
who will select the winners are:
(1) Contemporary affairs a is d
problems (non-fiction): Herbert
Brucker, editor, Hartford (Conn.)
Courant; William 0. Douglas, As-
sociate Justice, U. S. Supreme
Court; Sen. Margaret Chase Smith.
(2) History and biography (non-
fiction): Julian P. Boyd, profes-
sor of history, Princeton univer-
sity; Margaret Clapp, president,
Wellesley college; Henry S. Corn-
mager, professor of history, Co-
lumbia university.
(3) Imaginative literature (fic-
tion, poetry of published drama):
Arne Bontemps, librarian, F I sic
university; George R. Stewart,
professor of English, University of
California; Allen Tate, critic and
poet.
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a
young woman and would like to
correspond with men from 30 to
40. I am 32 years old, 4 ft. 5 inches
tall, weigh 128 pounds. Annie May
Lammie, 97th Charles at., Kings-
ton P. 0, Jamaica BWI.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to have some pen pals. I am 5
ft. 3 ins, tall, black hair, dark
complexion, weigh aso lbs. dark
brown eyes and I am 35 years old.
I will answer all letters. Ruby
Davis, 7 Vincent at., Campbell
Town, Jamaica BWI.
• • .
Dear Mme Chante: I am a lone-
some man and would like to cor-
respond with some serious mind-
ed lady, built on the small scale.
I am 51 years of age,. 5 ft. 8 in-
ches tau, weigh 178 pounds and
brown skin. I promise to answer
all letters and exchange photos.
Wilbert Hall, 6648 Drexel Ave..
Chicago 37, Illinois,
the ages of 18 to 25. I am 5 feet
101/2 inches tall, weigh 148 pounds,
black eyes and hair, light brown
complexion and 22 years of age.
I promise to answer all letters
and exchange photos. Samuel Har-
ris, Jr., 7830 So. Michigan Ave .
Chicago 19, Illinois.
Cs.
Dear Mme Cbante: I would like
to correspond with some nice
gentleman, between the ages of
35 to 40, who is intetested in ma-
trimony. I am 30 years of age, 5
ft. 3 inches tall, weigh 118 pounds
and brown skin. I promise to an-
swer all letters and exchange
photos. Mrs. Joyce Taylor, 4500
Woodlawn Ave.. Chicago 15, Illi-
nois.
333.3.3oe
Her financial difficulties began ed. Why, I feel I could get out
four years ago when she produc- there and put them all to shams
ed her best-selling autobiography, in a part like that."
"His Eye Is On the Sparrow."
"Royalties from the hook put
me in a higher tax bracket," she
explained. 'My royalties went for
taxes. I couldn't keep up. Inter-
est on my taxes multiplied and I
didn't make anything out of the
book."
Miss Waters said that several
times, while she was struggling to
pay up her taxes, she received
refunds of about $2,500. Each
time she'd sign over the refund
as payment toward back taxes. At
the same time withholding taxes
were coming out of her salary
for the odd jobs she obtained.
'It's hard to be honest," she
smiled.
"I have to earn $850 a month
to keep up with my demands. I
have a home in California and
my mother lives in Philadelphia.
I'm living in New York now be-
cause I have to be on the ground
in case a job shows up."
She told of passing up a $50,000
deal.
"I turned down an offer from
20th Century Fox for my life story
because they wouldn't let me play
myself. They said I couldn't sing,
that I was too old, and that I
wouldn't have public appeal."
Her pride rising to the surface,
the 56-year-old blues singer ex-
claimed:
"I'm not dead. And I'm not dat- ETHEL WATERS
It's Open Season
On U.S. Taxpayers
It's time once again to file your Jan. 14 through April 15. T h e
Federal income tax return. Ev- "self-help.' plan will again be
cry citizen or resident of the U. S. stressed,
whether an adult or minor, who Taxpayers will be asked to corn-
had $600 or more gross income in plete as much of their return as
1956 is required to file. If over possible before seeking help from
65, the income base for filing rises the revenue service. It is felt
to $1,200. April 15 is again the that a majority of taxpayers can
deadline, complete a full return without any
Two American composers have aid other than that provided by
written songs about the Federal the form and instructions
income tax, but to the aver-
The "self-help" plan provides
age taxpayer news about the an- for help to taxpayers assembled
nual obligation is anything but .
music to his ears. in groups of six to eight with an
IStill, according to District DI- nternal Revenue agent instructorto explain how each line of the
rector H. Alan Long of the Chi- form is to be filled in.
cago office of the Internal Reve-
nue service, it's a situation where
the 26 northern counties of Illinois
must now face the music, 'and
pay up to the tune of an estimated
$700,000,000.
Nothing much in the essential
elements of the tax set up has
changed, Long declares. Forms
1040 and 1040A have been bright-
ened and tightened, instructions
systematized and clarified, but The Chicago District is compris-
the tax percentage brackets are ed of the 26 northern counties of
still the same as for the last two Illinois. In Chicago, assistance
years. may be obtained in Room 1, U.
Self-employed individuals whose S. Court House, Dearborn and
net earnings were $400 or more Adams sts., and at the eight
must file. Persons whose income branch offices maintained at stra-
was less than $600 must file quick- tegic points in the local COMM.
ly to obtain refunds. nities. Due to limitation of space,
The form and instruction book- no service will be available for
let read together should enable preparation of tax returns at the
most taxpayers to prepare their district office,
own returns without too much dif-
ficulty, Long said. Federal read appropriations for
However, the Internal Revenue 1957 total $1,e86,785,000, including
service will offer taxpayer assist- $1,125,000,000 under the new Fed-
ance at the local field offices from eral-Aid Act of 1956.
WotAEN REALLY
LIKE "ro St JIVED...
WAICH -NZ?
'OX-BILL...
wAICHIN.
The instructors, however, will
provide individual assistance to
those who are physically handi-
capped, the illiterate and the non-
English speaking taxpayers with
simple income tax problems.
In addition to the "self-help"
group plan, telephone service will
be available at the district office
and local field offices.
Let's Start The Year Right
Perhaps the ones to feel the
goodness of this holiday and be
the most greatful and thankful
are those of us who are poor
and afflicted. If you will note
the most pessimistic utterances
come from the folks that can
afford to live in beautiul homes
and have servants and need
not fear where their next meal
might come from. The most
hopeful words comes from those
of us who are struggling against
odds of all kinds. Those who
have gone down into the depths
of life who are most certain of
its heights.
Culture cannot save us. It
makes us interesting, but it does
net make us good. Culture may
only put a polish on our ino-
Oyes. Culture needs some power
which makes it sensitive to
wrong and courageous for the
right. So it is with those of as
who have suffered hunger and
want . it only gives us
courage to help others and to
share with our brothers and sis-
ters. May the NEW YEAR,
bilk into our hearts a better
understanding and more PEACE
among ALL MEN. HAPPY
NEW YEAR!
• *
Dear Prof. Herman- After reed-
it* your column for the past few
months I am indeed surprised to
find that I actually look forward
to it each time the paper conies
out. You see in your headings I
have found some very good read-
ing . . to say nothing of the
answers to your questions which
oftimes apply to my problems as
well. Please continue to do this
work, for there must be many
folks who don't take the time out
to write you, but that gather a
great deal from your column. Sin-
cerely, George McMann.
• . •
WORRIED. How can we pay all
of these bills?
ANS. It seems that you have
gone into debt for Xmas only
to find out that your husband
will be laid off of his job for an
indefinite period of time. If you
will go to these people that you
owe and explain the situation
right away . . . don't wait, they
will try to work out some solu-
tion. The only time people
have trouble is when they don't
bother to contact their debtors
and let things go until it is toe
late.
• •
E. R. Will the New Year bring
any happiness to us?
ANS. Your Lucky Stars and
Guiding Planet indicate many
change3 taking place in your
life. You sound rather optimis-
tic, but things are going to
change and your entire family
will benefit by these changes.
For further information write in
for your 1957 Horoscope.
* • •
J. M. Did he move or was that to
confuse me?
ANS. It appears that he really
did move. He isn't playing
games with you, but since he
hasn't been able to find work
here, he is trying another loca-
tion and will no doubt let you
know when he gets settled. Try
to have a little more confidence
in him, especially if you wish to
find happiness together.
ciFaol° goP Prof. Dood le
O tIA Sakak/ MISS... -1‘Aou•SIK '(cu
sektD ...THANK YOU
22 At Southern U. Make
Students' Who's Who'
rd-R-A-MI5S HOVE) LU(t. FORME 10 ?LK YOUR NAME UP IN
LAGNIS
BAQN ROUGE, La. — M. L.
Harvey, ean of students at
Southern u 'ty, announced
this week, who ha e been listed
in "Who's Who Among Stu-
dents" in American Universi-
ties and Colleges.
Named are:
Clyde Ray Bennet. Juni* r,
Pineville; Wilson Byrd III, sem
for, New Orleans; John T. Car•
riere, senior, New Orleans; Put.
vis C. Carter, senior, Bastrop;
Evangeline A. Davis, senior,
New Orleans; Thomas Donatto,
senior, Opelousas; Joseph E.
Hines III, senior, Alexandria;
Artie R. McClellan, junior, Min-
den; C. Aubrey O'Neil Peoples,
senior, Monroe; Richard Perk-
ins, senior, Covington; and Ann-
ie M. Piper, junior, Rayville;
Lerner Proctor, senior, Batas
Rouge; Leroy C. Roquemore,
senior, Columbia; Everlena
Russell, junior, West Monroe;
Earnie Scott, senior, Shreveport;
Dudley LeVaughn Tademy, sen-
ior, Leesville; Earl Tolbert,
junior, Opelousas; Costelle B.
Walker, senior, Baton Rouge:
Walter White, senior, Mansfield;
Clarence Wilridge, senior,
Rayne; Dorothy Ruth Wilson,
senior, Crowley; and Johnnie
Lee Williams, senior, Derry.
Pension Veterans Get
Income Questionnaire
Annual income questionnaires
have been mailed to more than
1,200,000 veterans and widows and AA
children of deceased veterans whO
are receiving pension, VA an-
nounced last week.
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Our Opinions
Teaching Of Negro History
A great impetus was given to the move-
ment for the study of Negro history in
the public schools when Carter G. Woodson
was alive. He had the pre-vision to under-
stand that the revelation of much authenti-
cated data about the black man's role in
the development of the New World would
increase respect for the Negro and foster
better race relations.
Upon Dr. Woodson's death, however, the
agitation for inclusion of Negro history
as an integral part of the curricula of pub-
lic schools and universities has been allow-
ed to elapse into a lukewarm annual resolu-
tion which is never followed through.
It is to be regretted that so worthy an
objective should have been junked for lack
of vision and interest.
For, the teaching of Negro history is a
powerful cultural instrument that would go
a long way toward clearing up much of the
fuzzy thinking about integration. Had
Woodson's ideas and suggestions been kept
.tlive the transition from segregated to
desegregated schools might not have en-
countered t h e emotional a n d intellectual
• esistance which has greeted it even in the
North.
The Supreme Court itself, which is-
sued the historic decision did not come to
I his conclusion by a mere judicial pursuit
of the legalism incidental to integration. It
was not until leading sociologists of the
country, including the late Louis Wirth of
the University of Chicago, had submitted,
he request, an outline of their position to
t h e court did the justices make up their
mind on the issue of segregation.
A salubrious climate was thereupon
created for the promotion of the greatest
dictum to have come from the high tribun-
al in half a century. Thus, when the legal
argument against segregation was marshal-
ed, the court had no difficulty in whacking
down the intolerable tradition of separat-
ism.
When Hollywood Had
Back in 1949 Hollywood got up its
courage to discuss social reform on t h
screen. It tackled the problem with a ven-
geance that had all the overtone of a mili-
tant crusade. The question of the American
Negro and the cruelty of society toward
him was faced by the film industry eight
years ago with a rush which, to an outer-
space observer, might have suggested that
the injustice involved was less than 75
years old.
Louis de Rochemont started the trend
when he announced plans for "Lost Bound-
aries," a story of "passing" from the Ne-
gro race to ,the white, which was shot in
the East.
S0011 afterward, Twentieth Century-
Fox quietly purchased Cyd Ricketts Sum-
4 ner's novel, "Quality," which dealt with the
problems of an almost-white Negro nurse,
and which had been adapted to the screen
under the title, "Pinky."
Fox acquired "No Way Out," a story by
Lesser Samuels about a Negro interne. John
Ford was engaged to direct "Pinky." Ethel
Waters was signed to play the grandmother
in it. In the summer of that year. MGM
purchased William Faulkner's "Intruder In
The Dust," a novel about an attempted
lynching in the South.
Similarly, it would help the cause of in-
tegration if those who oppose it knew
something of the Negro's cultural heritage.
It woui.; not hurt our position if the segre-
gationists knew that the Negro was not
al1vays a mendicant a buffoon or a helpless
slave.
It would help rather than hinder our
social progress were it generally known
that both in Portugal and in Spain, it was
possible f o r Negroes to attain positions
of considerable eminence.
Historians of the period of Spanish ex-
ploration report with astonishment the fre-
quent appearance of Negroes in incidents
of historical importance. In 1546 Juan La-
tinoe, an African, received an academic de-
gree from the University of Granada in
Spain, and later became professor of Latin
at the same university.
It was the highest professorship at the
royal college. Latino's poetry in Latin is
preserved today as an example of the most
precise and brilliant writing of the early
Spanish scholars in this medium.
To cite only one other example, there
are preserved today in the Convent of the
Capuchines, ;it the Treasury Room of the
Basilica of Seville, in Spain, religious paint-
ings by Sebastian Gomez, an African living
in Spain during that period.
These paintings, which include t h e
"Immaculate Conception," "The Saved
Family," and "Jesus Tied to the Column,"
are of such perfection of detail and power
of conception as to have been mistaken for
a hundred years for the work of his master-
the great Spanish painter, Murillo.
These and many other historical facts
would do much to enhance our prestige be-
fore the bar of public opinion. But the Only, #r.
way to insure their propagation so that
they might influence public thought is to
introduce them as part of required history
discipline in all school curricula.
-Vro.
COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP
It was interesting tc moo the
comments of the Negro Memphi•
ass who were asked to give their
iws On what they would like to
see developed in Memphis in 1951.
It was more interesting to note
the identities of those asked to
give their views. At first sight,
one would be prone to observe
an implication on the part of the
papers who carried their views
that there is a desire to discover
and give expression to others than
those who have been most in the
news over the past few years
And that is as it should he. In
a chnimunity of this size there is
hound to be a variety of leader-
ship on many different levels. And
%et it's easy to get the idea that
there is only a handful of folk do-
ing all the leading. That comes
about because in so many instan-
ces the same folks' names and
faces are found at the top of
the lists of virtually everything go-
ing on. Newspaper wqers and
others get in the habit of seeing
these people's names and of con-
sulting them about everything that
happens in the Negro community.
Maybe it's easier that way.
But it's also more misleading
that way. It leaves the impres-
sion that there is a shortage of
leadership in t h e community.
Leaves the impression that nobody
else is doing anything, saving any-
thing. or thinking anything
And that's not the way it is at
all. As a matter of fact, it might
be most revealing to the interested
to learn that in many instances
the real leadership in many or.
eanirations and institutions is
found among those whose names
are rarely mentioned, and whose
pictures less rarely get placed in
the papers.
It is an unfortunate observation
that anion" Negroes particularly
. .and probably among white
groups . too much work is piled
up on those willing to serve in
public service and other activities
calling for the sacrifice of time
and energy. 'fbe same people are
Courage
While these projects were maturing a
relatively young company, Screenplays, Inc.,
headed by Stanley Kramer, moved into the
field by purchasing screen rights to Arthur
Laurents' play, "Home of the Brave."
The Laurents drama dealt with a Jewish
soldier who suffered from a post-battle
psychosis because of his awareness of anti-
Semitism. But in the screen adaptation, the
soldier was a Negro and the theme was
anti-Negro prejudice and not anti-Semitism.
These films had a very healthy psycho-
logical impact on American audiences, even
in Dixie, where they were shown. But, since
1949, Hollywood has been strangely silent.
However, we have since covered much
ground in the political and social fields
which, we believe, offer greater rewards if
exploited by competent producers.
The high drama that accompanied the
abolition of segregation in public carriers
in Montgomery Ala.. is one of the high wa-
ter marks of desegregation. Here you have
a story pregnant with all t h e intrigues
necessary to a melodramatic plot.
A ,Hollywood touch to the struggle for
integration may exercise the necessary in-
fluence in shaping American attitude
toward one of the cardinal problems of the
American democracy.
ALBERT BARNETT
Setting The Record Straight On The
Indians And Resources Of Arizona
WHEN YOU MAKE A STATE- would gain the Impression fromIty NT — especially if it's to be your statements, that all Arizona
— it's always wise to be Indians now dwell on reservations
sure of your premise, so that it located in Macieopa county. Also
challenged later. you have the that most of the state's revenue
facts and figures to back up your is gained from tourist trade — in
statement. winter at Phoenix and Tucson, and
Recently, it was this writer's in summer, in thenorthern forest
good fortune to spend a month lands of the state . . ."
In Arizona, the trip centering on ". . . For instance, what about
an interesting fortnight in Phoenix the Navajos" I have many friends
seat of state, county and city among them, Don't they deserve
governments — and a memorable
- 'visit to Ray. Arizona. where he
was guest of his daughter. Flor-
ence. and son-in-law. Jerome Bert
McDonald.
Returning some of the impres-
along gained on the journey were
featured in ,this colmun, one of
which was a thumb nail sketch of
Arizona's Indians, and the other
a brief mention of the state's ex-
tensive resources.
Now comes a letter from a full
blooded Apache ( Rainbow River),
now living in Chicago einder his
Americanized name. Richard J.
Tonto. A graduate of an Easterly
&college and a school of engineer.
"'int he seems well informed mon
his letter statea, in part, as fol.
lows:
". . . I read your column on
Arjaona with interest and while
It has ,orne merit, it seems to
mention?"
Now, to set the record straight.
Arizona's Indians are divided into
13 separate and distinct tribeS, at
follows: Paiute. Ravasupai, Huai-
psi, Mohave, Chemehuevi. Mari-
cops, COPOPah, PIM°, Navajo.
Hopi, Apache. Pima and Yaqui.
The Navajo reservation, largest
in the nation, Is located on Art-
tone's high northern plateau, and
extends into New Mexico and
Utah.
The proud Navajoa still lead the
nomadic life of their ancestors,
specializing in the raising of sheep.
They are also famous for the
blankets, rugs and other products
woven from wool, and for the
silver and turnimise jewelry, fash-
ioned bY their artisans.
Arlainale economic income is
extensive and come from a variety
the copper produced in the nation
as mined in Arizona, the leading
mines being located at Ray, San
Manuel, Morenci, Bisbee, Mo.
Superior and Miami. in 1955, the
state's income from mining was
in excess of $360000.
Cotton is the main agricultural
crop, having an annual yield of
more than 1,000 pounds per acre,
largest in the nation. Vegetables
are next in importance, then fruit
The livestock industry produces
rn annual income of 130,000,000,
two-thirds of which comes (revs%
the cattle which still graze on the.
state's vast open ranges. The.
other third of income is derive..
from hogs, sheep. dairy and re.
iated products.
Arizona's manufactured products.
bring an annual income of more
tnan U50.000,000, These
electronics and airplane part.
(Hughes and Douglas Aircnaf%
plants at Tucson); lumber, ce-
ment, cotton seed oil, agricultural
chemicals, air conditioners, sheet
metal, precision machinery and
allied products
Last year's 900,000.000 visitors
account for Arizona's high rank
as the "Vacation Land of Ameri-
ca." This important industry
brings an annual Income of more
than 9175,000,000 to the state, and
the sum total of all resources
noted above has been achieved in
abort ears.
two (2) committed most.
While I was in the army dur-
ing World War I. I attended a
special training school for line and
field officers in French Warfare.
Among the instructors in t h •
school were two foreign field of-
ficers, one French and one Brit-
ish. Both were battle casualties.
During briefing periods on of-
fense and defense strategy a n d
the matter of casualties, two state-
ments were made that impressed
me far beyond their military sig-
nificance.
FOREIGN CHARGES
The British officer said, "The
Americans are always in a bunch.
They eat fast, walk fast, drink
fast and fight fast. As soldiers,
their impatience keeps them con-
stantly on the offensive, therefore,
are not much on the defense."
The French officer made the fol-
lowing observation, "The Ameri-
cans are recklessly wasteful. Thjs
is evidenced when one takes a
look in their garbage pails. Their
soldiers throw away enough to
feed the entire French A r rit y.
Their soldiers are as reckless with
their arms and equipment, also as
reckless with their lives, as they
are with their rations."
I have thought of these state-
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SO WHAT?
ntr
called an to teed vrtually every•
thing. If it's a drive for the
PTA organizational meet-
ing. C mmunity Fund w or I:
health kanipaigna, FO on and no
forth d without end, the same
folk at' called upon for their
views, t eir money and their lead.
ership,
And although these people try
to respond in most instances, the
fact remains they have too many
demands made on them. Among
Negroes it seems that every time
distinction as a doctor, a lawyer,
a teacher, preacher, store-keeper.
insurance man, or what-have-you,
the rest of us immediately decide
that person is capable of doing
anything else imaginable wit n
equal success. Thus, too much re
sponsibilitv is "laced on the aver
age Negro who has done pretty
well in sonic one area. Too often
the successful business man is ex-
pected to do wonders In the field
of politics or social welfare. And
then when he doesn't live up to
experience, he is soon dubbed un-
expectations somebody get m a ri
and discounts everything he has
done.
If he wisely declines to serve
outside his field of interest and
cooperative and selfish. If he
does a little within his felt limits
he is slated as self-seeking and
stingy.
A better balance can be obtain•
ed in the distribution of leader-
ship energies by seeking and rec-
ognizing leadership qualities in
newer and younger persons The
neat requrement is that the old
eadership be willing to move over
and let the new leaders find a
place on the recognition shelf
Too oft en the old leaders get
jealeous and even hostile to new
faces.
But, if Memphis ix to grow
and make its forward progress on
an even keel, it will have to wel-
come and encourage new leadr-
ship. That's why it was significant
o note the observations of t h e
ew spokesmen who voiced their
views to start the new year, 1937.
Among the many besetting sins ments a many time since they
of the American people, imps- were made that cold wet day in
tisane, and extravagance are the lel& Patience is one of in a a a
great virtues. Patience is one of
man's strong fighting weapons.
Patience denotes faith and hope.
Patience also shows four - way
strength of mind, strength of char•
meter, strength of body a n d
strength of soul.
VICTORY OVER SELF
To be economical indicates
man's control. It signifies man's
victory over himself.
Impatience causes hasty actions,
hasty judgments and both or eith-
er will make one vunerable to
every danger in life, plus ending
up in great sorrow.
Extravagance will cause misery
and want, a denial of needs and
can end in death and destruction.
There are many ways in which
to be extravagant. One can be
extravv:ant with himself, h
talents, his resources, his posses-
sions, his obligations and respon-
sibilities, his friends, his neigh-
bor. r• country and his God
The same is true of impatience.
These two enendes of man im-
pa'ience and ext.-avagance. c 3 n
only he uverconle by developing
the habit of being willing and con•
rent to wait and see and through
the practice of using yourself
your means, your friends and
your neighbrors sparingly.
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' Knowing all the answers today isn't as
all the queftions you're asked."
important as 'no-ing'
Still Holding Out
— 
Simple Says, Left Or
Right, Both Are White
' From long experience with
white people," said Simple, '1
know that their left hand don t
always know what their right hand
doeth."
"Meaning by that what?" I
asked.
"Meaning by that their right
hand — which is really the hand
that is trying to do right, by which
I mean the Supreme Court — has
done decreed the end of Jim Crow
In schools and buses. But most
white folks down South is no where
near ready to go to school with
MP. let alone set on a bus seat
with Negroes. In fact, their left
hands and left-behind-hearts, and
white folksee way-far-backward
minds, do not know what their
right hand doeth — just like I
said."
"Yoe art talking about race
again,'' I stated. "Race, race,
race! The race problem is always
on your mind."
"Being a race man, yes," said
Simple. "Till the day I die —
since I will be black until I am
dead and buried — race problem
will be on my mind. Hew can they
help but be? White folks forces
me to it."
''There is such a thing as being
above the struggle." I said, "as
ignoring the petty things of this
world."
"Petty means what?" asked
Simple
"Little," I said
"l'hen I cannot be that small,"
declared Simple, "because my
problems is hie. Facts is, my
problems is ME. I am colored.
Afro-American, black, sepia, jet,
ebony, whatever you want to call
me. Until I am right in this world.
and this world is right by me I
got to talk about my problems
Is there anything wrong with
that.
''The Hungarians howl about
their problems, so do the Israelis.
likewise the Egyptians. also every-
body else in the United Nations.
Talk, talk, talk, is all I hear on
the radio from the UN everyume
I turn the radio on.
Me, I have no UN. and Harlem is
not represented there. I am not
a nation. I am supposed to be a
part of the U. S. A., and somebody
named Lodge or something or
another is supposed to represent
me, but I have not yet read in
nobody's newspapers where Lodye
has said one thing about these all -
black schools in Georgia has
99-years-old, nor about them all-
black schools in eGorgia that hits
classes only when cotton don't
need picking.
1Vith all this talking about ine
Free World, and ain't-it's-shame
about the Hungarians, there is
nary a word about ain't-it-a-shame
about the Negroes that cannot vote
in Mississippi, and also has to
walk to work in Alabama because
they got too much pride to ride
on the back seats of buses that
runs over public streets for- which
Move pays taxes just like anybody
else.
That is what I mean about the
left hand and the right. Our white
folks can talk so big in the UN
and do so poor on their own end
— which is the U. S. A., Ameri-
can, also Harlem."
"Be careful," I said, "you'll
commit treason. Then you'll never
get a passport to go abroad."
"What old abroad?" said Sim-
ple "I do not want to go to no
abroad. The only frontier I want
to cross is that one called Jim
Crow. The only place I want a
passport to is Freedom right here.
And the only foreign soil I amo
yearning and longing to set fool
on is the soil of Equality, which
I have never yet seen. It must he
somewhere across the Jordan in
Beulah Land."
"In other words, you figure you
have got to die to be equal to
the whites"."
"The Bible says, 'This world
and another one: said Simple,
"and in the other world, I am
due to be whiter than snow —
whiter than Mr. Eisenhower and
Mr. Stevenson put together —
which means I won't have to wor-
ry my brains which way to vote
up in Glory — unless Adam Powell
is there to confuse me. Do you
reckon Adam Powell will go to
Heaven when he dies?"
'He's a minister, isn't her
"He is a minister and a politi•
caner, too," said Simple. "But if
my Aunt Lucy was living, I bet
she would say, 'Is Powell gunning
on God's ticket?' But God must
have been on Adam's side in the
last election! Do you reckon Eisen-
hower will be inviting Adam to
play golf with him in Georgia
this winter?"
"That I do not reckon," I said.
"He ought to," said Simple.
"And the President ought to in-
vite Powell to Key West, too,
when he goes down there in Jan-
uary to take the sun. Adam is
light. Them Southerners would
not know him from white. If white
is right, light is the next best
thing — when you are associating
with folks in the White Housa
since, until we get a Black House,
we have to abide by the White
House."bla"cYlcou and white," I said. "Can't
think only in terms of
you ever get rid of your color
phobia' With you, I am beginning
to think, it is a poison like hydro-
phobia. a complex, a psychosis.
You are psychotic."
"If you have to call me names,"
said Simple, "please call me some-
thing I can understand."
"You are a racial isolationist."
said. "a nationalist, a black
chauvinist.'
"You got one thing right," said
Simple, "I sure am black. But
there is something I am going to
say now that has no race In it:
HAPPY NEW YEAR!"
OW-ccrid- -ADATA. 
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A big lie was nailed down in
1956. All of us now know for sure
what a great many of us suspected
all along. I am referring, of
course, to the big lie the Dixie-
crats never tire of telling, the lie
that the Southern Negro is happy
with Jim Crow and that he would
be content if only "outside agita-
tors" left him alone.
In 1956 the Southern Negro dem-
onstrated clearly that he is sick
and tired of being segregated. His
resentment over the color line K as
dramatically displayed in deeds of
magnificent courage.
The most dramatic, of course,
was the year-long boycott of the
buses of Montgomery, Ala. No out-
side agency, nor the local branches
of our national organizations, con
claim credit for initiating this ac-
tion. All the honor must go to the
citizens of Montgomery and their
great leaders, among whom none
is more distinguished than the Rev.
Martin Luther King.
Some white propagandists posing
as newspapermen have tried to
show that the boycott was part of
some master plan of the N Y.,
office of the NAACP. I was shock-
ed to read such an inference in
an article written by Alstair Cooke
of the British press, His bird-braln
reporting with its presumption of
objectvity was the kind of tripe
that you do not usually associate
with Englishmen who are fortunate
enough to get a good education.
national election. Despite the fev-
erish activity of many Northern
Negro Democratic leaders, despite
all the little victories won through
the local Democratic machines in
some sections of the South, despite
all the propaganda of liberal Dem*
ocrats of the North, including
Mrs, Eleanor Roosevelt, despite
all the propaganda of the CIO and
other liberal agencies, the over-
whelming majority of Southern Ne-
groes told the Democratic party
to go straight to hell.:
In the eyes of most Southern Ne-
groes, the Democratic party is the
party of Senator Eastland to a
far greater degree than it is the
party of Mrs. Roosevelt. They see
and hear the local Democratic
leadership in their own communi-
ties and no outsiders from up
North can tell them about how
liberal these Democrats are.
They know that the murder of
Emmett Till and all the frightful
atrocities of the South are white-
washed by the Democratic officials
who run and control the city, coun-
ty and state governments of Dix-
ie. They also feel that a victory
for the Democratic party in a na-
tional election inevitably strength-
ens rather than weakens the south-*
ern wing of the Democratic party
The fact that Adlai Stevenson
wanted to make peace with theFe
Dliciecrats finally, of course. con-
vinced the most loyal southern Ne-
gro Democrats that the time had
Southern Negro resentment per- qcom'e to strike back at Demo'
haps reached its most fundamental /erotic hypocrisy
an far eac es re in the The most cour cous action tab
en by Southern Negroes in likid
was the defiance of mobs which
tried to prevent Negro children
from attending schools that had
been ordered to integrate. Negro
parents and children, from first;
graders to the high school level,
stood up to angry mobs In a man-
ner that Was absolutely heroic.
Not even the Hungarian defiance:
of the Communists was more cour-
ageous than the actions of little
children in the face of angry and
armed white mobs in some sec-
tions of the South, Such bravery
has been known only in times of
war.
Who gave these little children
their courage? Certainly they were
not inspired by any "outside agita-
tors." Many of the Negro parents
who braved the white mobs had
no education themselves but they
were determined that their ‘7hil-
dren would have a taste of demo-
cratic freedom.
Thus is was in 1956 tht.t South-
ern Negroes told the world that
they were unhappy over Jim Crow
and they resented the system of
segregation. In boycotting the Jim
Crow bus systems, in revolting at
the polls against Democratic hy-
pocrisy, and in risklgg their lives
against mobs in the school fights,
the Southern Negroes lived Up ti
the most noble ideals of our re-
public .
Whatever the future holds, the
year 1956 will long he remember-
ed as the year of decision for N.-
ties in the South, I,
-;Owsa.
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NEWS THAT MADE HEADLINES IN 1956
Bus Boycott, Desegregation, Vote Switch Among Year's Top Storie.)
By LLOYD L. GENERAL
In their continuing struggle for complete acceptance
in the American scheme, Negroes may well come to consid-
er 1956 as the decisive year, a period when the fight turn-
ed definitely—and irrevocably—in their favor.
For the most part, it was a year of triumphs on all
fronts — economic social and po-
litical — with only a few setbacks
to slow the advance.
The most important story of the
year was racial integration, and
the most significant triumph in
that area occurred in Montgom-
ery, Ala., where, when the year
ended, Negroes boarded city bus-
es and took seats where they
pleased
BIGGEST NEWS
Although the successful prose-
cution of the Montgomery bus boy-
cott and its brave leader, Rev.
Martin Luther King, provided the
biggest news of 1956, there were
other places and other heroes who
pressed the fight.
As 1956 began. the Till case was
brought back into the headlines
when white author William Brad-
ford Huie wrote a magaaine arti-
cle which directly accused Roy
Bryant and J. W. Milam of the
murder of the young Chicago tad.
There were threats against Huie
and the magazine, but no action.
Hot words flew also between
FBI Chief J. Edgar Hoover and
Dr. T. R. M. Howard. Mississip-
pi's outspoken spokesman against
racial integration. After each
had said his piece, the situation
still remained, with Howard ac-
cusing the FBI of laxity in en-
forcing civil rights and the FBI
declaring that it was doing every-
thing in its power.
LUCY CASE
But in Alabama. a young school
teacher refused to wait for help
from the government, and her
sheer courage in the face of un-
beatable odds earned Autherine
Lucy a place in freedom's hall of
tame.
Having won a court fight for
admittance to the University of Al-
abama, Miss Lucy showed up at
school, only to find herself sur-ro
the school, only to find herself sur-
rounded by a mob of racists, de-
termined that she should not en-
ter.
Violence, threats and court bat-
tles followed. But Miss Lucy was
undaunted, and she won — Only
to lose in the end when the uni-
versity accepted her as a student,
then expelled her for waging the
fight in the first place.
The Lucy affair became a cele-
brated case and people throughout
the world began to cast question-
ing eyes at the U. S. system of
justice.
REVERSALS BEGIN
Miss Lucy's failure to gain ad-
• •
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MARY cars, (eonferrInit
with Atty. C. Holman) stay-
ed in the news all year. Freed
of charges of extorting $20,000,
mittance to the University of Al-
abama touched off a series of re-
versals which have not yet run
their course: led by Alabama,
three states have outlawed t h •
NAACP.
The fighting civil rights organi-
zation has been forbidden to op-
erate in Alabama, Louisiana and
Texas, and faces a similar ban
in Georgia.
Negro leaders, emphasizing a
non-violent approach to the racial
problem proposed a day of pray-
er early in the year, but the sig-
nals got crossed and the nation-
wide demonstration fizzled.
People who were not primarily
involved in the racial struggle sud-
denly found themselves caught up
in a web of hate. Singer N a t
(King) Cole was attacked on the
stage of a Birmingham theater.
His assailants were convicted, hut -
Cole was hard put to explain why
IN POLITICAL year, New
York Rep. Adam Clayton Pow-
ell, a Democrat, switched al-
legiance in the presidential
campaign, to support Eisen-
hoWer for re-election. Powell
he was singing to an all-white aud-
ience.
SCHOOL ISSUE
School desegregation, the main
issue in the racial struggle. found
pretty rough going in several
places, but the onward sweep
could not be halted.
Main areas of contention were
in Tennessee and Kentucky. In
were called out to insure the safe-
ty ot Negro students in Clinton
High school: in Sturgis and Clay.
Ky.. violence erupted when Ne-
groes enrolled at formerly all -
white schools.
By the end of the year, the
federal government had moved
into Clinton to oppose segregation-
ists. More than a score had been
arrested and the pending cases
are expected to provide a prece-
dent in the school cases.
Some progress has already been
made in stifling opposition to court
orders for school tntegration: John
Kasper, who went to Clinton from
she was hit successively by
the death of her husband and
her lawyer, and a fight over
her husband's estate.
SCHOOL INTEGRATION
came to Clinton, Tenn., the
hard way. National guards-
men, court trials and finally
federal action, helped e a d
also made news in futile fight
to add a desegregation rider
to the ill-fated school c o n-
struction bill. At year's end,
Powell sac being investigated
on possible income tax dis-
crepancies.
Alabama to spark the segrega-
tionists, was convicted on a con-
tempt of court charge.
GENERAL FEELING
There was the general feeling
that school integration was an ac-
complished fact in Clinton a n d
there was nothing anybody could
do about it.
So went the integration fight in
195e. Flush with victory, Negroes
rose up to hammer relentlessly at
the forces which stood in their
way. Successful boycotts, Mont-
gomerystyle. were being waged
in other southern cities and each
day brought new victories.
But, 1956 was also an election
year. and the Negro asserted him-
self fully, switching from tradi-
tional voting patterns to become
a power in pclitical calculation,
There was mass desertion from
the Democratic party in the South
and there were significant defec-
tions in other areas.
ADAM'S SWITCH
The most spectacular bolt was
made by Rep. Adam Clayton Pow,
ell of New York, who forsook
Democratic Candidate Adiai E.
Stevenson and supported victor-
ious President Eisenhower.
Powell, Reps. William Dawsen
of Chicago and Charles Diega of
Michigan were all returned to the
House by impressive margins.
Negro voters did not have much
choice in the civil rights platforms
of the two parties. although Roy
Wilkins, executive secretary of the
NAACP, conceded that the Repub-
lican plank was a "'shade strong-
er."
Of greater significance than how
they voted was the fact that more
Negroes voted than ever before,
even in the South where cam-
paigns of intimidation were wag-
ed in certain areas.
Also sgnificant was the record
number of Negroes seeking pub-
lic office in all sections of the
country.
The pundits have not finished
explaining what the trend af the
Negro vote portends, but a I I
agreed that a permanent chang.
has taken place and that no par-
ty can consider the Negro as a
"captive" voter
COMPROMISE HURTS
In the area of government. 1956
brought nothing to brag shout. A
compromise betweensouthein
Democrats and northern Republi-
cans effectively bottled up the ad-
ministration's civil rights bill.
And Rep. Powell found himself
the victim of anti-federal aid in-
terests when they used his anti-
segregation rider to kill the school
hill.. In the end. Pewell's amend-
ment was opposed by most mem-
threats a a d harassment
against Negro students
(shown above entering school
amidst jeers from white stu-
bers of Congress, the President
and private organizations which
had been supporting him,
The civil rights trend stirred
southern congressmen to futile ac-
tion. More than 100 Senators and
Representatives signed the South-
ern Manifesto, a bitter, desperate
document damning the Supreme
Court and all persons who ad'
vocate racial integration.
Other southerners took desper-
ate measures to suppress integra-
tion sentiment.. In Madison, Fla.,
white nurse Dr. Deborah Coggins
was fired from her three - county
job after she had lunch in public
with a Negro nurse.
HYSTERIA SHOWS
Southern states passed in o r e
bills to add to measures already
adopted in hysterical efforts to
halt integration. Few of these bills
have been tested in court, but no-
body really expected any of them
to stand up.
While some turned to law, ,e)
maintain mastery over the Negro,
there were those in 1956 who still
clung to the dark, dishonorable
method of mob rule. In Wildwood,
Fla., Jesse Woods, who alleged-
DR. CHARLES JOHNSON
ly yelled "Ift. Baby," at a white
woman was snatched from jail by
a group of white men and flogged.
• Although several men ware ar-
rested and tried, they went free
after Woods swore that he could
not identify his attackers.
Even with cases like t h i s,
against violence, bloodshed, threats
and legal maneuvering, the Near)
American reached a new level in
1956. He earned more in o n e y.
saved more, invested more and
was vastly more pleased with his
country and his heritage titan at
any time in history.
D %AK WORLD
But, even during this period of
DR. CHARLES HILL
transition, the Negro did not fail
to take note of progress of dark
peoples in other parts of the world.
for instance, Africa, where Bri-
tain announced freedom in 1957
for its largest colony — the Gold
Coast.
Negro Americans. who sympa-
thized with Seretse Kwama, of Be-
chuanaland, who was exiled for
marrying a white terretary, re-
joiced with him when his banish-
ment was ended and he was al-
lowed to return to his own peo-
ple.
On the international scene, Dr.
Ralph Bunche. who secered Peace
in the fighting aetween Israel and
the Arabs in 194, was named to
son, secretary to Rep. Powell, was
convicted of income tax evasion
and spent several months in pris-
on.
Powell himself faced the pros-
pect of having to account on his
income. Late in the year, a
federal grand jury began an in-
vestigation of Powell's tax af-
fairs.
Singer Billy Daniels was another
famous figure who clashed with
the law in 1956. Daniels was ac-
cused of shooting Jaames Jacksen
in a Harlem night club, but was
found not guilty of the charges.
TAX PLAGUE
And former heavyweight cham-
pion Joe Louis continued to have
trouble over the staggering sum
he owes Uncle Sam. Although
there have been hints of a possi-
ble settlement, the government
attached all of Louis' income.
A real shocker was the case of
Singer Billy Eckstine and Model
Carrolle Drake. Miss Drake re-
vealed in court that she had never
— as most people believed —been
married to Eckstine, and that their
two children were born while
Eckstine and Miss Drake were
"living together."
Eckstine proudly admitted being
father of the children and was
ordered to pay Miss Drake S750 a
month for their support,
And a noted churchman. Bish-
op Wit' e Walls, of the A. M. E
Zion e arch, made news when
he was wed at tho age of 71 to
Dorothy Louise Jordan, 25.
Chicago's wealthy Cole family
stayed in the headlines during the
year. In January, Mrs. Mary
Cole, wife of insurance tycoon,
Robert A. ('ole, was accused of
extorting some $20,000 from one
of her husband's executives.
Mrs. Cole and her alleged ac-
complice, Robert Kelly, were
freed, but ill fortune continued to
dog the principals in the case.
Death came to Cole during the
year. tie was 73.
Another figure in the case, Lyle
DeTalent, private detective, was
found dead under circumstances
which led some to conclude that
he had taken his own life
Then, Mrs. Cole's attorney. Jos-
eph Clayton, husband of Mrs. Ed':
ith Sampson, died.
ESTATE FIGHT
Even so, the story continued
There was a fight over Cole's es-
tate, which was settled with Mrs
Cole being appointed to run the
multi-million dollar busi n'e s s
which her husband founded. -
In the entertainment field, the
biggest stories were made by Sam-
my Davis, jr. Early in 1956, Da-
vis opened on Broadway in "Mr.
Wonderful", which turned out to
be a smash hit despite a thorough
panning by critics.
Then, Davis shocked the pablic
by announcing his engagement to
Model Cordie King. who was still
married to Melvin Brown. Many
persons thought the whole thing
was a publicity stunt, until Cordie
went through with a divorce from
Brown.
While the world waited for an-
nouncement of the wedding date
for Sammy and Cordie, from In-
dianapolis came word that she had
eloped with Marion Stuart, weal-
thy Indianapolis businessman.
"Sammy's comment: "I'm shock-
ed."
JACKIE TRADED
Some sports figures found their
names on the front pages of the
nation's newspapers. Perhaps the
most notable was Jackie Robin-
son, who was traded to his old
enemies, the New ;York Giants.
after 10 years with the Brooklyn
Dodgers,
Robinson made other news when
he was awarded the Spingarn
medal, given each year to persons
who make outstanding contribu-
tions to human relations.
In 1956, as in all years. there
were the casualties. The toll was
particularly high among college
presidents five of whom died.
They were:
Dr. Leander Hill, president of
Ohio's Wilberforce university; Dr.
Charles S. Johnson, noted lectur-
er and president of Fisk univer-
sity: Hardy D. Liston, president
of Johnson C. Smith college in
North Carolina: Dr. David D.
Jones, president of Bennett col-
lege, and Dr. Ferdinand D. Bite
ford, president of North Carolina
A and T.
BISHOP DIES
Death also came to some church
leaders, including Dr. Green L.
Prince, longtime president of the
National Baptist Convention of
10 Top Men
To Be Cited
1
dents). Clinton case will'prob-
ably set pattern for govern•
ment action in school integra-
tion.
a ''watchdog" commission by the
United Nations to seek preserva-
tion of peace in the tense Middle
East.
Another name made diplomatic
headlines when Richard L. Jones,
U. S. Ambassador to Liberia, was
sworn in as U. S. alternate dele-
gate to the U. N.
HAITI IN NEWS
Americans were interested also
in developments in Haiti, where
as the year drew to a close, Pres-
ident Paul Magloire was forced
out of office by overwhelming pop-
ular sentiment against his contin-
uing in office after the Dec. 6
deadline for the end of his term.
For a few cleys, the black re-
public stood on the brink of civil
war, but the threat passed when
Magloire quit and went into exile.
A new president will be elected
in April.
Back on the domestic scene,'
churchmen made the headlines in
a variety of ways. Most major
denominations, during national
conventions, adopted resolutions
supporting racial integration,
The most decisive action was
taken by the Methodist church,
which voted after a bitter fight
to-abolish the Central Jurisdictioa,,
to which all Negro congregations!
belong.
PROPHET IN TROUBLE
One of America's most colorful
evangelists. Detroit's Prophet
Jones, found himself in trouble
with the law. Even though the
Prophet was freed of moral char-
ges, his following dwindled and I
his "kingdom" was invaded by n Dal las
another evangelist, Daddy Grace
Other people had run-ins with DALLAS, Texas — (INS) — The
the law Mrs. Hattie Freeman Dod- 
nation's 10 outstanding young
men of 1956, as designated by the
U. S. Junior Chamber of Com-
merce. sill be honored at a ban-
quet here Jan. 19.
All under 35 years of age and
selected on the basis of their con-
tributions to their professions and
the general welfare of the people,
the 10 represent the fields of
sports, the ministry, medicine,
law, government, engineering and
education.
They will be guests of the Dal-
las Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Some 1,600 persons from through-
out the nation are expected to at-
tend the banquet.
The men receiving the awards,
their homes and professions are:
Rev. Robert Eugene Richards,
30, of La Verne, Calif., minister,
amateur athlete and teacher, and
1956 Olympics pole vault cham-
pion.
Carl D. Erskine, 30, of Ander-
son. Ind., Brooklyn Dodgers pitch-
ing star.
Hugh E. Stephenson, jr., M.D.,
of Columbia, Mo., a cardio-vascu-
lar surgeon.
Thomas A. Dooley, M.D., 29, of
St. Louis, Mo., author of "Deliver
Us From Evil." a story of his
work with Vietnam refugees from
communism.
John Patterson. 34, of Montgom-
ery, Ala., Attorney General of
Alabama and son of the state at-
torney general pro-tem who was
assassinated in Phenix City, Ala.
Robert C. Liebenow. 34, of Wil-
mette. Ill., president of the Chi-
cago Board of Trade.
Frank W. C. Loo, 34, Honolulu,
Hawaii, an attorney.
Richard F. Pedersen, 31, of New
York City, a state department
foreign officer with the U. S. mis-
sion to the United Nations.
Richard T. Whitcomb. 35, of
Hampton. Va., an aeronautical re-
- search engineer whose principle
of airplane design tor supersonic
flight has been recognized with
aidation's highest awards.
Millard Harmon, 30, of Auburn-
dale, Mass., educator and class-
room teacher, author of 40 profes-
sional articles, and a national edu-
cational consultant.
•
VICTOR1' IN the fight for bus
integration was won in Mont-
gomery, Ala. After more than
a year of passive resistance
to segregated seating, N e•
America, and Bishop A. J. Allen,
of the AME church.
The nation was shrieked at the
death late in the year of Venice
T. Spraggs, 51, assistant to Rep.
William L. Dawson, vice chairman-
of the Democratic National Com-
mittee.
A casualty of another sort was
Margaret Just Butcher, militant
civil rights leader of Washington.
D. C., who allegedly attempted to
take her own life after learning
of the death of Dr. Charles John-
son.
But these sad statistics could
not distract from the basic story
of 19a.e — a year of undparalleled
progress,
As the new year dawned. it
brought with it the bright promise
of new life for America's 16 mil-
lion Negroes. All in all, 1956 had
been the best year they had ever
known.
groes, led by Rev. Martin Le-
(her King, won fight to sit
where they please on buses.
Above, two riders enjoy new-
ly won freedom.
DR. RALPH BUNCHE
Scholarships Near for 7,500
Scholarships valued at $3.5
million w ere ane step closer for
7,500 of America's brightest high
school seniors today, as then/ea,
tional Merit Scholarship Corpora-
tion annouriced the finalists in its
1957 competition.
The students named out rev-
formed 162.000 highly selected fel-
low competitors in a college ap-
titude examination given in 12.500
! high schools oh Oct. 24.
The finalists' now face a Ain
extra-curricular records by a so.
nation on Jan. 12, plus 'intensive
screening of their leadership aud
extracurricular records by a se
lect ion board.
At stake are more than. 700
four-year college scholarshipsa
many of them sponsored by busi-
ness and industrial corperations.
GOOSE rArtrat
SpetIDI Student Tickets
To See Harlem Magicians
All Negro students in 7tlemphis
and Shelby County schools will be
able to see the fabulous Goose Ta-
tum and Marques Haynes' bas-
ketball attraction carded lor the
auditorium on Sunday. Jan. 13, at
a special stedent rate. '.In0v )3re,
ela, promoter of the game announ
red today.
Tatum and Haynes famed Hat
lem Magicians will oppose thel
New York Olympians in two per.
 
 ,.eith the first at 230
p.m. for wnite tans and the night
engagement for Negro patrons at I
11 p.m.
The special student tickets for,
the Negro night game are now on•
sale at Goldsmith's Central Ticket
office on a first come first serve
basis, Brescia said. They are Fie-
ed at 75 cents for regular $1.211
tickets.
Tatum, clown prince of basket.
ball and Haynes, world's greitels
dribbler, will be making their
second appearance here with ml' '(C
own aggregation. Last year 'Mt
maeicians stayed to near te:
houses at both performances To.
turn has averaged some 50
Per game the current, tour iil
Haynes has netted some 2ft
per game.
The Magicians played 179 garn
last seaSan and finished with ,
unblemished record, while dr. v
nig 750,000 fans in a nation -
moor The em-ferl whirl, •
ed last September in Collide to
lowed with 2$ games will coats
prise a of 250 games
•
•
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I These Pu Capture Moods Of 36's Last Day.s
HOLIDAY HIGHLIGHTS —
Holiday highlights of t h e
Memphis scene are depicted
by these pictures which give
a round-up of some of the
many parties, dances and so-
cial gatherings which mark-
ed the season one of the gay-
est ever. AKA's beaux Arts
Bali held New Vear's eve at
Club Ebony was a scene of
glittering decorations mark•
Ins the demise of a year and
TIT
the advent of the n e w one.
Prize winners at the gala ball
are seen during the intermis-
sion proceedings following the
traditional singing of Auld
Lang Syne at the stroke of
midnight. (2) Stepping th ru
the January calendar which
was the entrance to the dance
space are some of the Beaux
Arts Committee members I..
to R.: Mrs. Dorothy McDan-
leis, co-chairman, Mrs. Melba
Briscoe, decorations; M r s.
Helen Hayes, judges; Mrs.
Marjorie U I e n, chairman;
M r s. Georgia Harvey, basi-
lens of Beta Epsilon Omega
chapter of AKA, and M r s.
Faye Parker publicity (3)
WHIA's disc jockeys, well •
known and popular Mrs. Mar-
tha Jean Steinberg (left) and
versatile Nat D. Wi Ilia ms
(right) were on hand to in-
terview guests at the brilliant
ball, for later broadcasting.
Mrs. Ruby Spight, Mrs Jew-
el Speight and Mrs. Gra ce
Young are standing, left to
and Mr. Williams. (4) At the
Yuletide Formal given by the
Little club, Dec. 26 at the
Flamingo Room, members
Mrs. Carlee Rodye. Bennie
Fay Gardner, Mrs. M1innle An-
demon, Mrs. Annie J e a is
Steinberg, Mrs. Lorence Mc-
Collins, Mrs. Juanita Lewis,
, .-irsai&OP%or
SaNalIM
OPIONIMINORk
4141111.111M
At111.1111111e\
'aft 4111111111.11
viwilin11111111Mir
t ,
tallIMEIMINUr
vskaststear,r,
Mrs. Velma Johnson, M r s.
Cloteal Shackelford, Mrs. Sal-
lie Thomas and Mrs. Margar-
et L. Thompson are seen left
to right centered by t b e
brightly decorated tree that
predominated the 1 o v el y
dance. In keeping with their
silver engraved red invita•
tions ail of the members wen
attired in holiday red frocks.
(0) Reins Arts Ball ryst pi-ins
costume winner; Mu. Ad e.
laide It. Ragland is seen in
her original, artistic and beau-
tiful costume of her own de-
sign — depicting a potted
poinsetta. (6) Brunch party
fun is seen by this grom of
the younger set that attended
the beautiful brunch that was
given debutante Lily Patricia
Walker by her aunt and un-
cle Dr. and Mrs Julian W.
Kelso Sunday Dec. 30. Miss
Wklker is seated on the loor
at the extreme right in this
picture taken in the den of the
stately mansion of Mr. and
Mrs Kelso. (7) At the Orange
Mound Social club's holiday
party members Mesdames
Nola B. Freeman, Jock Pow.
era, Lillian Bowles. Anna
Dowell. Eddie L. Osby.
vada Swanson. Mozella Frank-
lin, Grace Grandberry, Rosa
Rates and Mary Brown are
seen about their beautifully
appointed table that was that
focal point of t h e lovely at.
fair. to) Ebony Social chile'
Christmas party was held at
Beulah's Tavern Rine Room.
Seen left to right are Mes-
dames Nancy Nelson, Martha
Woody. Odessa Williams, Rosa
Mar Boho. Jannie Hunt,
Gladys Ranking and' Erma
Taylor (Photos by Reese, Wi-
thers, Hooks and McChristiaa)
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SOCIETY
Merry
Go v 1  ourid
By Marjorie I. U,1en
Looking back upon the year just
passed into eternity . . Dickens
wisely penncd: "It was the best
of times, it was the worst of
times, it was the age of wisdom,
It was the age of foolishness, it
Was the epoch of belief, it was the
epoch of .ncredulity, it was the
season of Light. it was the season
of Darkness, it was the season
hope, it was the winter of de-
spair." Continuing in poetic
thought it has also been said:
'Time goes, you sal.'.' Ali no. Alas,
Time stays, WE go."
In retrospect to Nlentplos so.
(dal doings . . . certain occasions
stand out in iny mind a, worthy
of reflection „ the scores of
beautiful weddings of the past year
. , the s Ch.iiis Ball .
the Kappa Debutante Ball . .
the scores of beautiful parties .
the lavish prizes awarded at so
many wonderful bridge parties ...
the upsurge of activity among the
younger social set . . and the
outstanding good toste in enter-
tainment and personal adornment,
For which Our Town is noel
throughout the country..
THE SOCIAL SCENE
we're still receiving notes con-
eerning parties, visitors and trips
taken during the recent holiday
season. The Junior Debs, a club
composed of girls 12-14, held its
first affair on New Year's Day —
a party at the home of Marion L.
Hassell, 302 S. Lauderdale, front
2:30 to 7 p. m. Hors d'oevres in
assorted festive colors, cookies
and punch — rock and roll style
event. In a dance contest, Lois
Ann Williams and William N.
N Hampton were chosen win,'
tier. Club members are Veronica
Haynes, president Betty .1. Jones,
vice president: Dcrothy Tally,
secertarY, Veretta Haynes, Teresa
Thompson, treasurer; Henrietta
Hassell and Anita Thompkins.
Guests were Lois Ana Williams,
Maxine Massey, Laverne Smith,
Elizabeth McQueen, Martyna E.
II aynes, William E. Hampton
Malcolm L, Weed, jr., Fred Cof-
tsy, Lyncha JohnFon, III, James
Hinkle and Lawrence Warren.
All club members are students of
St Anthony School except the Miss
Hayes, who attend Porter Junior
High.
BACK TO COLLEGE wae The
party theme for the gay affair .
given by Prof. and Mrs. W. C.
Tyus, 1472 Brookins St., honoring;
their eon, William C. Tyus, jr.,
who is a freshman aat AM&N col-
)ege, Pine Bluff, Ark: Tuesday,
January 1st, from 4:30 to 9, the
party was centered around games,
contest and music, with Tommy
Lemons at the piano, relieved oc-
casionally by his sister, Miss
Frankie Lemon. The guest list
included Miss Lois Neely, Miss
Eleanor Neely, a senior at Chica-
go School of Medical Technology,
Messrs. Lonnie and Bertram Nes-
ly. Alexander Gladney, now ofthe
AAF at Cheyenne, Wyoming; Hen-
ri! and Robert Gladnev, Juanita
Dotson and Mary E. Winnick of
Kosiusko. Miss., and freshman at
Gorine college of Cosmetology
Richard Harrell. John Richardson,
Tommy Lemo, and Frankie Lem-
en.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L Wittier-
son and daughters Mettle LaVerne,
Lovell Maria and Flossie Mae,
entertained at their home 459 West
Brooks, in honor of out-of-town
guests during the holidays. Honor- ,
ees were A-1c Richard L. Jones
of New York, N. Y.. Miss Susan
Ann Jones of Nashville, Tenn.,
Miss Mildred Bland who attends
Jackson, Miss. College of Nursing,
Miss Myrtle Patterson, a former
resident of Memphis now residing
in Grand Rapids, Mich., and Miss
Erma Freeman, Clarksville, Tenn.
Other guests were Freeman H.
Robinson, jr., and George Hardin,
both on leave from service in the
armed forces.
Southford Pickery No. 43 0. E.
S. Chapter along with members
and friends gave the worthy ma-
tron, Sister Bessie Davis. a sur-
prise shower on December 26 at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. D.
Williams, 172 Temple Their home
was beautifully decorated for the
holidays and guests er,joyed a de-
licious repast. Among those pre-
sent Were Mrs. Lula Hill. Mr.
Queen Patery, Mrs Lela West,
Mrs. Bertha Cooper. Mrs. E. Can-
non, Mrs. Otha Williams, Mrs. V.
Nowell, Mrs. Lois
Mrs Mary Williams, Mrs. Martha
Sutton. Mrs. M. V. Reed. M. D.
Mangles, and Mrs Ruble Briggs
of Oak Ridge, Tenn.
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
Among visitors to Memphis dur-
ing the holidays was Mrs. Birdie
Mitchum of Paris, Tenn., who was
the. guest of her daughters, Mrs.
Hiawatha Harris and Miss Gret-
chen Mitchum — and her grand
nephew and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Dorsey West. Mrs. Mitchum is a
supervisor of playgrounds at Paris.
Okla., mother of famed Roy Mil-
ton and Miss Jane Evelyn Pitts,
her granddaughter, were the euest
of Miss Thelma Green in her dis-
tinctive borne at 92 E. Shelby dr.
Master Sam Hope of Charleston,
Mo., who is an 8th grade student
at Lincoln High there, visited his
cousin .1. W. Terry at 947 F. bet-
mar. Ile was accompanied by his
mother, Mrs. Early Lee Hope.
Other holiday visitors were Miss
Jolene Westbrooks. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Westbrooks,
who now attends Morris High,
while living :with her aunts, Mrs.
Marjorie Green Handy and Mrs.
Sandy Green White. Sandy was on
hand for the holidays too, enjoy-
ing the hospitality of her mother,
Mrs. Hasolee Green, at her home
on Supreme Street.
Mrs. Bertha Withey of NYC is
visiting her daughter and family,
the Rev. and Mrs. St. Julian pimp-
king Lavada and Richard Hob-
son were in town to see friends
and relations — beauteous Lavada
stayed in our midst. while Dick
went down to Atlanta for the Kap-
pa convention
Among the lovely parties given
during the gay season was the
beautiful luncheon given by Mrs.
Alice Hatchett, who lives with Mrs.
Lucy Williston on Krayer. Mrs.
Hatchett, a native of Puerto Rico
is an outstanding artist in the
field of French cuisine . . . and
Mr. Charles Iles, sr., Mrs. Ber-
tha Withey of NYC. Mrs. Bessie
Hooks and Mrs Lucy Williston
were her guests at the luncheon
held Thursday. Dec. 27th. Ii.-:
menu couldn't be topped at the
Waldorf in NY what with the
elaborate course repast served that
ran the gamut of soup to nuts
. with courses of sea food.
chicken and delectable side dish-
es to boot.
Louise and Paul Collins were
hosts at a small intimate gather-
ing in honor of Marion Speight
who was visiting her parents, Dr.
and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Sr., and
brother and family, Dr. and Mrs.
W. 0 Speight, jr, from her post
as head of the Romance Language
department at Bethune Cookman
college, down Florida way .
and in honor of Sandy Green
White. Several close friends of
these two life long friends spent
and enjoyable time catching up on
news and renewing the bond of
friendship.
THE DEBUTANTE WHIRL
Debutante Lily Patricia Walker
is now back at Fisk U, probably
with dreams and visions of the
honor of her recent debut, to which
Memphis society turned out full
force, as we've said before . . .
positively dripping in minks and
other fabulous furs . and some
of the most attractive and fashion.
able outfits to be found this side
of Vogue and Harpers Bazaar! Em-
tertainment at its very best was
honor by her stint end uncle. Dr.
and Mrs. Julian W. Kelso, at their
fabulous home in Mississippi.
Sunday. Dec. 30. The deb 'and
the invited guests 'started arriving
at early as 10 a. m. . . and re-
niained until late in the even-
ing .. and what a time they had
Famous Johnetta, who holds no
par when it comes to being the
"hostess with the mostest," greet-
ed her young guasts in red velvet-
een matador pants . . . played
the organ while they enjoyed songs
. old and new . . became
nostalgic with the singing of the
Gold and Blue as there were F3
many Fiskites present. In the beau-
tiful dining room, with its price-
less China crystal, sterling and
collector - item appointments, the
table was laid with an imported
cloth of maderia linen and filet
lace.
The entire table was in gold
service. . . . goblets, flatware, tea
and coffee service, gold encrust-
ed plates. cups, Tiffin crystal and
gold glasses and .what-have-you
Mrs. Jana Porter supervised the
menu of broiled tomato stuffed
turkey hash, served from the
'chasing dish, wild rice, green
peppers. Canadian bacon and eggs,
ambrosa . all looped al by
champagns The retie ,c if assist
JERRY'S SUNDRY
Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions
554 SCOTT PH 4 9463
Peabody Waiters Entertain Hundreds During
Brilliant, Gay Supper Dance At Flamingo
The Captains and Waiters of
Hotel Peabody were hosts to a
brilliant and gay supper dance at
the Flamingo Room, Sunday,
Dec. 30.
Hundreds of guests were awed
by the lavish supper served dur-
ing their hospitality hour that be-
gan at 9 p. m. Beautiful decora-
tions highlighted by a white,
brightly decked Christmas tree...
colorful table decorations of mas-
ses of holly surrounding red glow-
ing tapers and hurricane lamps
added to the convivial hospitality
that marked the affair as one of
the most elaborate da nees of the
year.
Beautiful assortments of ca.
apes, hors d'ouevres and cock-
tails were served from the buf-
fet tables and cocktail bar. The
lavish menu included turkey, ham,
etas of assorted .-meats, sea food
and delectable French pastries.
Following the hospitality hour,
guests danced to the scintillating
rhythms of Bob (Honeyinoon) Gar-
ner, who was followed in the
bandstand by the Hal McIntrye
orchestra who added to the enter-
tainment of the guests of the af-
fable hosts.
Among those present were Mr.
and Mrs. Wilmer Stockton, he's
the head waiter of the tamed hol-
selry, and their guests, Mr. and
Mrs. 0. L. Simpson, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Mines, Mr. and Mrs.
George Cain, Me. and Mrs. Sidney
Oates, Mr. and Mrs. Philip Booth,
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Camp-
bell, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jack-
son, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Yar-
brough, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Robertson, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Powell, Clifford Stockton, Miss
Jerry Pope, Atty. B. F. Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lewis and
Ray Thomas.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
L. Gardner were Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Williams, Mr. and Mrs. El-
more Denton and Mr. and Mrs.
0. D. Murphy, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
McAnulty's guests included Mr.
and Mrs. Clifford Miller, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Ford, Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Watkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Thaddeus Horne, Miss Harry Mae
Simons. Harry Thompson, Miss
Helen Thompson, Robert Mosby,
Mrs. Harriet Davis, Christopher
Roulhac of Philadelphia, Pa., and
Mrs. Ann Benson.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ed-
ward Lattimer were Mr. and Mrs.
Nelson Smith, Robert Perry, Mrs.
Roaie Lee Walker, Mrs. Clara
0,2
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MR. AND MRS. HENSIE ROBERTS
Madison, Ark. Couple
Marks 50th Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Renal. Roberts of
Madison. Ark., celebrated their
50th wedding anniversary recent-
ly.
The beautiful and spacious Rob-
erts home provided the perfect
setting for more than 100 friends
to extend congratulations to this
prominent couple. The rooms
were decorated with yellow chry-
santhemums.
The dining room table was over-
laid with a white linen cut-work
table cloth and centered by a gor-
geous three-tiered white anniver-
sary cake with yellow roses at the
base, The gueste enjoyed punch,
yellow and white individual cakes
and other tasty lid-bits.
Mrs. Roberts wore a pale blue
dress, enhanced by delicately em-
troidered leaves with rhinestones
dewdrops on the front waist and
skirt. She wore an orchid corsage.
Mrs. Roberts' brother, Fred
Neely of Kansas City, Mo., and
her nephew, Leo Kendall visited
their relatives for this sr ecial
event:
Assisting were Mrs. H. M Prof-
fitt, of Helena, Mrs. A. M. P.
Strong, Mrs Elnora Roberts, Mrs
Lula Folden of Marianna, Mrs.
Clyde Moore, Mrs. Dovie Sherril
and Mrs. Tommye Westfield of
411
, Forrest City,and Mrs. Lexie Wil-
liams of Madison.
The couple received a most
beautiful array of golden gifts.
Mr. Roberts is manager of Black
fish Gin Co-op, Heth, Ark. Mrs.
Roberts is an instructor at Christ
Church Parochial school, Forrest
City.
ants who helped carry out the
lovely brunch included besides
Mrs. Porter, her assistants, Jer-
ry Carroll, who served as butler
and bartender . . and Charles
Etta Branham who kept lilting
melodies coming from the organ.
Movies were made of the party...
and photographers were on hand
to preserve the whole golden event
for prosperity.
Add to the sick list . . . and
those you must see and send a bit
of cheer . . . Thelma Letting Mc-
Corkle of Detroit, who was strick-
en while visiting her parents the
W. F. Taylors on Walker avenue
. . . and lovely B. T. Washington
teacher Cattle Stevens who under-
went surgery last week . . both
a r e at E. H. Crump hospital.
Many others are down with virus
. . . and as we go to press, we've
just beard of the loss of popular
Amanda Hill's father, down at
Jackson, Mississippi . . . she's a
beloved co-worker at Manassas ...
and her friends all extend their
deepest sympathy over her unex-
pected loss.
Look Pretty
Please
Exciting new looks are shap-
ing up for the. new season. Easing
away from the boyish effects, the
newest look is inspired by cur-
rent costume trends borrowed from
the "20's, reflecting the short era.
It flaunts a lifted forelock twist-
ed into a charming temple dip,
ends rippling into a provocative
wave. Styled with a new zip not
evident in the flat line of the '20's.
A version of the American Trend
by the Officials of Fashion dis-
plays a plateau top edged with
waved height at the forehead. The
back can be styled up or down
into soft waves.
Fringe and Flare, an important
trend coif re-combed from o n e
basic setting. Front is highlighted
by fringes of saucy bangs wIsich
are brushed in feathered curls
with casual curls.
Rounded contours at neckline or
curls or the sleek contour, which
a few deft turns of the brush can
quickly convert into a bouffant
casual.
We can call these hairdos fash-
ion's new trend to the more femi-
nine twenties, without that head-
hugging mannish look.
Wife Preservers
,
rat: -7-2`..
When you are buying sheets. remem-
ber that the lengths shown on the labels
deaci ibe the *wet. befnrr they wet.
hemmed. Subtratt about five inches from
the label figures to allow for the hem.
lo
COMO DRUG STORE
run line of prescription and sundry items, greeting
cards, tobaccos, costume jewelry Prescriptions
picked up and delivered, l'REE delivery, no limit-
ed amount.
Vie Como. *wiser Wm. Pippin, druggist
1014 Mississippi Blvd. Ph. WH, 2-1721
WI IPPRICIATI vOup PATRONAGI
her on the spot.
Although she has won the ac-
claim of critics both in Europe
STILL OTHER GUESTS and America, she realizes she owe
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Lum much to her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
were hosts to Mr. and Mrs. Ber- John Westley Dobbs, who started
nard Shorter, Mr. and Mrs. H.
Long, Mr. and Mrs. George Can-
non, Mr. and Mrs. Orlando Low-
es, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Veal, Mr. and
Mrs. Mitchell. Lt. and Mrs.
Brooks, Captain and Mrs. Scott,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hopkins,
Misses Rubye Little, Rubye Jean
Boyd, Leonora Scott and Charles
Scott.
' Guests of Lorenzo Renfro and
Sam Falls were Miss Barbara I On entering Spelman college,Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
; she began to take vocal lessonsCooper, Mr. and Mrs. Louis Sims, J under Naomi Maise and illlisMr. and Mrs. Don Follie, Charles
Lomack, Miss Bernise Louis, Miss
Marion Albright, Ermon Pewitt,
Eddie Joe Pewitt, Plommie Lee
James. During the year before her
graduation, a Northern lady visit-
ing in Atlanta telephoned Mr.
Dobbs and said, "I have heard
Pewitt, Mrs. Mertis Pewitt your little girl sing and should
and Mrs. Adelaide Ragland. Isaac very much like to come to your
Harrington's guests were Mr. and home and speak to you about her."
Mrs. Willie Beard, Mr. and Mrs. The visitor's praise plus the en-
Martin Grey, Miss Harriet Grey, couragement of her teachers help-
ed Mattiwilda decide to study ser-
iously for a career in music.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gilliam and
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas.
George McCuiston's guests were In order to help her achieve her
Miss erandy Dowd and Gus ambition, Mr. Dobbs took her to
Bailey, Claude Anderson and Mrs. New York and was successful in
Louise Anderson, Mrs. Wanda obtaining as her teacher, Mme.
Newman, Mrs. Louise Conley, Mrs. Lottie Leonard who had had a
Juanita Jones, Tim Moore and
Miss Augusta Anderson.
Jack Reese was host to Mr.
and Mrs. Hosea Bridges, Mr. and
Clarence 
awards and fellowships enabled
Mrs. Walk' Charles Miss Dobbs to study at the Man-ley and Martha Stovall, Gloria
Wade, Fay Wade, Opa Hall, ,Lil-
: nes School of Music, the Berkshire
lie B. Smith, Shirley Westbrooks 
Music Center, and with Pierre
Bernac in Paris.
and Ray Knox. Others present
were Thomas Mills, Ann Mitchell, 
During 1951-1952 Miss Dobbs
sang recitals in Sweden and Hol-
Mr. and Mrs. Sunny Cox, gr. and
Mrs. Edward Sherod, James Cal., 
land, made three appearances
vent and Barbara Schott, Robert 
t hwith orchestras in Paris, and gang
Montergassy and Jewel Dousey,j 
"
A leading role in Stravinsky's
James McKinzie and Rose Marie, 
Le Rossigno!" at the 1952 Hol-
land Festival.
Louise Dowtry and Frances Bur- 
n 
During 1952-1953 she gave out-
nett . . . the guests of Ermo standing recitals in the Scandi-
Morris jr. navian capitals. in Belgium. Hol-
land, France, Austria, Italy a n d
England. On March 4. 1953, she
made her debut at La Scala in
Milan as Elvira in Rossini's "L'
Italian' in Algeri," the first Ne-
gro ever to sing in that opera
house. Later that month she sang
Hibler, and Annie D. Hibler. 
thlda eagiQueeecluofte,,the Night in t h
at the Opera in
Mr. and Mrs. James C. White
were hosts to Mr. and Mrs. 
Genoa.
TICKETS ON SALE
William E. Long, Mr. and Mrs. At the 1953 Glyndebourne Festi-
William A. Long, and Mr. and Mrs. VAL Miss Dobbs' great success as
Charles Cable, and Mr. and Mrs. Zerbinetta in "Ariadne auf Raz-
Clarence Fitzgerald.
Among other hosts and guests
present were Isaac L. Taylor, Dan-
At Mr. and Mrs. Bryant Hen-
dree's table were Mr. and Mrs.
Rob Hendree, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Newsom and Mr. and Mrs James
Washington, The Herbert Mhoon's
were host to Eddison Morrison, Al-
fonso Harrison, Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Beck, J. D. Hibler, Minnie
Person, Miss Mary Smith, Miss jet James, Mrs. Lovle Miller,
Cornelia Crenshaw, Mrs. Beatrice Malcolm Jefferson, Miss Johnnie
Crenshaw, Melvin Johnson and 'Ruth Traylor, Mr. and Mrs. T.
Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Gunn, Preston Porter, Isaac L.
Taylor and Miss Mildred Conner;
David Hardin, Mr. and Mrs. Tom
O'Neal, Robert DilIard, Mr. and
Log Polk were Mr. and Mrs. T. J.
Johnson, Mrs. Artimese Garrett
of Vicksburg, Miss. Mrs. Cecelia
Bowles of New York City; Mrs.
Nellie Homes, Mr. and Mrs. Ma-
rion Ford, Mr, and Mrs. 0. T.
Westbrook, Mrs. Bennie Mae Su-
ing, Mrs. Rivers King and Walter
Lowe of St. Louis, Mo.
Others present were Thomas W.
Murphy, Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Clay-
brook, Mr. and Mrs. Ceasar C.
Aughtry, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
A. 'Hamilton, Mn, and Mrs. Nor-
velle Campbell, Mrs. Howard
Bell, Mrs. Thomas Craig, Miss
Maxine Yarbrough, Robert Mat-
MATTIWILDA DOBBS
Mattiwilda Dobbs, Famed Singer,
To Give Concert Here On Jan. 14
The Cultural Activities Commit-
tee of LeMoyne college will pre-
sent Miss Mattiwilda Dobbs. a col-
oratura soprano of international
fame, in concert Monday Jan.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnett Lee, Mr. and 14 at 8:30 p.m. in C. Arthur
Mrs. Alex Sims, Mr. and Mrs. ;Bruce hall.
L. E. Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. The Atlanta born singer has ris-
Dan Mitchell, Mrs. Ruby Greene, en to international prominence in
Miss L. T. Huckleby, Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Blackmon, Miss D.
Brooks, Mr. and Mrs. Spencer
Davis, Joe Gray, III, Miss Mil- Music Competition at Geneva in
dred Nelson, James Woods, Edi- 1951 that brought her to the at-
son Morrison, Charlie Allen, Mr. tention of critics and impressar-
and Mrs. Ulysses Woods, Mr. and ios. Sol Hurok heard her first in
Mrs. Joe Lee Woods. Mrs. Naomi Paris the same year and signed
Bohannon, Sonny Patterson, Cal-
vin Dishroe, Isom Burford, Miss
L. Cox and Arthur Munn.
Miss June Tucker. Walter Bank-
head was host to Mrs. Myrtle Col-
lins Burwell, Mrs. Emery Col-
lins Somerset, Mrs. Maude Collins
Owens, Miss Marie Edge, Wil-
liam Keyer, David E, Collins, Jim Mrs. Garmer Currie, Mr. and Mrs.
Lowe and Miss Annette J. Collins. Thomas Jackson, jr., Mr.' and Mrs.
OTHER GUESTS Oliver Johnson, Robert Davidson;
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fism, Mr. and Mrs. C. E Pride, Mr.
and .Mrs. Charles Bodye, Mr. and
Mrs. Jake Barber, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilton Steinberg, Mr.
and Mrs. Lonnie Lee, Mr. and
Mrs. Clinton Simmons, Mr. and
Mrs. Tommie Brantley; Albert
L. Harding, Mr. :and Mrs. Na-
thaniel Brown, Miss -Norma Lee
Brown, Tony Brown, Mr. and Mrs.
Bennie Jones, Mr. aid Mrs. Rock
Washington, Mr. and Mrs. B.
White of Chicago; Mr. and Mrs.
William Crowder, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Sommerville; Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Williams. Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Williams, Mr. and
Mrs. Lish Burgess, Mrs. Dorothy
thews, Lorena° and Willie Joe Ev- Taylor, Mrs. Louise Taylor, Tom-
ans, Marion and James Nolan, my Woods, and Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
Narvell and Minnie Lou Evans and ert Owens.
Glenn and Debris Agnew.
Among collegians present were
Miss Joyce MeAnulty, Edison Mor-
rison, James Woods, Melvin Ow-
ens, Ray Knox and Albert Robin-
son from Tennessee State univer-
sity; Charlie Allen from the Uni-
versity of Illinois, Lejoy Phillip
from Lane college and Samuel
Graham from Fisk U.
Others present were Mr. and
Mrs. Elizah Mhoon, Mr. and Mrs.
M. D. Younge. William II. Tay-
lor, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Bostic
the concert field in the brief span
of five years. It was her winning
of first prize at the International
her on her musical career by let-
ting her take piano lessons at
the age of seven.
FOUND VOICE AT 15
It was not until she was 15, and
had become a proficient pianist
that Mattiwilda really discovered
her voice, but, timid still, she
sang only for her family. However,
she was persuaded to join t h e
choir of the First Congregational
church in Atlanta.
brilliant singing career in Europe.
AWARDS, FELLOWSHIPS
From 1951-1952, aIseries of
os," resulted in her being engag-
ed to sing the Queen in Coq d'
Or," Glide in "Rigoletto," and the
Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
p. Yeek, N. Y. (Special) —
For the first time science has
found • new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid ease after
another, "very striking improve
ment" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was reliogred promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took plate.
And most amazing of all—this
Improvement was maintained in
cases where doctors' observations
were continued over a period a"
many months!
In fact, results were se thor-
ough that sufferers were abl, to
make such astonishing atatementa
sa "Piles have ceased to be 
problem!" And among three suf-
ferers were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some of
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the tuis of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance (Rio-
Dyne') 
—the discovery of &world-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Rio-Dyne is in wide IMO
for healing injured tissue on a
parts of the body.
This new healing substance
offered in reppository or ointmela
feria called Peepurestion H. Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation If suppositories or
Preparation H ointment with ape-
eial applicator. Preparation IT is
sold at all drug stores. Ss tisfaetien
guaranteed or money refunded.
.1114 it X Pet Off
Forest Bird in "Siegfried" tiding
the following season at the Royal
Opera House, Covent Garden.
In June, 1954, while at Glynde-
bourne, Miss Dobbs was chosen to
sing a command performance of
"Coq d' Or" before Queen Eliza-
beth It and the visiting King Gus-
tav Adolf and Queen Louise of
Sweden at Covent Garden. K ing
Gustav Adolf decorated Miss
Dobbs with the Order of the North
Star,
In October, 1955, she made her
American operatic debut with the
San Francisco Opera in "Coq d'
Or." She made her debut at the
Metropolitan last November dur-
ing the opening week of the sea-
son as Gilds in "Rigoletto.t'
Tickets for the concert are oat
sale at the Central Ticket office
of Goldsmith's and at the business
office of LeMoyne college.
.-.111ffaffilaferyffff88970-70"--
The Ebony Social club enter- j exchanged gifts preceding t h 111
tamed, complimenting the guests, dinner served to about 25 mern-
with a Christmas party in Beu- hers and guests. Mrs. Nola 3.lah's Tavern Blue Room, which
was beautifully decorated for the Freeman, president; Mrs. Lillian
boliday season.
The Christmas tree was the cen-
ter Of attraction; and club mem-
bers wore red cocktail dresses,
adding more color to the gay
party. Following a delightful re- ing of the new year, last Wed.
i ipast of half-barbecued chicken, nesday n ght, the home of Meet
combination salad and hot rolls,. Corine Cohran, 39 Bellair dr.
Lovely gifts were opened from
the various secret pals. 31 r s.
Gladys Hankins, president; Mrs.
Rosa Mae Bobo, reporter.
• •,.•
Orange Mound Sewing club was
host to one of the highlights of
the holiday season when they gave
a beautifully appointed buffet din-
ner at the home of Mrs. Lillian
Bowles at 852 Hamilton st. The
dining room of the lovely home
was the scene of beauty with its Cohran, sewing teachers; Mrs.
table overlaid in a lovely Ma- Gladys Waller, chaplain. All other
deiia e 1 o t h, centered with a officers remained the same.
mass of holly in crystal eperg-
nettes and red taper s in crystal
holders. On each side of the buf-
fet was a huge red candle deco-
rated with holly.
1
New officers were installed by
Mrs. A. L. Humphrey, members
Bowles, secretary and reporter.
• • •
The Stitch and Chat Sewing dub
met at the regular and first meet-
The business session was pre.
sided over by the president. Mrs.
Ruth Burke. The following new of-
ficers were elected: v ice presi-
dent; Mrs. Odessa Mitchell, who
succeeded the r et ir in g Mrs.
Burke as president; Miss Velma
Cohran, first vice president; Mrs.
Lula Joe Gibson, secretary; Mrs.
Edna Gillard, assistant secretary:
Mrs. Sally Cohran and Mrs. Corino
At the close of all activities, a
tasty menu was served and a sur•
prise box was won by Miss Car-
rie Canady.
The next meeting is scheduled
for Jan. 16. Mrs. Eva Hill, report-
er.
For magic moments
of refreshment
'You remember them always ... the magic moments
when the two of you pause and enjoy together the
tingling treat of ice-cold Coca-Cola. This matchless
drink it so much a part of our lives that the invitation to
'"), Have a Coke is a word of welcome and a symbol of
warm regard. Have a Coke right nowt
DRINK
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THE DEBUTANTE WHIRL:
In the pages of debutante Lily
Patricia Wslker's scrapbook
the above pictures will serve
as a reminder of the exciting
holiday week end following her
debut and reception in Little
Rock and Memphis recently.
Among the parties compli-
menting her was (1) an in-
formal supper followed by an
evening of relaxation center-
ed around records, chatter and
games, given by Mrs Maude
Blight, Saturday, Dec. 29, at
her home at 797 East Mt,
?_
.1 By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke 
Lemore. Miss Walker is seen
seated on floor fourth from
left; Mrs. Bright, the hostess
is at the extreme right back.
ground. Guests present includ-
ed the debutante's assistants
at her reception, out•oatown
guests and lifelong friends of
Memphis' smart younger set.
(2) Dr. and Mrs. Julian la.
Kelso, the deb's aunt and uncle
feted her with a beautifully
appointed brunch at their pa-
latial home at 1109 Mississippi
Blvd., Sunday morning, De-
cember 30. Gold china, flat-
The long awaited holivay sea-
iotaended and we were real-
ly sale aware of it last Wednes-
da3; when the many teachers and
students in the Jackson city
schools returned to their appoint-
ed wisoos on that date with county
achls,opening the day before the
Next,: Tear arrived. Students at
Lang eollege began coming in
Wednesday for the opening of
school on Thursday.
The continuous grate uf skates
and the rolling rainbow of bicy-
cles will certainly be missed from
the residential streets as the hap-
PY Youngsters had their fun.
Parties naturally contrtIled the
season for adults with many of
them being closed club affairs.
The most talked about party of
the season was the annual dance
given by the Vanity Fair club in
the Lane college health building
on last Thursday night. Beauti-
fully dressed ladies and men as
handsome as could be had a
"ball" dancing to the music of
the J. F. Hughes orchestra. It
would be extra hard to begin to
name everybody there but I can ,
say it was indeed en enjoyable'
and festive dance.
• • •
It was a closed party for mem-
bers -of the Criterion Bridge club
bringing in the New Year at the
lovely home of the A. C. Fords
on Stonewall at. Of course the hus-
bands were there to enjoy the '
fun and the hard down bridge
playing was forgotten for t h e
time. It was do and play what
you wished and everybody s u r e.
had a good time. Out-of-town
visitors were Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Hughes, of French Lick, Id., and
Ver1M Lucas, husband of M r s.
Bernice Lucas, from St. Louis,
Mrs.. Merietta Hughes and every-
one was happy to see her out aft-
er her recent illness.
New Year's night members of
the Semper Fidelis Council engag-
ed in a closed affair at the home
of Mrs. Essie M. Perry on Lane
Ave., sister of the president, Mrs.
Cora Deberry. Games were super-
visd by Mrs. John L Davis and
an extra gala time is reported.
HOME PILGRIMAGE
The Jack and Jill Mothers, Inc.,
sponsored a pilgrimage Sunday
afternoon to some of the recent-
ly built modern homes in the city
of Jackson which are very beauti-
ful both inside and out as well
as liveable. T h e homes visited ;
were those of Mr. and Mrs. Flor-
ence Wiley on Middleton st., Miss
Royal E. Cunningham on Rivers
St.. Mrs. Victoria Pulliam and Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmie Alley on H.
Lane avenue and Dr. and Mrs.
W. R. Bell on Hays avenue.
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
We find college youth returning
to school after spending the holi-
days at home, Among some I was
able to chat with were Miss Juee
Spann from Fisk university, Miss
Kay Perine from Tennessee State
university, Cecil Peoples f rom
Morris Brown and Howard Gold-
en from Meharry Medical college.
Before returning to school Miss
Spann spent several days with
friends in Memphis, Tenn., and
Miss Perine visited in Paris, Tenn.
I didn't get around to all Jack-
son visitors last week. Some addi-
tions are daughters of Mrs. Rosa
Machin, Miss Pearl Machin from
Washington, D. C., and Miss Mar-
garet Falls, of Memphis. Would
just like to mention the position
Miss Maclin now holds in Wash,
ington, that of secretary to the
Adjutant Generul at the Pentagon.
Mrs. Alice White, mother of
Mrs. Masble Davis, spent the holi-
days in her home. Mrs. White
is from Detroit, Mich. While she
was here, members of her fam-
ily from Brownsville, Tenn., came
over for a fine family reunion.
In the home of the T. R. Whites
on S. Cumberland at., is Mr.
White's sister, Mrs Carrie Eulie
from South Bend, Ind.
At the Broomes on Webster St.,
visiting from Chicago. Ill., were
Mrs. Henrietta Broome Foster and
Mrs. Kate Burney Williams.
Also in the city is a f or mer
Jacksonian, Mrs. Agrolia Hills-
man Childress from New York.
CONVENTIONERS RETUTRN
The J. C. Perpeners are back
from the Kappa Conclave in At-
lanta, Ga. Miss Darlene Hutson
and Mrs, Fannie Dobbins have re-
turned from the Sigma Gamma
Rho Boule in Washington and Mrs.
Essie Perry from the ladle Na-
tional Convention in Detroit, Mich.
It seems as all cities went all
out tap see that everybody had a
grand time from the reports I'm
getting.
And so the holidays have ended
but the spirit of giving is still
with us. Don't forget to have your
Dimes ready. The drive is on this
ware, tea and coffee service
marked the event distinctive
entertainment . comparable
to any found in cosmopolitan
society here or abroad, Dr.
Kelso is seen standing at the
extreme left. Mrs. Kelso Is
seated directly in front of him,
with Miss Walker's mother,
Mrs. A. Marco Walker,
beside her. The picture was
made in the drawing room of
the Kelso resident', with its
priceless collection ot antiques,
art and furnishings. (3) %then
Atty. and Mrs  Letting
gave a New Yeats Eat Sup-
per and dancing party for
their cansin, Miss Walker, And
her guests and friends, the
beautiful modern setting of
their living room in their home
at 1310 Quinn st., was the scene
of the large group assent.
bled before the midnight fes-
tisities got underway. The en-
tire holiday season for the
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lovely Mise Walker, her blends
and guests, was a series of
brilliant events that will be
eonsersation pieces for a long
time.
Isaac Lane Circle Again Joins Its Leader For New Year Fete
It was Christmas, and to the could mean only one thing — For the sixth year, Mrs. Anna
members of the Isaac Lane Cir- breakfast with their leader, Mrs. L. Humphrey of 2158 Bennett, en-
etc of Mt Pisgah church; that Anna L. Humphrey. , tertained the members and friends
ANNUAL CHRISTMAS
BREAKFAST: — Mrs. Anna
I,. Humphrey was host to
the Isaac Lane Circle of Mt.
Pisgah church for the sixth
annual party sponsored by the
hostess for members 01 the
circle and friends Christmas
MRS. E. F. SAIN, BRUNCH
HOSTESS — Mrs. E. F. Sain
was hostess tor a lovely
brunch. Dec. 28, at her home,
1326 Barbour st., honoring
Miss Sarah McGhee, instruct-
Morning. at her lovely home
at 2158 Bennett, Among scores
of guests presented were, seat-
ed: Mrs. Ethel Isabel, Miss
Viola Flowers, Mrs. Willie
Gross, Mrs. Alberta Sample,
William Kyles, Mrs. Eliza.
beth Rogers and Mrs. Eliza.
beth Smith. Standing, L to R:
or at Rust college. 0 t her
guests were Miss Beulah
Thompson, instructor at Mel-
rose elementary school a n d
Mrs. Myrtle Horton, instructor
for the general board of edu•
Miss Mildred Cochrane, Mrs.
Minnie Spencer, Mrs. Thelma
Story, Mrs. Bessie Gillispie,
Mrs. Clevie Walls, Mrs. Ge-
neva Hicks, Mrs. Vivian Rank
ins, Miss Annie I,. Matthews,
Mrs. Mable Thomas, and the
hostess, Mrs. Anna L. Humph.
rey.
cation of the Methodist church.
Mrs, sain is an instructor at
Grant school and an instructor
for the Extension school of
Tennessee State university at
Booker T. Washington H. S.
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorors
Back From 24th Boule
(Special to Defender)
Back home from attending the
24th boule of Sigma Gamma Rho
sorority are Mesdames Mary
Brooks, Marie L. Adams, Rosa
Ford, Jeannette Carr, Eld ora
Amos, Charles P. Roland and Ra-
ta Porter, basileus of the local
chapter of the sorority, and Miss
Mattie Walker. Miss Walker re-
tained her place on the board of
the national body and M r s.
Brooks was elected to the nom-
inating committee.
month. These ladies report one of the
=QM AND CHAT CLUB —
Si:Stitch and Chat sewing
*NW held their 8th annual
6Illsle6mas party during t h e
• 
odds, at (he beautiful home
of Mrs. Mary Jordan, 1525
Livewell circle. Sitting, left to
right: Mrs. Carrie Canady,
Mrs. Mary Jordan, Mrs. Ruth
Burk. Mrs. Eva Hill, Mrs. Es-
telle Brown, Miss Velma Coch.
ran. Mrs. Gladys Waite r,
Mrs. Sally Cochran, Mrs. Lula
Joe Gibson; on the floor, left
to right: Mrs. Edna Gillard.
Mrs. Corine Cochran and Mrs.
Odessa Mitchell.
•
best meetings in the history of the
sorority and the largest delega-
tion of recent years which came
from as far west as California,
Arizona and Colorado and from
all other sections of the country.
The Washingtonians went all out
to entertain the body with many
glamorous affairs, most of which
were held in the Grand ballroom
of the renown Willard hotel (noted
for housing many former presi-
dents and Army generals) where
most of the delegates were hous-
ed and all business sessions were
held.
PUBLIC' MEETING
The public meeting was held
in Rankin Memorial Chapel on the
campus of Howard university.
Mrs. Anne liedgeman, assistant to
the mayor of New York City was
the speaker. She spoke on the so-
rority theme "Accepting T h e
Challenge of This New Day". Mrs.
Hedgeman is a woman of wide
experience and many travels but
she distinguishes herself by not
having lost the 'common touch'.
This was prevalent throughout her
address.
Greetings were given by mem-
bers of the Washington Pan Hel-
lenic Council, the American Coun-
cil of Negro Women and t h e
American Council of Human'
Rights.
The meeting closed with a 'clos-
ed' banquet held in the Grand
ballroom of the Willard. The
members bade goodbye looking
forward to their next boule to
be held in the grand old city of
San Antonio, Texas.
of the Issue Lane Circle at her
beautiful home Christmas morn-
ing with a country
-style breakfast
The dining room was beautifully
decorated with the holiday color
motif. For breakfast the hostess
served a delicious menu consist-
ing of juices, country sausage.,
ham and eggs, hot rolls, butter
land coffee.
OUT•OF-TOWN GUESTS
The out-of-town guests included
Mrs. Ada Bunn of Fordyce, Ark.;
Mrs. Louise Pernell, Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Perry of Chicago. Ill.; and
Mr. and Mrs. John Page of In-
dianapolis, Ind. There was an ex-
change of gifts by a number of
the guests.
Guests left declaring they had
a wonderful time and would be
looking forward to the annual
breakfast next Christmas.
LOCAL GUESTS
Among guests present were Mrs.
Mildred Cochran, William llolmes,
jr., Mrs. Lucille Arinfield, Mrs.
Thelma Story, Thomas Armfield,
Arthus Walls, Mrs. Bessie Gillis-
pie. Mrs. Alberta Sample, Mrs.
Ada Bunn, Mrs. Elizabeth Rogers,
yaIrs. Mable Thomas, Mrs. Ethel
Isabel, Miss Viola Flowers, Mrs.
Annie L. Matthews, Mrs. Lillian
Hale, Mrs. Marie Holmes, Mrs. Ed-
mania Taylor, Mrs. Emogene Boa'
i well, Mrs. Willie Gross, Colbert
1Story, Mrs. Corrine Perry, Mrs.
Elizabeth Taylor, Miss Elsie Thom-
as, Mr' Lillian Thomas, Miss
Odell Boswell, Mrs, Doris Bodden,
Mrs. Minnie Spencer, Mrs. Ethel
Person, Mrs. Vivian Dankins, Sear-
cy Rankins, Mrs. Geneva Hicks,
Leroy Hicks, George Isabel, Mrs.
Estelle Page, Clinton Walker, John
1Pabe. Saluel Perry, Mrs. Cleyie
Walls, Eddie Sample. Mr. and
Mrs. Grant Parham, Mrs. Louise
Ward, Mrs. Phranie Brittenum,
Mr. and Mrs. John Parker and
oh hers.
Words of the Wise
We have committed Um
Golden Rule to memory: now
let us commit it to life.
—(Edwin Markham)
You can tell she's a
CARNATION BABY
raised on America's "healthy baby"milkl
"Healthy baby" Rozalyne Whey */ Oehiatel. CaRicsAN
CARNATION RAMS have that wonder-
ful look about them—happy, con-
tented, and so healthy!
That's because Carnation is the
most nourishing form of milk for
baby's bottle. The safest and most
digestible, too reit mit at 20
mothers who feed their babies a
Carnation formula say, "My doctor
recommended it." Ask ',our own doe.
tor about Carnation— America's
"healthy baby" milk.t
BEST BRAND FOR YOUR
COFFEE, CEREALS, COOKING!
Every eves
delicious when
Carnation is the
"cream" in
your coffee!
Carnation adds
rich flavor to
every cereal, hot
or cold!
Uee better-blending
Carnation for
smoother cooking
results every time!
World's Leading Brand of Evaporated Milk
DEFENDER
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o They say Fats Domino, Ivory Joe Hunter Scores 
By AL MONROE
WREN EASTERN columnists
were writing about Harry Bela-
fate's plans for divorce they add-
ed a auggestiou ABOUT WHO'D
replace the soon-to-be divorced
Mrs. "B." — HOWEVER WHEN
THE columnists later announced
his divorce was final they made
no hint as to the singer's future
plans.— ONE THING THE news
services ( INS particularly) did
spoil was any chance the scandal
builders had of linking the names
of Belafonte and THE OFAY HE
enjoys screen romance with on
screen in "Island In the .Sun" by
exposing the near feud THAT
EXISTS BETWEEN the pair off
the film location lot. — THIS
CORNER never once considered
any kind of off-set romance exist-
ed between Harry and Miss Fon-
taine. — "r'ONFIDENTIAL" HAG
would have been on this trail and
bow.
• • •
SONGSTRESS LURLEAll Hunt-
er, RCA-Victor disc ace will oc-
cupy guest-starring spot on
"Adults Only" NBC-TV program
Wed. Jan, 18.—GEORGIA ('ARR
appears on same show Jan. 9,
week earlier.— SAMMY DYER,
producer at Chicago's Club De Lisa
is in his hometown. Washington,
D. C.. on post-holiday visit.—
SARAH VAUGHAN'S next disc re-
lease will include two 12 inch Ip's
al hits from great shows.— SHE'S
ON THE Mercury kick as are Plat-
ters and Red Prysock. the rock 'n
roll exponents — OKEH REC-
ORDS, one of the oldest of "blues"
channels IS BACK IN limelight
with bit tunes by LARRY HART,
"THE SCHOOLBOYS," Scream-
ing Jay Hawkins and Andre Wit-
Hams.
• • •
THE AMOS 'N ANDY show (in
person) with all the stars who
appear on TV and a choir of 8
voices WILL HIT THE nation's
theatres and auditoriums thi,
season. — "THE JACKIE ROBIN-
SON story" a film based on life
of the baseball star will be seen
on CBS-TV Thursday night with
Ruby Dee in the role of "Mrs.
Robinson." — PEARL BAILEY
OPENS New York's Copacabana
this week for limited engagement.
—WHILE IN NEW YORK Pearl
will disc several tunes: INCIDEN-
!DENTLY, PEARL proved once
again the broad-heartedness she
is famous for when she spotlight-
ed every artist on her show dur-
ing engagement at the Regal. —
IN FINALE tune "Won't You
Come Back Bill Bailey" she gave
brother Bill a real push.— Watta
gal! — SEEING "TAB" being
picked up for King Cole show
Monday night was pleasing— BIG
DOUGH comes on TV when pro-
gram is sponsored you know. —
IT IS INDEED regrettable that
no Sepians will be eligible for
"Oscar" nominations this year.—
EVEN SHOULD Dandridge(Doro-
thy) or Belafonte (Harry) qualify
through performances in "Island
In The Sun" they'd be ineligible
because picture isn't yet released.
ONLY FIX .HITTING screens in
1956 are eligible.
Experts Discuss
Desegregation'
In Theatre Here
(ANP) — Problems revolving !
about desegregation in Education-
al Theatre came into- focus dur-
ing a panel session of the Ameri-
can Educational Theatre associa-
tion held at the Hilton hotel here
last week end.
Integration In tb• regular com-
mercial theatre was also touched
upon by speakers who participated
in the panel and in the lively
question period which followed.
The four participants in the
Sunday afternoon panel which was
chaired by Dr. Lillian Voorhees of
Fisk university, and who spoke to
the subject, "The Negro Actor
and Desegregation in the Educa-
tional' Theatre," were: Thomas
Poag of Tennessee State college:
Robert Hilliard, Adelphi college,
Garden City. New York: Miss
Majorie Dyke. School of Per-
forming Arts, New York City and
Miss Anne Cooke of Howard uni-
versity whose paper was present-
ed in her absence by Dr. Thomas
Pawley of Lincoln university of
Missouri.
The symposium addressed itself
to four questions:
Should desegregation in the Ed-
ucational Theatre follow desegre-
gation off-stage or should it be
considered a means of aiding the
process and acceptance of deseg-
regation off-stage?
How fast may desegregation in
the Educational Theatre be ex-
pected to take place? What stages
or limitations can you define?
What does experience teach us
where desegregation in the Educa-
tional Theatre has taken place?
What effect may we expect de-
segregation to have upon the Edu-
cational Theatre?
PARIS, France —. Followers of In Rome, an audience of oxer
jubilee and gospel type singing are 2.000 demanded — and got — eight
i
still talking about the Fisk Singers encores. According to one Jubi-
who came, saw, performed and lee Singer. "We'd still be on that
conquered in a big way. Welcome stage singing encores, if that
mats are out for the singers when- audience had had its way."
ever they wish to return. For the 17 students who com-
prise the group, the tour will be
The singers who represented the
famous Fisk university in Nash- their major topic of conversationfor many months to come. Opin-
ville, Tenn.. USA performed in ion is divided between Rome and
major concert halls that were Paris as a favorite city, but for
regularly packed to the rafters. Betty Nowlin. of Houston. Tex..
They were under the direction of „Just seeing St. Peter's in Rome
John W. Work, the famous com-
poser. 
was worth all the trip."
Orlando Lightfoot of Chicago
Rave notices followed each of states that -an enthusiastic min-
the 56 concerts given by the ority of the men, at least, talk
pagers. quite a bit about Paris."
MOVE OVER ELVIS PRES.
LEY. here we come. "Artists"
are Joe Louis, Jr., son of the
one time heavyweight cham-
pion, left. Herman Rhoden.
son of Defender photogra-
pher; and Alvita Marva Simi-
ding, daughter of Marva Louis-
Spaulding. Scene wa s party
staged during holidays that
grownups, watching through
partially opened door, say was
Interesting and tunesational.
How Nat Cole Gambled
On Voice, Gained Fame
One evening 18 years ago. an
instrumental trio was playing its
opening night at Los Angeles'
Swanee Inn when an overbearing,
but big-spending, customer de-
manded that one member of the
group sing ''Sweet Lorraine."
Except for a few notes in the
privacy of his shower, the young
man had never sung before, and
he tried to dodge the request:
"This is an instrumental group,"
sHIRLEY AND LEE
Fisk Singers Leave They End Wood Times
Welcome Mat Abroad For Style Plagiarists
NEW YORK,— Claiming that
they've lost over $15,000 worth of
niteclub and dancehall bookings
because of the plague of 'moos- ,
ters using their name, the hot
rock and roll team of Shirley and
Lee hired a lawyer to track
down their imitators.
Creators of last year's hottest
record. "Let The Good Times
Roll. Shirley Goodman and Leo-
nard Lee have been a team since
1950 when they first joined voices
in New Orleans. Their best-sell-
ing Aladdin disc has passed the
800,000 sales mark.
About three months ago Agency,
Gale Boys End Another
Year Of 'Star Making' .
NEW YORK — Behind any sue-, Among the names under con-
cessful performer is a talent agen- tract to the agency are Sarah
cy and today the Gale agency is Vaughan, Erskine Hawkins. Illi
considered by many Negrp slam; nois Jacquet. Buddy Johnson. Roy
as important to their financial sue-
cess as the Wright Btahers were H
to the airplane. eywood, Cole
Founded in 1940 by Tim Gale
who had been bandleader chick Lil Randolph
Webb's road manager. the firm
over 25 sepia stars into this pix
Those eh° like the best is en-lieu! e income bracket.
tWbile traveling with Webb. who ertainment on their TV screens
was managed by his older broth. enjoyed a series of treats past
two Monday nights thanks to NatCr, Mac, Tim was amazed at the.
poor bookings that Negro peefoe.I King Cole, Eddie Heywood. Ah-
mers had to accept when on med .lamal trio and Lillian Ran-
tour and which saw many of them . dolPh
getting as low as $50 per Itight.. King Cole starred oti his own
show. with music and song theAfter talks with Moe he opened
offices on W. 48th st. with Webb real story: I,illian Randolph was
Ella Fitzgerald, Cab Calloway and her Usual funny self as "Birdie"
the original Ink Spots as his first on the -Great Gildersleeve" show:
clients. Eddie Heywood was piano-sational
Since that day the one-room of. as guest star on the ','Robert Mont-
flee has grown into an entire floor gomery Presents" starrer &h-
with a big interracial staff who mcd lama) was music national on
talk daily to every corner of the the telecast "Here's MUM(' The
world with nightclub, theatre and programs were all offered on
ballroom operators. , NBC-TV channel.
has discovered, groomed and built Sock On Video
began to get complaints from pro-
'moters who said they had played
the team and were dissatisfied
with the crowds and boxoffice re-
ceipts. An investigation by Frank
Sands of the agency revealed that
the original Shirley and Lee team
had never played the date and
others h a d been using their
names. The violation has been
most flagrant in Florida, Georgia
and Texas. Theatrical attorney
Robert Edwards. assigned a 'pri-
vate detective to the cam and ha"
already located an offending team
in Atlanta.
Hamilton and Arthur Prysock.
This is only a partial list of the
75 dancers, comedians and bands
they hook into clubs front Hai.-
lem's Baby Grand Cafe to the Oa-
sis in IA's Angeles.
Unaffected by the success of the
agency and the pattern of integra-
tion that runs through every phase'
of the business from road manag-
ers to secrelarie.s in his office,
Tim Gale says that he's just in-
terested in a client's talent and
not his color or race.
But what he is mostly inters<
ed in is finding and scouting new
talent: It isn't anything for him to
leave his office and fly 1.500 miles
to hear a new singer or hand that
someone has phoned him about.
And after he gets them under con-
tract the next big step is guiding
the cm'iryo star's career until
they become a big headliner.
The March of Dimes assists any
family in the area needing help
to meet polio expenses. Polio pa-
tients receiving chapter help
choose their own doctors and hos,
pitals.
he tried to explain to the custom-
er, "none of us sings solo."
Irate, the customer stormed out,
only to return in a few minutes
with the manager.
Realizing his job might be at
stake, the young man began to
sing "Sweet Lorraine." To his
surprise, he pleased not only the
loud-voiced customer, but all the
other patrons as well.
Today the young vocalist (no
longer reluctant) has his own na-
tional TV network program: The
Nat "King" Cole Show, on NBC-
TV, Mondays, 7:30 p.m., EST. "I
guess I owe that man a debt of
gratitude, but I didn't realize it
then," says Cole.
Nat "King" Cole was born In
1919, in Montgomery. Ala. Four
years later the family, moved to
Chicago, where his father became
a local pastor, and his mother di-
rected the church choir.
"Mom was the only music teach-
er I ever had,- Nat recalls with
pride, recounting that he played
"Yes. We Have No Bananas,- at
the age of four with BOTH
hands.
Nat's first band came while he
was still in high school. On leav-
ing school, Nat played the piano
for awhile with his brother's Chi-
, 
cago band before getting together
with Noble Sissle and other friends
to rehearse a revue caned "Shuf-
fle Along." On the road with the
show, they made their way as far
as Long Beach, Calif., where the
show folded. Nat and his pals
were 'stranded in Los Angeles.
"It was really tough then," Nat
recalls. "I played piano in almost
every beer joint from San Diego
to Bakersfield." •
Finally Nat secured an engage-
ment for the quartet at a Holly-
wood nightclub. On opening night
the drummer fajled to show up.
The trio, piano, bass and guitar
— went it alone, creating what
has since become known as the
distinctive Nat Cole "sound.
Another odd circumstance influ-
enced Nat's career. We were
playing the Orpheum in I as An-
geles in 1948," Nat recalls. "A fel-
JIMMY CARTER. owner of
popular Headquarters Lounge
212 IV 'ad st. takes a breath.
Cr to pore with two of his mix.
ologists. left to right, Marie
Rambo and Belt). Ward. The
Ileadmi,irteis is one of south
west side's most popular APO"'
low named Eden Ahbez used to
wait for me at the stage door
every day, trying to get me to
listen to a song he had written. It
had an odd name, but I finally
listened, liked it and recorded it."
The song, of course, was Na-
ture Boy," and Nat's recording
became one of the all-time best
sellers establishing the "King"
firmly on his throne.
After "Nature BOY" C a 111
"Mona Lisa" and "Too Young",
and other hits. (No fewer than
nine of Nat's records, including
the three above, have sold over
a million copies each. The others
are "Straighten Up and F 1 y
Right". "Frim-Fram Sane e",
"For Sentimental Reasons", "Pre-
tend" "Answer Me My Love" and
"Smile".)
One of the Nat's greatest assets
— his fans point out — is his
ability to convey to his audience
a note of deep sincerity and mod-
esty. In these respects he hasn't
changed since the night he tried
to duck singing solo.
Nat is married to the former
Maria Ellington. He and his wife
and their two daughters—"Cook-
ie," 12, and "Sweetie." S — live
in the Hancock Park section of
Los Angeles.
Gillespie To Play
At Blue Note
For the first time in several
year s. Dizzy Gillespie will be
fronting a large hand when he
brings his 16 "ambassadors" to
Frank Holfeind's Blue Note
Wednesday Jan. 9 for a two-week
This year Gillespie became the
first jazz musician ever to be ex-
ported under ,monsorship of the
U. S. Department of State. As part
of a general cultural program de-
veloped with the State Department
and the American National Thea-
tre and Academy (ANTA), the
Gillespie band toured the Middle
East and then South America.
Bermuda Travel
1956 Successes
Indicate Weight
A 'Poll' Factor
By RUB ROY
When the 1956 polls me in, it
was unique, though hardly sur-
prising, to see two guys who bal-
ance the scales as potently as
their tunes sock the various hit
parades on top in their respective
categories.
The two are Fats Domino and
Ivory Joe Hunter, a pair tunesters
who rate tackle berths on the
champion Football Giants. Fats
came through with a trio of hits,
"Blue Monday", "What's T h e
Reason I'm Not Pleasin' You"
and "The Girl Can't Help It"
that appeared in most of the na-
tion's dise hit parades. Fats not
only rated the tops on juke boxes
but his nation wide concert tours
attracted record breaking jams
everywhere. From California to
Maine; Dixie to New York. Fats
Domino was one of those "The"
attractions during 1956.
In the meantime Ivory Joe Hunt-
er, currently appearing at Right
Spot Club in Kenosha, was piling
up hits galore. His "I Almost Lost
My Mind" disced by several TV
and film stars, was already at
top of the parade. Then he came
along with "Since I Met Y o u
Baby" that has been sensational
on juke boxes.
6 At Howard U
Join Honor Unit
During Xmas holidays Ivory Jo*
headlined a huge package show
at Fox theatre in Detroit where
Rock 'n Roll was the way of
things. When he cut out with his
final curtain the house rocked
with pleas for just another song.
Oddly enough the past year WAS
solid for such artists as DOM1110
and Ivory Joe. It could have been
due to the Rock 'n Roll craze, a
style both handled with perfection.
In the case of Ivory Joe Hunter
it is safe to say his compositions
rate even higher than his piano
playing whch is among the beat.
This is due to fact that so many
other -name" artists have record-
ed songs composed by the pianist
and band leader.
There were other artists to win
praise in 1956 of course but the
above pair appeared to have hit
their peak. Certainly Clyde Me-
Phatter, Billy Eckstine and oth-
ers stood out but their ratings
along juke box row were not as
potent.
ANP Names
1956 Bests
By MASCO YOUNG
NEW YORK — (ANP) — Sev-
eral weeks ago we announced top
10 rhythm and blues artists would
be selected by this columnist wills
our readers as judges. Here is the
list:
WASHINGTON. D. C — How- Fats Domino, 'best male vocal-
ard university officials have an• Ist." LaVerne Baker, "best fe-
nounced the election of six stu- male vocalis." Bill Doggett, "best
dents to Psi Chi, the national hon-
or society in psychology,
They are Miss Ruby Bonner,
Miss Mattie Harris and Miss Bet-
ty Herbert. all of Washington. D
C.; Maurice Harris, Norfolk, Va.:
Mrs. Leslie S. Hogeboom, Kensing-
ton, Md. and James H. Jones.
Martinsville, Va.
Founded in 1929 at Yale univer-
sity, Psi Chi now has more than
100 chapters in colleges and uni-
versities throughout the U. S.
instrumental group. Platters,
"best vocal group." Solomon
Burke, "most promising male
vocalist. Dinah Washington. "most
promising female vocalist." Sit
Austin, "most promising instru-
mental group." Teepagers, "most
promising male vocal grqup." And
the tune, "On My Word of Honor."
by B. B. King ag "best song by an
r and b artist. The "best big band
in r and b field" goes to Count
Basis,
London Bids For
New 'Giant Step'
NEW YORK — Promoters in
London are said to have bid heavi-
ly for theatre rights to the Louis
Peterson comedy-drama, "Take A
Giant Step, currently appearing at
the Jan Hun House on 74th street
off Broadway.
The offers come following pur-
chase of film rights to the show
by Hecht-Hill-Lancaster (Burt)
film setup. The play will be made
into a movie with several mem-
bers of the curent stage show cast
in their original roles.
"Take A Giant Step" is not new
to this town's theatre-goers. Three
years ago it opened at the Lyric
theatre on Broadway but was
forced to close after 75-odd per-
formances. This time, with a new
cast and a small change here and
there the show has been the talk
of off-stem patrons with many
Broadway houses willingly admit-
ting they slipped a bet in not
booking the show for a second try
on the stem.
In the past three weeks since
Hecht-Hill
-Lancaster closed the
deal for the play, Burt Lancaster
has made at least five visits te
the Jan Hun, to study the cast
for picture possibilities and young
Bill Gunn, Billie Allen and Ro-
setta LeNoir are in the running
to repeat their roles in the film.
Ira Cirker, who directed the
revival, has been getting serious
consideration as the film's direc-
tor.
In addition to making the film,
Hecht-Hill-Lancaster will produce
"Take A Giant Step" on the Lon-
don stage this season in associa-
tion with Anthony Quayle. Cirker
and the New Theatre Company
were asked to do the London vers-
ion but they declined saying they'
have other lans, a new play off-
Broadway.
The group hopes to produce a
quality drama by a new play-
wright to help prove a point it is
trying to make, that off-Broadway
does' not need classics or revivals
to survive.
Plan New TV Series
Office Burns
it All-Star CastHAMILTON. Bermuda — HiltonG Hill's Bermuda Vacation Serv-
ice tourist offices in downtown!
Hamilton were gutted during the
busy Christmas season by a fire
that be-gas in an adjacent store.
Total damage to the building
and to stock and fillings in three
stores affected has been estimat-
ed in excess of $60,000. The Hill
Travel Service has been set up
temporarily in the Imperial hotel
Jack Goldberg. director of dis-
tribution of Studio Films, Inc.'s
theatrical division, this week an-
nounced the completion of 13 half
hour programs in a new TV series,
"Harlem After Dark." which will
be available in color or black and
white.
"Harlem After Dark" was es-
nearby. pecially produced for late even-
ing show' presentation and co-stara
twenty of the most popular enter-
tainers in show
-business, including
Count Basic and his band, Sarah
Vaughan, Nat' "King" Cole. Lionel
Hampton and his band. Dinah
Washington, Cab Calloway. Faye
Adams and Duke Ellington and his
orchestra.
Bill Doggett Royalties
Hit $60,000 Last Year
PHILADELPHIA — (ANP)—Bill
Doggett's sensational "11 onky
Tonle' recording, which is already
over the 11/2 million sales mark
has brought the Hammond organ
stylist a fat $60.000 royalty check
one of the biggest payments
ever received by a Negro artist
' for an instrumental recording.
I When Bill and his attractive wife
Angelyn paused in Philadelphia
for a brief visit before continuing
to their home in Flushing, L. I.,
the two were visibly excited over
t he --apord•breaking rash payment
that "Hanky Tank" has brought
them.
, A native Philadelphian, Doggett
started his musical career here.
playing "gigs with local bands
for as little as $2.50 a night His
genius for arranging soon landed
him top jobs with such big hands
as Lucky Millinder, Louis Jordan
and Lionel Haim:den.
Considered by many leading jazz
authotitimf as the world's leading
Hammond organ stylist, Bill Dog-
gett has taken top honors in many
i of the nation's top polls of disc
jockeys. record sales and juke box
I they. In 1954; he was a triple -
crown winner in l'he
annaual ,poll of the nation's disc
.jockeys
For a poor boy who once had
ideas about becoming 2 profes-
sional baseball player :he played
semi-pro ball in Philsdelphia for
several years.) Bill has come a
long way from the days he used
to play a week's engagement and
aniously hope to come out with
at least 818 in wages
A King Record's star. Doggett
is now the chief breadwinner for
his recording bosses His math!.
lion, he says "is to rect d an al-
bum of nursery rhymes designed
to please the esrs and hold the
attention of little children." _
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HOMECOMING FOR S I X
OLYMPIANS and here they
are: (1) The rush of students
with "Welcome Home!' "Con
gratulationst" cheers and cor-
sages for Tennessee S t a t e
university's 1956 Olympic par-
ticipants as they deplaned at
Berry field in Nashville -'Miss
Tennessee State" and her at-
tendants pinned the corsages.
In addition to the (Hamitic
Games in Melbourne, these
girls went on In Sydney, Aus-
tralia, where they ran in the
British Empire. Games. (2)
"Here's what we brought
hack, Coach," the this tel
Coach Edward S Temple as
they show him medals a is d
plaques. (Coach Temple did
not make the trip with the
team.) (3) "It's truly wonder-
ful,' car etudent Council pres-
ident Robert X. Williams and
Vice President Walter Cald-
well (on extreme right), as
1 ennesaee Stale students take
over the team. (1) Willie B.
White (born in Money, Miss.,1
(third from left) who captur-
ed second place in the Olym-
pic broad jump competition
with a leap of 19 feet 11 3-4
inches, bringing home a sit-
err medal. (5) USA Olympic
women's track and field team
captain Mae Faggs who holds
an arrey of A 11; indoor and
outdoor titles and records, and
who became the first woman
in the history of the Olympics
to participate three consecu-
tite times In track and field
events (1948, 1952, 1956). She
is also captain of the Ten•
nessee state team. (61 A close-
up of the ti 1956 Olympic 'fled-
els (individual and team) and
the five British Empire Games
plaques — 16 in all — which
the six Tennessee State uni-
versity members on the USA
Olympic women's track a n
field team brought back from
Australia. (7) Mier the shout-
ing and the tumult, the girls
pose with Vice President A.
V. Boswell and Coach Tem•
ple. They are I. to r. Dr. Bos•
well, Willie B. White of Green-
wood, Miss.; Lucinda W i I.
hams. Bloomingdale, Ga.; Wit.
ma Rudolph, Clarksville, Ten-
nessee; Coach Temple, Mae
Eaggs, Bay Side. N. I.; Isa-
belle Daniels, Jakin, Ga, I Whe
placed fourth in the Oli mpic
ISO-meter dash and set a new
rectal d in the 100-yard dash at
io.5 in the British Empire
Games) and Margaret Mat-
thews. %Dante, Ga. Wages,
Matthews, Rudolph and Dan-
iels —as USA relay team in
the Olympics — broke Om-
pie and world records and
elated third.) The gills are
dressed in the (5 k official
1956 Olympic parade uniform.
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Sepia Stars
Took Some
Headlines
NEW YORK — Athletes young
and old made a conquest of time
and space in 1956, a year of su-
per performances in sports high.
lighted by the first perfect
ncetut, no-run game in World Se-
ries history.
The Negro athlete grabbed his
share of the headlines with tre-
mendous. sometimes stupendous
performances.
Here is a brief rundown of the
year's top sports stories.
JACKIE ROBINSON TRADED
Jackie Robinson, the man who
broke baseball's color line, was
traded to the New York. Giants
by the Brooklyn Dodgers. Robin-
son, 37 years old and greying, re.
gretted having to leave the Dodg.
tie tent but said he'd ;o all out
for the Giants.
Robinson, who paved the way
for the Negro in organized base-
ball in 1947, played three infield
and two outfield positions for the
Dodgers during his 10-year tenure
and led the Burns to six NL pen-
nants and a World Series title.
Another top-flight headline from
the baseball world was Pitcher
Don Newcombe, Robinson's Dodg-
er teammate, who won the NL's
Most Valuable Player crown and
the first annual Cy Young award
as the outstanding pitcher in the
major leagues.
Big Newk was the winningest
pitcher in the majors with a bril-
liant 27-7 record but was knock-
ed out of the box in two World
Series appearances and armchair
managers and critics hurled "gut-
less" and "couldn't-win-the-big-
one" tag on Big Newk,
The National League pennant
chase was a scorcher and went
down to the wire with the Dodgers
taking the crown on the last day.
, The Milwaukee Braves and the
!Cincinnati Redlegs, thanks to the
'sterling bats of sepia stars Hank
Aaron and Frank Robinson, made
strong bids.
WINS BAT CROWN
Aaron captured the NI, batting
crown with a robust .328 average
to become the second younge
player to win the crown. Robi
son, a 20-year-old rookie, slugged
38 homers to the major league
horns run record for rookies.
Boxing provided some of the
year's top stories as 21-year-old
Floyd Patterson became t h •
youngest heavyweight champion
in history by KOing Ancient Ar-
chie Moore in five rounds.
Patterson, the 165-pound cham-
pion In the 1952 Olympics, won
virtually every award for his rock-
et climb to the title.
Former heavyweight champion
Joe Louis was back in the lime.
light after a renewal of his tax
hassle with the U. S. Boxing fans
all over the nation read with tear.
filled eyes the stories of the U„
S. seizing a trust fund that ex.
champ had set up fg,r his NM
youngsters.
The year 1956 saw the Olympic*
being contested at Melbourne. Au-
stralia and tan runners brought
back 14-gold medals for their vic-
tories in track and field, basket-
ball and boxing.
Among the outstanding was
Charlie Dumas, a 19-year-old from
California, who became the first
high jumper in history to go over
seven feet. Dumas, who later won
the Olympic gold medal, leaped
7' 1/2" in the Olympic Trials.
Other Olympic gold medal win-
ners were Charlie Jenkins
meters), Lee Calhoun (110-meter
hurdles), Milt Campbell (decath-
Ion), Mildred McDaniel (wom-
en's high jump,) Ira Murchison
and Leamon King (400-meter re-
lay), Jenkins and Lou Jones (1600
meter relay), Bill Russell, Carl
Cam and K. C. Jones (basketball),
and Jim Boyd (boxing).
College basketball was domi-
nated by Big Bill Russell who
led the San Francisco Dons to a
string of 55 straight victories and
two mythical national titles. Rus-
sell, voted the outstanding col-
legiate eager, turned pro after the
Olympics and is now with the
Boston Celtics of the tough NBA
circuit.
Russell's heir to the "outstand-
ing player" crown, Wilt (The Stilt)
Chamberlain, made his collegiate
bow in 1956 with the Kansas Uni-
versity Jayhawks and immediate-
ly net the fans on their collective
heels.
The Stilt, 7-foot, high-jumping
center, scored 52-points and grab-
bed 31 rebounds in his varsity de-
the coaches are confident he 'H but and has gone on to averagebecome a regular as soon as 35 points a game for seven games.
he gets a little moresexper• • Tennessee State's football team
Ciii C, finished the season with a 9-0 reo-
Brown, Gilliam And Clark Bowl Stars
Panthers Upset 1SyracuseAce
TR) Tigers 27-61Scores Three
They Do Such Things
SOUTHSIDERS that is the high
school youngsters, saw the clos-
ing weeks of 1956 give them much
to cheer about although some were
a bit disheartened. Wendell Phil-
lips High school basketball team
won an overtime game from Crane
to win the 10th annual Illinois Tech
prep tournament championship.
Defending champions, DuSable,
Ito Dunbar for third place.bar is city public high school
title holders. Phillips had a game
team. Crane was favorite to win
because of the height of the play-
ers. Height doesn't always win.
There was another tournament
the previous week. St. Elizabeth's
Ironmen, 1956 charnpions of ihe
Catholic league and winners last
spring over Dunbar for the eli-
cits? 1 Chicago championship, re-
peated its 1955 feat of winning the
Catholic league holiday tourna-
ment on Dec. 23. The Ironmen
humiliated Fenwick of Oak Park,
80 to 38, thus giving the South-
side another title. The victory
gave St. Elizabeth three cham-
pionships in a row while at the
same time they became the fifth
team in the history of the league
to win two straight tourneys.
There was much nCore to St.
Elizabeth's victory than what
paw folks thought about. Fm-
handed St. , Elizabeth a 65 to
0 defeat in football last fall and
roly-poly Joe Robichaux and his
two coaches, Charlie Gant and Art
White, were silently awaiting a
chance to get even. And "even"
they got, believe you me
But there were some things
that happened that didn't creep
into the score of the baskbtball
game against Fenwick. St. Eliza-
beth always has been known for
their clean sportsmanship. At foot-
ball, when they lost, they went
over to congratulate the Fenwick
coach. When Fenwick lost at bas-
ketball, Coach Jack Kearns walk
ed over to the St. Elizabeth bench
to play the true sportsman that
he is.
NOT SO WITH the Fenwick
players. When one of the feenwick
,players had fouled Art Hicks, the
St. Elizabeth captain who no
doubt will enter Notre Dame uni-
versity next fall. Hick went to
shake hands as the boy was leav-
ing. the game on personal fouls.
bipead of receiving Hicks' greet-
ing like a real Catholic, this play-
er refused to shake hands and ad.
ad insult I. injury by telling Hicks
to "take your hands away from
me."
The St. Elizabeth coaches refus-
ed to make a substitution until
the final four minutes of the last
'period Fenwick played three men
on Hicks who, even then, scored
24 points, making his total "a cool
106" for a three-game total. And
while Hicks was establishing a new
record for the tournament, Pren-
tiss Thompson, his teammate-,
scored 25 in the title game.
The tronmen had height — and
class. Fenwick didn't belong in the
same game with them. Top scu-
m for the Southsiders e r e
Thompson with eight field goals
and nine from the gift line. Hicks
was held down to three baskets
but he dunked in 18 gift shots. St.
Elizabeth made good 34 free
throws, Fenwick, eight. The Iron•
ment were guilty of only 10 fouls,
Fenwick, 30etYou might call Fen-
wick's players rather rough and
you wouldn't be far from telling
the truth Two of the Oak Park
boys committed five fouls ' eaeh,
one made four and fouls were
chalked up against every one of
the Fenwick players.
Basketball coaches surely miss
a bet in not scouting the Catholic
league champions for college ma-
terial — and they again miss the
boat by gassing up Illinois Tech
tournament. The four finalists
in the Illinois Tech play were al!
Negro quintets Carver High is all
Negro. Hyde Park and Marshall
as well as Parker, Englewood and
other Chicago high school quintets
are loaded with tan players.
RAY ROBINSON might take a
leaf from the books of Joe Louis,
Jersey Joe Walcott and Archie
Moore. Father Time always bows,
to youth. .Tennessee State's Bar-
nett from Roosevelt High in Gary.
Ind.. may well turn out to he the
greatest. star in the history of the
school and lo and behold Tilden
Tech's Buckhalter, a 6-foot, 6-inch
great in Chicago's prep circles, is
a freshman at the Nashville school
. .Prairie View .4 and M col
lege Panthers turned back Texas
Southern university in the annual
Prairie View bowl game on New
Year's day in Houston. 27 to 6.
Looked like the advance dope
would run true to form when
TSU got off in the lead. They
were a pre-game favorite by sev-
en points. During the regular sea•
son. TSU whipped the Panthers.
13 to 7. That's football for you
a 13-7 regular season vic-
tory over the Panthers, The Ti-
gers are also co-champions with
HOUSTON — The Prairie View !Conference record is 5-1-0, and the
Panthers, rated one-touchdown on-
T
Panthers' 4-2-0.
der-dogs, scored a stunning 27-6
upset victory over Texas Southern
in the 29th annual Prairie View
Bowl game here New Year's Day,
to take the lead in the five-game
series between the two teams.
A saddened hometown crowd
looked on as the Panthers smash-
ed through the Tigers' defense to
come from tfehind and cop the
victory. The Panthers now have
won their last three clashes with
the Tigers (1954, '55 and '56.) The
Tigers won in '48 and '53.
Southern took an early lead in
last week's contest on a 25-yard
pass from quarterback Alexander
Durley to halfback John Felder,
and held it until the third period,
Then the Prairie View offense be-
gan to click. Jimmy Herron add-
ed the tying marker on a plunge
from the two-yard line.
Prairie View then forged into
the lead, and in the final period
added a clincher on a 22-yard pass
from quarterback James Rickets
to end Heron Tibbs. Calvin Scott
Prairie View has for years
sponsored the annual classic, said
to be the second oldest bowl game
in the country.
Sasser Wins
Huntsmen's
Top Award
NASHVILLE — Dr. Earl Sas-
ser, president of English at Ten-
nessee A and I State university.
w a s awarded the "Sportsman of
the Year" plaque at the banquet
-following the annual hunt f o r
members of the Nashville Sports-
man's club, Inc. and their guests,
held in Clarksville, recently. Dr.
and Mrs. W. E. Pannell were
hosts to the hunt and banquet.
At the same time Dr. John H.
plunged, over from the 1-yard line Young, dentist from Hopkinsville.
for the final marker. Ky., received his plaque after win-
Texas Southern was rated the ning the same award last year.
favorite to win on the basis of The teams headed by Dr. Walter
S. Davis, president of Tennessee
State A and I university and Dr.
E. Perry Crump, chief of pedia-
Wiley college in the Southwestern tries department, Meharry Medi-
Football conference. The Panth- cal college, finished in a tie for
era are tied for a second-place first place in the all-day hunt.
honor with the Southern univer. Each team has 37 pieces of game.
sity Jaguar Cats. Texas Southern's Dr Davis captured high individ-
 ual honors, while Grandville
Payne won the guest high point
Johnny Saxton trophy.Seven hunters who failed to kill
any game during the hunt, lost
Makes Another their shirttails at the banquet
where H. C. Hardy, farm manag-
Title Drive er, Tennessee A adnd I State uni-versity. presided. Sidney Harris,
principal of Bedford County Train-
CLEVELAND — The third wet- ing school, Shelbyville, is pres-
teweight title fight between dent of the Nashville Sportsman's
champion Carmen Basilio of Ca- Club, Inc.
as o, N. Y,. and former cham-
pion Johnny Saxton of New York 
will be on NBC-TV and NBC Ra
dio Friday, Jan. 18 (10 p.m. EST)
The 15-round bout will be stag-
ed in the Cleveland Arena. Jimmy
Powers will be the TV commenta-
tor. and Don Dunphy and Win
Elliot will describe the action for
radio listeners.
Saxton won the welterweight ti-
tle from Basilio on a disputed 15-
round 'decision in Chicago last
March 14. but Basilic) regained it
on a ninth-round knockout in SY-
racuse • Sept. 12.
(The telecast will be blacked out
in Cleveland, Akron and Youngs-
town.)
aro ine Arreste
For Speeding
TOLEDO, Ohio (ANP) J. C.
Caroline, standout defensive.
offensive back with the Chicago
Bears of the Western Division of
the National Professional Foot-
ball League, last week was ar-
rested and fined $15 for speeding
on the Ohio Turnpike.
Caroline, who saw action with
the Bears in their losing cham-
pionship battle with. the New York
Giants recently, was nabbed for
, driving 80 m. p. h, in a 65 m, p. h,
teen*.
ouchdowns
Jim Brown of Syracuse and
Frank Gilliam and Frank Clark of
Iowa university and Colarado uni-
versity turned in stellar perform-
ances on the gridiron last week
as tan stars sparkled in three ma-
jor bowl classics Iowa and Colora-
do racked up victories, but Syra-
cuse went down to defeat in a 28-
27 heartbreaker in which Brown
the game's outstanding player, fig-
ured prominently.
Brown, the Warriors' great All-
American back, scored 21 of Syr-
acuse's 27 points and put on a one-
man siipw to bring his team to
within a hairbreath of victory.
Even a blocked conversion attempt
by Brown that enabled the rival
Texas Christian Horned Frogs to
squeek to victory did not dampen
his popularity.
While 68,000 fans looked on in
62-degree temperature. Brown
was honored as the outstanding
performer in the Cotton bowl class-
ic in Dallas. Texas.
'SCORES THREE TIMES
And well he might The color-
ful performer racked up 132 yards
rushing, scored three touchdowns
and successfully convertai three
times, before his final point-after-
touchdown was blocked by TCU's
Chico Mendoza.
He personally got the Syracuse
offense rolling when he galloped
59 yards for the Warriors first
score. He started the drive b
taking TCU kickoff and running
it back to the Frogs' 30-yard line.
He also scored Syracuse second
and third touchdowns.
Brown's all-around play was
challenged only by Chuck Curtis,
TCU's Quarterback whose accur-
ate passes saved the day for the
Frogs.
WINS COACH'S PRAISE
In the major bowl game at Pas-
sadena. Calif., Iowa's Frank Gil-
liam played a key role in the
Hawkeyes 35-19 victory over Ore-
gon State in the Rose Bowl Class-
ic. Gilliam set up the Hawks' first
touchdown play by recovering an
Oregon fumble on the Iowa 40-
yard line.
An excellent pass receiver and
great defender. the Big Ten end
played a'fine all-around game and
was praised for his performance
by Iowa's coach, Forest Evashev-
ski.
Gilliam played all except the fi-
nal minutes of the game, when
Evashevski emptied his bench to
give every man on the team a
chance to play.
A signal honor was .also paid
posthumously to Cal Jones, former
TOM CROSS, sophomore 6-foot-
9 center. has shown great
promise with the Seton Hall
basketball team this year, and
Patterson Third In The Voting
NEW YORK—The names of four
Negro athletes appeared in the
list of the 10 top sports performers
of 1956
Iowa All-American, who was kill-
ed in a plane crash recently. The
Hawkeye team, lead by Coach
Evashevski, pledged themselves
win the game for Jones. After-
wards, the football used ia the
contest, was initialed and sent to
Jones' mother at Steubenville,
Ohio,
In Colorado's 27-21 Orange Bowl
victory over Clemson at Miami.
Frank Clark scored a touchdown ,
and was dtherwise a standout in I
the contest.
Mickey Mantle, the distance-
slugging New York Yankee out-
fielder, topped the list and was
named the outstanding male ath-
lete of 1956 by a group of sports
writers and broadcasters in the
annual poll.
Heavyweight champion Floyd
Patterson placed third behind
Bobby Morrow, Olympic triple
gold medal winner, with Bill Rus-
sell (collegiate and Olympic bas-
ketball star) fourth, Milt Camp-
bell (Olympic decathlon winner)
seventh and Don Newcombe (win-
ningest pitcher in the ma-
jor leagues in 1956) ninth.
In a similar poll for female ath•
Isles, Althea Gibson ranked third
ord, to win the Mid-West confer-
ence title, then defeated Florida
A and M Southern conference
champions, 41-39. in the annual
Orange Blossom classic in Mi-
ami.
Texas Southern went to the finals
in the NAIA tournament in Kansas
City, after winning the Southwest-
ern. basketball championship.
Althea Gibson, the lanky Har-
lem lass, travelled around the
world spreading her tennis fame.
Miss Gibson ran Up 18 straight
tournament victories in Asia and
Europe and then established a
precedent by becoming the first
Negro to win a title at the famed
Wimbledon matches in England.
l Althea shared the women's double
crown with Shirley Bloomer, of
England.
I Althea placed second to her year-long osmosis, Sham Fry.
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Mr. and Mrs. Henderson Meade
were married in a beautiful cerc-
Mon y at St. Andrew Catholic
church with Father Hogings offic-
iating.
Mrs. Meade Is the former Mrs.
Evelyn Britton of Chicago, and
is the sister of lovely Mrs. Annie
D. Davis of 2095 Swift st., Mem-
phis, Tenn The couple will leave
tor • wedding trip to Los Ange-
les, Calif., Jan. 10.
Mrs. Marie Steil of N. 14th at.
was very happy to have as her
house guest for the Christmas
holidays her daughter, Misr Dew-
ey Lee McGowan, who now re-
sides in Chicago. Miss McGowan
Is a 1956 graduate of Wonder
High. Mrs. Anna Hill, who re-
sides on S. 8th st. and her brother
L. S. Brown, their nephew Jessie
Brown spent the Christmas holi-
days with Mrs. Mattie Brown in
Helena, Ark.
Mrs. Matti. Brown is the sis-
ter-in-law to Mrs. Hill and Mr.
Brown,
• • •
A surprise party was given in
honor of Delois Taylor, by her
cousin, Mrs. Mettle Parker of 208
N. 14th st. Wednesday night, Dec
93. Guests present were Freddie
Charles Taylor, Amos Joe
Moore, Curtis McClure, Earlee
Turrell, Ernest Hightower, Arch-
ie Lee Taylor, Emma Dora
Moore, Dossie Mitchell, Freddie
James Moore, Eddie Taylor, Glen
McClure, Georgie Louise Shelton,
Betty J. Shelton, Margie Jean
Taylor, Kenneth Ray Jackson and
Lloyd Taylor, jr. Games were
played and refreshments were
served.
Mrs. Pauline Knox Roberson of
Chicago is visiting relatives in
Marion, Ark., and friends in West
Memphis, Ark. Mrs. Roberson is
a former resident of Marion, Ark.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Henri! Leachman
and Mrs: Ladora Bennett of 214
S. 9th st... wishes to announce the
wedding of their niece and grand-
daughter Miss Lula Mae Long to
to Wiley Lewis of St. Louis, Mo.,
where Miss Long is now residing.
The wedding took place Dec. 24
at 10 a.m. After the wedding cere-
monies a reception was given in
their honor. Miss Long is a 1956
graduate of Wonder High school,
where she was a member of the
honor society, Mrs. Leachman and
aon left Saturday, Dec. 22 for St.
Louis for the wedding.
Mrs. Delia 0. Kelly of Memphis
was very happy to have as her
house guest for the Christmas hol-
idays, her son Eugene 0. Kelly
from Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Jordan and
children of Greyvine, Texas were
visiting friends in West Memphis
during the Christmas holidays. Mr.
and Mrs. Jordan are formerly of
West Memphs.
Mrs. Mamie Whitfield of South
14th se. had her daughter, Mrs.
Odessa Brown and Mrs. Mildred
held Sunday Dec. 30 with the Rev.
S. M. Hart officiating. Ikterment
was at the cemetery at Marion,
Ark. She was the mother of Mrs.
Maggie Lee Jones, Mrs. Phyllis
Hill and Otto Williams. Also sur-
viving are three brothers, three
sisters and 14 grand children and
other relatives and friends.
• • •
Greetings from the Inola Delois
Beauty Shop, 217 S. 8th st., West
Memphis. "May the spirit of the
season and the warmth of cheer,
fill your heart and home with hap-
piness, that lasts throughout the
new year."
• • •
Mrs. Rachel Bell passed Dee.
She leaves a son, Harvey Bell of
16 at the home of her daughter, 6
Mrs. Mildredve at Wynne, Ark. N eLo
Detroit, Mich.; Mrs. Jewel Hoeft
ton of Wynne, Ark.; 011ie S. Love
of Pasadena, Calif.; great grand-
mother of Mrs. Bettye J. Camp-
bell of Indiana; sister of M r s.
Mary Neil of West Memphis; Mrs
Ellen Scott of Akron, Ohio Mrs.
Ophelia Edwards of Memphis;
Mrs. Susie Rich, Mrs. Gertrude
Maxwell of Parkin, Ark.; Amos
Preston of Kansas City, Mo., 9
nephews, 5 nieces. Mrs. Bell con-
fessed a hope in Christ at an early
age at the PleasantGrove M. B.
church, Marion, Ark., under the
leadership of Rev. Joe Roberson.
She was laid to rest Dec. 23, 1956
Rev. H. A. Atkins officiating. In-
terment in Shady Grove Cemetery,
Parkin, Ark.
VOICE STUDENTS of Mad-
ame B. F. McCleave were en-
tertained by the famed sing-
er at a holiday party held
at her residence on Vance ave.
Some of them and several
friends are seen about the pi-
ano with Madame McCleave.
Charles, Shirley and Vernita
McCutcheon and Thomas Lyn-
out.
These Passed
On
The following persons passed:
Mrs. Lorena Carr, at her resi-
dence, 1112 Indiana st., Jan. 2
MRS. ROSA J. MALONE, at her
residence, 1031 Randle st., Jan. 1;
JAMES LEO FINLEY, at John
Gaston hospital, Dec. 29; BROOKS
WATKINS last week; MARK
MILFS, at his residence, 684 West
st.; Jan. 1; JOSEPH W. TEER,
at Holly Springs, Miss., Dec. 29;
RICHARD WATSON, at his resi-
dence, 1040 Randle, Dec. 30; EAR-
NEST HOGAN, Jan. 1; LITTLE
MARY NOBLE JEFFERIES, sud-
denly at Poter and Walker ave.,
Dec. 29; MRS. RUBY JONES, at
her residence, 1258 E. Trigg ave.,
Jan. 2; MRS. BEULAH FAULK-
NER MAXWELL, at John Gaston
hospital, Jan. I;
MRS. LELAR REDMOND COL-
LINS, last week; J. B. TURNER,:
at John Gaston hospital, Jan. 2;
MRS LOUISE ROWELL, at the
residence of her daughter. 1969
Carver, Jan. 1; JOHN LOUIS
BRATCHER, at John Gaston hos•
pital, Dec. 28: MRS. NAOMI
HUNT, at John Gaston hospital,
Dec. 30; MRS. MARY McGHEE,
Jones from New Jersey as her en. at John Gaston hospital, Dec. 31;
joyable guests for the holidays. JOE CLETA PORTER, at his res-
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Greer of idence, 694 C Georgia, Dec. 29:
220 S. 15th st. are the proud par- MRS. LYDIA STARKS, at her res-
ents of an 8 lb. baby boy, amen idence, 1055 S. Fourth st., Dec.
Dec. 17 and they named him Wil- 31; MRS. CLARA BARTON AN-
lle Neal Greer. DERSON. at John Gaston hospi-
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Steele of tal, December 29; MRS. HATTIE
305 North 12th Street had as their GARY, at E. H. Crump Memar- 1
guest for the holidays their cow,- ial hospital, Jan. 3; MRS. LOU-
In. Rev. W. M. Adams of Chicago. I ISE GLADY CLEMONS at t h e
Booker T. Williams of Clarks- residence of her sister, 1425 N.
dale, Miss , spent the Christmas McNeil, Jan. 3;
holidays with his cousin, Mr. and WILL CROW, at John Gaston
Mrs. Willie Greer of 220 S. 15th hospital, Jan. 3; MRS. ANNIE
St. NIAE BURKE, at John Gaston
The eighth grade A class of Phe- hospital, Jan. 3; MRS. ANNA '
lix High school, Marion, Arkan- DARNELL, at her residence, 514
Scott, Jan. 1; MRS. VEOLA HAR-
RIS at John Gaston hospital, Jan.
2; TERRELL FOSTER H E R-
The sponsor of the Class Social RING ,at Phoenix, Ariz., Jan. 2;
Is Robert Adam, MRS. AMANDA JACKSON, Dec.
The 10th grade had a New Year
abbd n
S. C. Beating
COLUMBIA, S. C. — 'INS) —
Six men were arrested last week,
charged with beating a Camden
High school teacher for allegedly
making an anti-segregation
speech.
Guy Hutchins, 51, beaten Dec.
27 on a lonely South Carolina high-
way by a group of masked men,
told police the following day from
a hospital bed, "They had the
wrong man. I've never made an
anti-segregation speech in my
life."
Police Chief J. P. Storm said
that at least one of thg six ad-
mitted being a member of the
Ku Klux Klan, but refused to give
any names.
If the entire country answers
the National Foundation for Infan-
tile Paralysis' call to be inoculat-
ed with Salk vaccine, last sum-
mer's near-epidemic in Chicago
could well be the last major polio
crisis in the United States.
'THE
s WAY
C— With LEODA GAMMON
You just can't keep your family
well fed and happy without serv-
ing good meat. In fact, in most
meals, meat is the hub. Maybe
you are strictly on the economy
side and you just hate to indulge
in any form of waste, if so, there
is always the question — how
much to buy.
This guide can be pretty help-
ful. It tells how much to buy. A
pound of meat with bone and con-
nective tissue will yield 1 to 2
servings.
As: Shank, brisket, short ribs,
spareribs, breast of veal a n d
lamb, A pound of meat with me-
dium amount of bone will yield 2
servings
As: steaks, chops, shoulder and
MLSING
Learning Characteristic's of chil-
dren from 9 to 12: Watch your
boy. Is he normal? Boys like to
read comics. Attend movies fre-
quently and like adventure, come-
dy variety and drama. Like learn-
ing experiences concerned with
pets Make collections of just any-
thing. Chiefly interested in disolay-
.
ing own individual skills. More
next week.
Dear Carlotta:
sas are having a social Jan. 18.
Come one, come all you'll miss
a treat if you fail to come''
31; MRS. BETTY LEE HUFF,
Pop, Jan. 1, sponsored by Mrs. 
, at Homer G. Phillips hospital, St.
Marie' Warren. Homecoming Jan, Louis, Mo., Dec. 26; MRS. KAT-
29, 1957 the Golden High Tigers T I E MAE BOBO JOHNSON, at
of Turrell are playing, Phelix ma-
jorettes are marching. Mr. W.
C. Potts, principal of the school.
John Gaston hospital, Dec. 29;
MRS. MARY MAYES, at her res-
idence, 1134 N. Second, Jan. 1;
MRS LULA OWENS, at her resi-
dence, 681 Glanker, Jan, 3; AL-
BERT SMITH, at his residence,
948 D Mosby, Dec. 30 PAUL
RHODES, at his residence, 3860
Hawkins Mill rd., Dec. 30. SID-
NEY STOUT, at his residence,
2859 Carnes ave., Jan. 1; REV.
W. T VANHOOK, at John Gas-
ton hospital, Jan 4;
LOGAN VAUGHN. at John Gas-
teon hospital, January 2; ALEX
WILLIAMS, en route to John
Gaston hospital, Jan. 2; M R S.
ADA WHITELOW, at her resi
dence, 1298 E. MeLemore, Jan,
3; FLOYD J. CAWTHON, at res-
idence, 7130 Josephine, Jan. 2
MRS. ANNIE GUNTER, at her
residence, 582 Simpson, an. 2;
MRS. MARY McSHAN, at her res-
idence, 1155 S. Main, Jan, 2: MRS.
LUE BERHTHA SIMMONS, Jan-
uary 1.
• • •
Pvt. J. W. Rodgers, stationed at
Fort Sill, Okla., left Thursday for
camp. Pvt. Rodgers had been vis-
iting his mother, Mrs Elosia Rod-
gers of 429 S. 11th st. for the
Christmas holidays.
Mother Ingram of S. 13th rushed
to Chicago to he by the bedside
of her sick son, Ben Ingram. Rel-
atives and friends wish Mr. In-
gram a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Jackson,
who reside at 632 S. 17th st. had
as their guests over the holiday
week end Carolyn and Georea
Scott of New Orleans, La., also
Nathaniel Johnson. They are cou-
sins of the Jacksons. Mr. and Mrs.
Carthen Jordon and family of Ma-
rianna, Ark as their guests Wed-
nesday afternoon- Miss Marva
Woods of Helena. Ark., visited
Miss Jackie Jackson over the hot•
idays also. '
Mrs. Delois Wall of Mernptoa,
Tenn, had as her guest for the
holidays her little son and little
daughter, Lloyd Henry and Joan
Marie Wall of Forrest City, Ark.
Ruth Gammon of Memphis, Ten-
nessee Was a guese'in West Mem
phis, Manday at the home of Mat
tie Parker, 206 N. 14th st.
• • •
The funeral of Mrs. Annie Lee
Jackson, who passed Dec. 20 was
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office. I am the REA!
MADAM BELL that stayed at the Mississipm
State Line for years. Look for a little lone
white house and two big Aluminum house
trailers and you will find MADAM REly
there at ALL TIMES.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have you lost faith
in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in had health"
Are you discouraged? If any of these are sour problems.
come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She will read
life to you just as she would read an open hook. Tell you
why your job or business is not a success. If you have failed
in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51, North of the way to Covington
Tennessee just four miles above Millington, one block belov
Colony Nig:it Club. Other-wise ;mown as Turf Club. Look for
sign on left hand side of the road, coming out of Memphis in
Tipton County. Look for MADAM BELL HAND SIGN. 30 min
Ides drive from Memphis, Tennessee to Madam Bell's Door
5 Greyhound buses pass daily to and from Memphis, ask your
bus driver to put you off at Madam Bell's place. You Can
take the Millington bus and get (a at the Post Office in Mil
lington and get a cab and tell them to drive you to MADAM
BELL'S OFFICE. Show your cab driver the address.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW /v;AY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily, open on Sunday
I don't make any home calls or .ins%er any leiters lle sure
to look or the right sign and Obi. right tome.
We have been married for five
years and we were always happy
until now. Three months ago my
husband's brother was married
and asked if he and his bride
could move in for a couple of
weeks. We said 0. K. Well now
iIs been going on four months and
I'm fed up. His wife is so lazy
she makes me sick. She doesn't
do any of the work, sleeps till 10
and I make her husband's break-
fast and lunch. Not only that, they
are not helping with the household
expense. The other day, I told my
husband that I was not going to
fix my brother in-law's lunch, it
was time his wife 'lid it. So my
husband fixed it rather than wake
up his sister-in-law. Now what on
4
LAUDERDALE'
County
NEWS
Walker Impressed By
Pros, N. Y. Sights
St. Augustine team, said it was
hard to realize how hard those
pro guys knocked each other.
Walker and Nat D. both Caine
home impressed.
Bert Bell, commissioner of the
National Football League, held a
press conference for Mr. WDIA
Gridiron Greatest and furnished
Nat and Walker with two so-yard
line tickets for the game,
After making radio and press
appearances Nat and Walker saw
sights of New York. Both came
away impressed with their tour
of the U. N. and the New York
Museum of Art. Other places they
visited included the Statue of Lib-
erty, Radio City, Empire State
Building and the ferry ride around
Manhattan. They attended a the-
atre and were introduced by Al
Hibbler, a Memphis boy making
good, and Ws" attended church
at St. Petri Cathedral and
heard Franci, Spellmn
speak.
TWO DAY TRIP
After two days in New
and a very exciting professional
football agame and some
mighty cold weather, Mr. WDIA
Gridiron Greatest and Nat D. Wil-
liams, WDIA personality, flew
back to Memphis still talking
about their exciting trip but very
, glad to be back home. In all the
excitement, they missed the "Mad
Bomber" of New York, who has
theenbipglacitnyg all those bombs inh
reception 
lion roast of beef, veal, pork and teresting places to visit in the Holy an exceptional warm This trip to see the profession-
lamb, and smoked ham. This ap- City. This is an interesting proj- tion by winning both games, boys al football championship game
ea_ and girls. Gailor boys had a long was Sam Walker's reward from
A pound of meat with very lit-
plies to frying chicken also. uerctatficiornacurch clubs and very ih
lead during most of the game and WDIA for winning the honor of
tle bone will yield 2 to 3 servings The officers are: Miss P. F. some what over confidence. They being Mr. WDIA Gridiron Great-
applauded several times during est, which is symbolic of the best
the game when Riply made has- prep football player in Memphis.
kets which might have been what
Ripley needed to spur them on to
victory by a score of 52-45.
Ripley high point boys were
Know Harris, 20; Ross Braden,
16; high point boys for Gailor, J.
Allen, 17; and T Jones, 10.
Gailor girls jumped to an early
lead and kept it until the third
quarter then Ripley took command
of the hall ard kept it until the
final whistle blew High point
girls for Ripley were, M. Robin.
son. 18 A. Conner, 17; high point
girls for Gailor were, D. Pugh,
16; E. Jackson, 14.
Ripley's team has not lost a
game at home this year, which
proves they have much respect
for home. Coaches are S. E. Moore
and Levi Moore. J. C. Brent is
principal.
Palmer Turner entertained John-
son Consolidated school with both
girls and boys basketball games
Wedndesday night, Jan 2. Palmer-
Turner girls won by a score of
34-32. Johnson Consolidated boys,
won by a score of 30-28. Johnson
Consolidated boys have not lost
a game this year at home nor
away. Big Jo Jo Smith, a six-foot
star center was asked why did they
win so many games? He replied
"We play to win."
One boy said Johnson's boys
were hot and another boy said,
"Yes, hot and still heating."
As center cut roast and steaks
from beef round, leg of lamb, veal
and pork, and smoked ham.
A pound of meat or fish with no
bone will yield 4 servings. As
ground meat, boneless stew meat,
boneless roast, liver vari ety
meats, and fish fillets.
It is not enough Just to know
how much good meat to purchase.
You must Ilso know how to keep
good meat good. This brings us to
meat storage in the home. Fresh
meats: Remove wrappings. Cover
loosely with waxed paner. Store
in coldest part of refrigerator in
meat tray. Use within 2 or 3 days
(Pre-packaged meats may be stor-
ed in their wrappings.)
Tender processed smoked
meats: Store as fresh meats
Ground meat: unwrap, cover
loosely with waxed paper. Store
as fresh meats and use within 24
hours
Variety meats: Liver, heart, and
kidney are stored as ground meat.
Cooked leftover meats: Cook,
The last few weeks the Criteria
club of Mills Chapel A. M. E.
church has been working on a
project known as "A Trip to the
Holy. City" each Wednesday night.
We used model planes to travel
front one city to the other. Dur-
ing this time there have been
guests coming to the meetings and
giving us a history of the places
as well as places to see while vis-
iting there. Our first stop was
New York City. Mrs. Anna F.
Moore gave us the history and
places to see there.
The next stop was London, Eng-
land. The speaker 'was Mrs. Al-
meta Walker of Halls, Tenn. Next
speaker was Mrs. Anna L. Wheel-
er. Athens was our next stop. The
speaker was Mrs. Dorothy Sear-
cy.
Nat D. Williams and Mr. WDIA
Gridiron Greatest have just re-
turned from New York City and
the National Football Lea gue
championship which the New York
Giants took from the Chicago
Bears 47 to 7,
Walker, who was an outstand-
ing tackle. on the state champion
Wednesday, Jan. 9, Rev, B. F.
Harris will give us some high
points about the Holy City
We had planned to stop briefly
in Damascus, but due to time we
moved onto Jerusalem.
Our extra visitor was Mrs. Lau-
ra Mai Currie Taylor of Memphis,'
Tenn.
There will be a social hour after I
the speaker tells us aaout the in-
Thompson, president; Mrs. E. L.
Halliburton, vice president; Mrs.
, Floydie Springfield, secretary;
Mrs, Mary Purliam, treasurer.
Other members are Mrs. I eatha
Taylor, Mrs. Blanche Halfvera,
Mrs. Beatrice Hirman and Mrs.
Lucy Nelson. Rev. B. F. Ilarris,
pastor
R. L. Algee, father of Mrs B.
A Gillespie, passed in Chicago,
Dec 30. Funeral services were
conducted at the Little Grove Bap-
tist church, Carroll County, Sun-
day, Jan. 6, whre he gave the
land for the church and served
earth can I do A. B.
• • •
Dear A. B.
What in the world has your
brother-in-law got on your hus-
band? Brotherly love is to be ad-
mired, but this arrangement is un-
fair. No self-respecting person
would move a bride (a lazy one.
yet) into a relative's house and
free-load for months. To make
no effort to share house-hold ex-
penses is unspeakable. If your
husband stands still for this any
longer you should present him
with a recording of "The Fool of
the Year." Tell "Sleeping Beauty"
to haul herself out of the sack,,
starting at once, make her hus-
bands breakfast. . .and begin to
loots for new quarters. After all,
I you are the mistress of your home.
NOW 5000 WATTS NOW 5000 WATTS
DIAL
1480
TIME
5:00 - 5.30
5:30 - 6 00
6.00 - 6 30
8 30 • 7.00
DIAL
SCHEDULE 1480
PROS sAr6
SION ON-OosPEL PRINCE
GOSPEL PRINCE
GOSPEL PRINCE
HUNK? DORY SHOVV
7.00 • '7'30 HUNK? DORY SHOW
7:30 • 8:00 HUNK? DORY SHOW
80n 0.30 HUSKY DORY SHOW
8730 - 9,00 SPIRITUAL SUNBEAMS
900 • 9:30 SOUTHERN *ORDERS
9:34 • 10:00 REV. 1. 14 GORDON
10:00 - 10 30 REV I H GORDON
10.30 - 11,00 REV. 1. H GORDON
11:00 - 11,05 NEWS
11:05 • 1110
11:30 - 12:00
1200 - 12:30
12:30 • 1,00
HUNK? DORY SHOW
HUNK? DORY SHOW
HUSKY DORY SHOW
HUNK? DORY SHOW
100 • 130
1.30 - 2 00
2:00 - 3'30
MURKY DORY SHOW
REV. I. H GORDON
REV 3. H GORDON
.2-30 - 300 REV. I. H. GORDON
3:00 - 3 05 NEWS
05 - 340 CANE COLE CLUB
3:30 • 4 nO CANE COLE CLUB
4,00 - 5.10 CANE COLE CLUB
5,10 - 515 PRAYER EON PEACE -SIGN OPT
• OMIT ALL NEWS PROGRAMS FROm SATURDAY'S SCH”DULE
YURI ESOCARAM
6 00 - 6 30
6 30 - 7 00
7 00 - II 00
• 00 - s'70
535 - 845
s.45 - 5-50
9-00 _ 30
9:30 - (000
'0.00 - 7010
10 30 - 1750
1100 - 11 30
11.30 - 12.00
(200- 12 30
12.30 • 100
190 - 135
1-30 - 200
200 - 30n
3 00 - 4.60
4 00 - 010
1 10 • 505
"Meet The
SIGN ON -SPIRITUAL MOMENTS
SPIRITUAL MOMENTS
REV W HERBERT BREWSTER
ORAL ROBERTS HEALING WATERS
JORDAN WONDERS
SPIRITUAL SUNBEAMS
PROVIDENCE BAPTIST CHURCH
rHRISTIAN FEllf)WRIDP CHURCH
FIOUTHERN WONDERS
OIC HIT PARAD.
OK HOT PARADE
OK err PARADE
OK HIT P4/18139
PLATTER PARTY
PLATTER PARTY
MEET "1-1+7
NEM, siDLOIT BAPTIST CHURCH
LANE AVENUE rmnytcH rm.. flop
15E5 uNT PATTED
PROVER TOR PEACE—SION Orr
Leader," Sundays 130 P.M.
Sponsored by
Banner Laundry-Cleaners
Dial JAckson 6-3256
cover tightly and store in refrig-
erator.
These Baked fish fillets will be
rewarding for all your efforts.
They do not need complete thaw-
ing before cooking. Thaw just
enough to separate, then bake the
following way:
BARED FISH FILLETS
Dip flints in salted milk (Va
teaspoon salt to 1/2 cup milk.)
than in fine crumbs. Place in
greased baking pan. Brush with
melted butter. Bake in moderate
oven (350 degrees F) 25 to 30
minutes. Do not cover, do not
turn. Fish is done when it flakes
easily with a fork.
Serve with: Hot corn sticks, but-
tered broccoli, maahed potatoes,
relish tray, apple nie with cheese
and good refreshing milk,
as deacon, clerk, superintendent
and Sunday School teacher for
more than 50 years. Rev. V. C.
Smith, pastor, was in charge.
Rev. B. F Harris, pastor oil
Miles Chapel CME 'church attend-
ed pre-Christmas program, Dee'
23, 7 p.m. at his church, later at-
tended pre-Christmas program at
Holly Grove Baptist church and
we don't know that he cried he'
cause he couldn't find another
hut we do have a record of h I in
calling Mrs. Earleao Hallibruton
to find out if she saw a light at
Morning Star or to find cut if
Morning Star was having a Christ-
mas program so he could attend.
We are happy to report that:
Matthew Lee of Golddust, who
was severely burned is greatly im-
proved, and we hone he will soon
ho able to return home.
We were glad to see Mrs. Ro-
berta Brent back at school. Miss
Ruby Winston subsituted for Mrs.
Brent during her absence.
The Lauderdale High school bas-
ketball team Oh,. "YelloW Jack-
ets", gave Ga,' r Industrial school
No Punishment
For Rep. Powett
WASHINGTON — Plans to strip
Rep. Adam Clayton Powell of
committee assignments and patro-
nage were denied last week by
House Speaker Sam Rayburn, who
said: "That's not the way we do
things in the Democratic party."
Some Democrats had urged that
Pow-ell be punished for supporting
President Eisenhower in the re-
cent national election.
Democratic leaders denied that
two Capitol Hill employes who got
their jobs through Powell were
fired because of Powell's switch.
Slots Die In
Sudden Blaze
TYRON, N. C. — (INS) — Five
children were burned to death in
Tyron New Year's as flames same
through their basement apartmain,
Two boys, 1 and 4, a girl, 2,
and the two 3-month-old twins
of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Massey,
jr., died in the sudden blaze.
Relax! Enjoy
Cheerful
Refreshment!
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'Stork Stops
.2ht—
Born At Jolts Gaston Hospital:
DECEMBER 29, 1956
Margaret Denise eicAdorv a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. John
kcAdory, of 160 Huppert.
Rebecca McKinney, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe McKinney,
of 924 Randle.
Jeffernise Alexander, jr., a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Jefferniae Alex.
Coder, of 468 Lipford.
DECEMBER 30, 1964
Marvin Curtis Banks, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Banks,
of 1710 Hayes.
Gwendolyn Louise Lemon, a
ughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Rich-
C. Lemon, of 1060 S. Bellevue.
Janice Casey. a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Casey,
of 26(19 Felix.
Gloria Ann Frost, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Frost, of
298 E. Person.
Marvin Lewis Kimbro, a son, to
Mr and Mrs. Tenner L. iiimbro,
of 1866 Brooks.
Anita Louise McKinney, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. James
H. McKinney, pf 1274 Azalia.
Ernest Lee Kelly, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie C, Kelly, of 879
Circle rd.
Percy William Bell, jr , a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Percy W. Bell,
of 2195 Clarksdale.
Maurice Gray, a son, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Gray, of 350 West
Brooks rd.
Marilyn Davis, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Davis, of
1024 S Wellington.
Michael Lewis Wilson, a son. In
t. and Mrs. Richard Wits* ofHarold.
Don McShea Dancey, a son, to
Mr. and . Mrs. Allen Dancey, of
1369 Davis.
DECEMBER 31. 1956
Sammie. Malone Cartwright, a
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Cart-
wright, of 19 N. Bellevue.
Marvin Earl Martin, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Martin,
of 60 W. Illinois.
Charlene Settles, a daughter,
Dorene Settles, a daughter (twins)
to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie D. Settles,
of 1371 Kney.
Paul William Watson III, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Watson,
of 716 Tate,
Lawrence Taylor, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. John R. Taylor, of 355
Ashland.
Deborah Louise Wilson, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Wilson, of 4615 Lakeview.
James Booker, jr., a son, to
Arr, and Mrs. James Booker, of
Wel Monsarratt.
' Willie Ghoston, a son, to Mr.
end Mrs. Clifton Ghoston, of 196
Dimon,
Gloria Fay Fields. a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Fields,
of 1131 University.
JANUARY 1, 1957
Michael Antonius McGee, a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie H. Mc-
Gee, of 275 Adolphus.
Ranice White, a daughter, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ben A. White, of 1608
S. Main.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Tommie
D. Killebrew, of 3149 Ford.
Timothy Glenn White, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. White,.
of 1431 Hemlock.
Darrell Ray Ferguson, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Ferguson,
of 790 Cella.
Nathaniel
M
 Boyland, a son, to Mr.!
d rs. Jessie D. Boyland, of
7 Gra cewood.
Perry Bratcher, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Wiley Bratcher, of 1817
Bism ark.
Polly Fay Killbrew, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. KW-
brew. of 1414e2 Hemlock.
A on, to Mr. and Mrs. James
H. Smith, of 340 E. Georgia.
Michael Lewis Wooten, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Wooten,
of 682 Concord.
Sandra Renee Thomas, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Smith Thom-
as, of 280 Bertha.
Georgia Lee Triplett, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Arlee Trip-
lett. of 413 Vance.
Angela Elaine Mays, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Mays,
of 2124 Enterprise.
, Linda Gail Smith. a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Smith, of 938
W rd.
VARY 2, 1957
Bernice Campbell, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Camp-
bell, of 1941 Kellner.
Vicki Lynn Minnie, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Minnie,
of 877 Neptune.
Annette Debris Bobo, a daugh-
ter, to Mr: and Mrs. Clarence
Bobo, of 276 N. Manassas.
Tequilla Ann Alston, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie I), Al-
ston, of 880.LeMoyne Park.
Portia Marie Johnson, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Claudie John-
son, of 591 Brown Mall.
Patricia Ann Bowman, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. William ft
Bowman, of 711 Tate.
Carla Danette Reese, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. John W.
Reese, of 623 Mississippi.
Felix Jerome Payne. a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Payne, of 2424
Brooklyn.
Kevin Webb. a son, to Mr. and
Mrs, Nemiah Webb. of 2904 Ghel-
Curtis Wooten. a son, to Mr. and
Mrs. Buster Wooten, of 758 Fleece.
Jack John Stepter, Jr., a son,
On Mr. sod Mrs. Jack J. Stepter,
of 140 Polk.
Johnnie Sevir ham., a sof% to
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Harris, of
I16 Edsel.
James T. Braxton, Jr.. a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. James T. Brax-
ton, of 2841 Airways.
JANUARY 3, 1957
Geraldine Clark, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry G. Clark, of
2880 Nathan.
Anthony Royston, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Royston, of 980
N. Montgomery.
Kelvin Orlando Smith, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Smith, of 951
Lane.
Cynthia Louise Rutherford, a
daughter to Mr. and Mrs. James
L. Rutherford, of 973 LeMoyne
Kenneth Leon Taylor, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Turby Taylor, of
1832 Keltner Circle.
Audrey Louise Miller, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Miller, of 331 Cottonwood.
Druscilla Johnson. a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Johnson,
of 129 Vaal.
Jo Ann Singleton, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Singleton, of
245 S. Fourth,
JANUARY 4. 1937
Sandra Ford, a daughter, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Ford, of 332 Till-
man.
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Perry
Richmond, of 2123 Kirby rd.
Wyvene Marie Walls, a daugh-
"
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Berthela
Walls, of 1009 Raymond.
Michael Anthony Canada, a son,
to Mr and Mrs. Albert Canicia, of
1328 N. Decatur.
Clydlee McLemore, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas E. McLernore,
of 196 Washington.
Clarence Eugene Galloway, a
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gal-
loway, of 2288 Eldridge.
Hebert Lee Clark, a son. to Mr.
and Mrs. Dink Clark, of 752 Lane.
Verna Dale Clark, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Clark,
of 139 E. Essex.
' Ella Louise Pernell, a daughter
,to Mr. and Mrs. 1.awrence Per-
'nell, of 1664 Miller.
• Carolyn Regina Green, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Green, of 3427 Cook rd.
Paula Denise Partee, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Par.
tee, of 1907 Ball rd.
Wyodine Noel, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Noel, of 273
W. Fields.
Mary Alice Jordan, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Jordan, of
2312 Hunter.
Debra Ann Downey, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Dow-
ney, of 967 Lenow.
Willie Richard Cowing. jr., a
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie R.
Cowans, of 818 Dallas.
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
Or LOC/bee.404 J. CLARK
Kynette Methodist cherch ob.
served its second annual Student
Recognition Day recently. T h e
Motto: "Preparing — Not F o r
Living Alone, But For a Life."
The pastor and members are
deeply grateful to the participants
and the general public for their
interest. This program was inter-
racial, with fourteen colleges rep-
resented. All of the numbers ren-
dered were interesting, inspira-
tional and full of thought. The
church was beautifully decorated
with flowers. courtesy of Henley
and Seaton florists.
The program consisted of devo-
tion conducted by Rev. T. C.
Rucker, First Baptist church. Wel-
come, Miss Mae Orita McAllis-
ter, Greetings, Miss Verna May-
field, AM&N college, Miss Nancy
Jones, Philander Smith college,
Don Franks, U of A., Melvin Ridg-
way, Hendrix college. Music by
Misses Martha Williams and Bar-
bara Buford.
The message of congratulations
was delivered by Rev. H. E. Ack-
lin, First Presbyterian church,
benediction by Rev. Herbert Scott.
Miss Roberta McAllister served as
mistress of ceremonies. Program
Committe: Dr. E. C. Clay, Miss
Teethe Williams, Mrs. M. P. Mer-
man, Mrs Veni Bond and Amos
Winfrey. Rev. B. F. Neal. pastor.
son, M. C. Jeffers is president.
Added to that list published last
week of students. who spent the
holidays with their families are:
Misses Fay Cadella Bell, Clarice
and Claudia Hughes, Nancy Jones,
Willa Dean Reed, Evelyn Baker,
Broxine Battles, Arletha Bohan-
non, Hazel Sykes, Verna Mayfield,
Nellie Edmonds, Pearletha Steg-
all, Arthur Pryor, Leon Nelson,
Robert Martin, John Llewellyn,
Emory Washington, Mansuel and
Manuel Twillie, Tammy ,S is k,
, Charlie Hall, Joshua Lucas a n d
Adell Patton
The Nacirema club held its An-
nual Christmas Ball recently at
Christ Church School College. Mu-
sic was furnished by Evans Brad-
shaw. This affair, as usual, Was
one of the highlights of the sea-
son. el C. Jeffers ispresident.
The Semper Fidelis Jewels club
entertained their guests at a New
Year's Eve party held at the Lin-
coln High school cafeteria. Newly
elected officers of the club are:
Levertha Lynch, president;
Emma Bell Crawford, vice presi-
dent. Charlene Bailey. secretary;
Rugby Burgess, ass't secretary;
Nurline Johnson treasurer- Onei-
da Patton, chaplain; Judy Scott,
parliamentarian; Murline Kenne-
dy, sergeant-at-arms; Geraldine
Crawford, reporter, New mem-
bers of the club are Fannie Lofton,
Gloria Green, Juanita Carpenter,
Eudas Chalmers, and Elizabeth
Lucas. Club sponsors are Mrs. E.
G. Cobb and your scribe.
Mrs. Lucy Wilder, of Wilmot,
and her daughter, Margaret, of
Little Rock, were guests at the
home of Rev, and Mrs. E. L. Nel-
son. Mrs. Wilder is the mother of
Mrs. Leon Nelson The Nelsons
were guests at a very elaborate
Christmas dinner at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Horace MeLemore.
Little Sandra Faye Smith re-
cently returned to Chicago with
her dad, after a visit with her
grandparents, Rev. and Mrs. E. L.
Nelson.
Mrs. Ida Baker and sons, Per-
cy. Emmitt, and Emory, spent the
holidays in Gary. Ind.
Mrs. Horace Futrell spent the
holidays in Fort Wayne, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses Hines of
Muskegon .Heights, Mich., spent
the holidays visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Hines, formerly Miss Mattie
See LEE BAINE
For ADVICE and HELP ON ALL AFFAIRS OF LIFE
I CAN AND WILL HELP YOU! — Call For Information
NOW OPEN — JA. 6-2430 or EX. 7-4688
683 OLD MILLINGTON ROAD
MEMPHIS, TEN N. OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY
HOURS 9:30 A.M. to 7:30 P.M.
3 CLOCKS WEST OFF OF HIWAY 51, NEAR INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER Plant, Frew., Com , Memphis. Talus Millington Naval
Bess Bus, get off at corner old Millington Rd. and Ilerojestown
Office opposite bus step, LOOK FOR HAND SIGN! NOTICE! Colored
pstroat may talcs advent's* of special 25e cut rate of Frays', Cab
Co. front bus stop (at signet light in Freyser) to my office
3 BLOCKS WEST OF HIWAY Si NORTH.
A YULE PAGEANT depleting
"The Birth of Christ" climax-
ed a grand year at Henderson
Business college. Participants,
front row, left to right, are 0.
Henderson, Estella Lockett,
Barbara Hallos and Walton
a n d Ejewel Shorter. Second
row, same order: Pianist Pin•
kie WRIiams, Louise Baldwin,
Debella Lane, Willeva Davis,
Bert Morrow, Minnie Ola Dun-
lap. Pearlie Summers We,
Thelma Pate, Lela Crawford,
and Barbara Anderson. Guests
for this affair included "May•
or" Thornton, Rev. J. A. Mc'
Daniel, Ford Nelson of WDIA:
Mrs, Lettie Little, of Twilight
Toggery; Mrs. %V. A. Johnson,
Good Eat cafe; Mrs. Ethel
Venison. Cotton • Makers Jae
bike; Mrs. Clifton Satterfield,
American Legion Auxiliary of
Post No. 27; Mrs. Mary 9.
King. civic worker: Mrs. Edna
Smith, William J o h its on of
Johnson Barber college and
others. Gifts were distributed
by Miss Thelma Doses, an at-
tendant to Miss Henderson
Business college, and Mr. Mi-
nor. Miss Alice Ruth Adams
was elected "Miss Henderson
Business college" and James
H. Joyner Jr.. president of the
student council, in a torrid
campus election. Miss Barbara
Burke won the other attend.
ant spot. The winners ran
on the Better Ilenderson tic-
ket, outstripping the Clique
Omegas and Students for Pro.
great tickets. The coronation
on Oct. 24 at the I'MCA was
one of the most elaborate at-
fairs sponsored by the college
during the year. One of the
final events ol the year was
the hyping for students which
was won by Miss Joyce Lee'''.
er with 76 words per minute.
followed by Miss Estell Lock-
ett with 77.
National Prayer Week
Started On Jan. 6
By EDGAR T. STEWART
I. What is National Prayer
Week?
ANSWER:
1. It is a week in each year
(Jan. 6-12) in which all who be-
lieve in God are asked to pray
each day for a world of love and
peace and a country of brother-
hood and equality.
2. It came about when 1 real-
ized that we had so many weeks
such as health, history, business,
achievement, etc. I felt that we
were missing the main point by
not using the greatest instrument
given to man, prayer, in a week.
II. Why have a week?
ANSWER:
1. It doesn't mean stop praying
when the week passes, any more
than health week means forget
about your health when health
week passes.
2. It will start more people pray-
ing. Many thus started will keep
it up.
3. It will in time open the gate
for concerted prayer. Too often
many people pray only when they
have problems or there is a cri-
sis They expect help from God
after other means fail. They
should work and pray at the same
time. There should be prayers of
thanks, praise, in intercession and
for personal help.
III. Why do I use this method?
ANSWER:
1. Under present circumstances.
I don't know of a better one. I
am not a denominational leader,
therefore cannot send orders down
the line. I do not control a periodi-
cal therefere, I cannot make a
newspaper or magazine campaign
of it. I am not a wealthy man,
so I cannot pass out free litera-
ture for it.
IV. Why not let the ministers do
it ?
ANSWER:
I. God owns the uhole world, the
Church, the Bible and the Sate
ath Day. tikewise Ile expects all
Christians to work, not just the
preachers and priests.
2. It was not a doctor who in-
vented the X-ray machine. It was
not an astronomer who invented
the spy-glass leading to the tele-
scope, It was nut a druggist who
discovered the method of making
caronated water used in fountain '
drinks.
3. I have written several church
leaders concerning the matter.
They all approved it. Most of them
referred me to another on who
would be more likely to imple-
ment it.
V. What is the history of the
movement?
ANSWER:
I. It was first pulished In the
Pittsurgh Courier of July 31, 1954,
Page 10. column 4.
2. It was later pulished in Sev-
eral other papers.
3. I received many letters from .
Washington State to Florida. All
except one approved the idea. That
one thought it would do no good.
4 I suggested the week follow-
ing the first Sunday in January in
order to give God the first week.
VI, What are some of the bene-
fits of prayer?
ANSWER:
1. It will make those who have
offended repent, and those w
are offended forgive.
2, Lack of prayer is said to
have the same effect on us spirit-
ually as lack of food has on us
physically.
3. One writer has said that "The
man who fears to get on his knees
in humility cannot stand on his
feet with courage. Another has
said 'Do not pray for tasks equal
to your powers, but for powers
equal to your tasks."
4. Yam may see signs, o
can't work here, you can't play
here, you can't eat here, etc."
You don't see any saying "You
cant pray here. If you di& they
wouldn't mean anything because
you can pray without making a
sound. You don't have to go to
any special place. Any place and
anytime will do.
 
NAACP Hits
Deportation Of
Jews By Egypt
SERELIA CALHOUN, 19, daugb-
Taggart, is the daughter of Ike ter of Mrs. Arleen Calhoun, 865
Taggart. She and her husband Griffith se, Memphis, is complet-
are both former students of Lin- ing her Air Force Basic Military
coln High. Training course at Lackland Air
Force Base, Texas Her basic mill-
March of Dimes funds supported
the research for the Salk vac-
cine, which can prevent paralytic
polio. New the March of Dimes
is backing scientists in their
search for a drug to prevent crip-
pling after a patient exhibits
symptoms of the disease.
tary training is preparing her for
entrance into Air Force technical
training and for assignment in
specialized work. The course in-
cludes a scientific evaluation of
her aptitude and inclination f • r
following a particular vocation of
career.
The NAACP has expressed its
condemnation of the "present
mass deportation" of Egyptian
Jaws from Egypt "solely because
of their releigion.
In a resolution adopted by the
Associations board of directors,
the Egyptian action is described
as a "ruthless uprooting of Egypt-
ian Jews" which "violates the
democratic principle."
'Minorities, whether racial or re-
Igloos, are entitled to the equal
protection of the law of the land
in which they reside," the resolu-
tion dclares.
The NAACP, the statement says,
"joins other liberal forces in con-
demning the unwarranted expul-
sion of any minority from i e
homeland on such irrelevant con-
siderations as race or religion."
The resolution was adopted by
the board of directors at its regu-
lar monthly meeting on Dee. A.
One milk bottle makes an aver-
age of 30 trips from the dairy to
your doorstep.
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Barber Shop Employees
Complimented At Party
In appreciation for another year
of loyal and devoted service. em-
ployees of Martin's Barber Shop,
of 347 Beale, were mlimented
with a gay holida. .y Friday
night at the home is. Mrs. A. P.
Martin, of 454 Beale.
Greenery and boughs of holly
decorated the downstairs h a I I,
while a huge lighted statuette stood
on the landing, lighting the way
to the upstairs apartment where
merriment prevailed In the up-
stairs hallway stood a sparkling
white and silver tree bedecked in
blue balls, blue beads and lights.
Wall and mantel decorations were
predominant in other parts of the
house. Games of skill, cards and
dancing were enjoyed amidst a
holiday atmoaohere
Employees and their guests
were: Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pe-
gues, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Fisher,
Albert Rowers', Robert Singleton.
manager of Martin's Barber shop,
and James Henderson, porter.
Others attending were: Mr and
Mrs. C. B. ('ade, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Turner, Frank Webber, Mrs,
Josephine Perkins, Theodore Spen-
cer, Mrs. Mattie Johnson, M ass
Weston, Mrs. Bessie Williams, Wil-
liam B. Johnson. Miss Shirley
Robipeon, Lawrence Matlock, ?dm
Dorothy Jacobs, Robert Morris,
Mrs. Ethel R. Hooks, Frank Pee-
ples, Miss Allene Branch, Mr. an/
Mrs. C. A. Nelson and Miss Willie
L. Nelson,
Calloway Loses
$6,000 To Thugs
MIAMI BEACH — (INS) — A
pair of Mutt and Jeff type bandies
made off with some $40,000 in
week-end receipts from a Miami
Beach night club yesterday after
threatening the manager and an
employe with a "shiny" revolver.
George Weinger, manger of the
Cotton Club (at 1271 Dade blvd.),
said he and Jerry Hirsh, stage
manager of the show which stars
singer Cab Calloway, had return-
ed to the club at approximately
6115 a.m. when they were accost-
ed by the gunmen.
Weinger described one bandit as
tall and the other as being
"chunky." The taller bandit was
described as youthful and his part-
ner as middle aged by the holdup
victim.
Both were wearing engineer's
caps and were using money bags
as masks, Weinger said. He said
one was brandishing a "shiny
black revolver". CAB CALLOWAY
WASHINGTON Ante
— SMALL BUSINESS"
Os C WILSON HARDER I
As new Congress goes into
session, it can perhaps be truly
said. as never before, eyes of the
world are on Washington.
• • •
For apparently *lily Congress
eao prevent mattes from making
another retie
publics eels
Hama blunder
as.
fn public
sp•ecti Vice
President has
announced na-
tion must help
England Arian.'
cially to pre
serve it from
economist con
sequences of C. W. Harder
its brutal. bloody folly in Egypt.
Many feel Mr. Nixon made
speech with greatest reluctance
as it does not jibe with peat per-
formances.
• • •
Replacement of Herbert Hoo-
ter, Jr., by Christian Herter, a
very warm British supporter in
State Dept..is taken as another
Indication everything Is being
oiled to dig deep into American
taxp ' pockets so England
will not lose anything from cut-
ting off its own oil supply
through maniacal action.
• • •
England has already esked to
default on $81 million in interest
owed on a loan from the U. S.
And the Hon. Geoffrey Hirst,
conservative member of British
Parliament has told his people
U.S. should give England $700
million to make up for "gross
injustice" Amerioa has done to
England.
• • •
What le that gross Injustice
Merely U. S. refused to support
the bloody Anglo-French sneak
attack en F.rypt over Sues ques-
tion wHhosit further negotiations.
• • •
Actually, with Secretary John
Dulles incapacitated by illness,
Notkeel reelerillag of laddal Balms.
President Eisenhower took over
situation and through memos,
other actions, achieved a high-
water mark in high moral di-
plomacy by making It clear that
the American people condemn
1, •ceasary bloodshed no msk.
ter who perpetrates lb
• • •
But new an attemp4 Wilt 611
made to negate this great SUM*
ple of moral objectivity by mak..
ing sure England does not suffer
economin 1011111 bonus, al Ma
bleadatteddIng. .
* • el 1111014-44
A greet deterrent IP IfIltakett
war is realization thal nobody
wins. Armed victory does no*
prevent economic climate,.
• • •
England knew Ibis holt
, S's
Yet, If American people MR
forced to mak• up this British
economic loss it can be truly
said that England will have
contrived to have had their cake,
and eaten it, too.
* • •
This ran furnish Kremlin with
mightiest propaganda weapon it
has yet had. For it could be
stated that If U.S. makes up to
Fog! .nd. France, or any other
nation, the costs of their *agree.
*ions against weaker peoples,
then U.S. is a silent partner in
aggression.
• * •
Obviously this is Contrary to
Spirit of American people.
• • •
But millions of people., mho,
Informed only through a cow
trolled press In other rations
will not know this. They will
only be told the American people
financed the consequenees of
bloody aggressions. And as sures
ly au it was once writ "By their
deed, shall ye know them" se
will America suffer one of lii
greatest propaganda de' of
all time in the etraggl. he
besets and minds of me,
THI-S TAT E HANK'
OF E•M IHE I S <-='
' 386 SCALE ST MEMPHIS TENNESSEE
CONDENSED STATEMENT OF CONDITION
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS DECEMBER 31, 1956
RESOURCES
Cash and Due from Banks $ 268,533.92
U. S. Government Securities 558,038.17
Other Securities 
Loans and Discounts 
Banking House and Fixtures 
Other Assets 
LIABILITIES
Deposits $2,680,112.07
Other Liabilities  19,818.21
624,077.33 Capital  200,000.00
1,582,505.37 Surplus  •• • 100,000.00
48,667.92 Reserves • 21,731.71
2,973.11 Undivided Profits  62,833.88
TOTAL $3,084,795.82
emrimmawie
TOTAL $3,084,705.82
EACH DEPOSITOR IS INSURED UP TO $10,000.00
BY THE FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
EARN A BIG
3%
on
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
And
TIME DEPOSITS
PER
ANNUM
Highest Interest Paid
By Any Bank
1-4 TRI—STAT! BEFERBENU Sat., Jan. 12, 1957
Farm Operators Must
File Before Jan, 1
Nave you paid as much as tleo
te a farm hand during 1956?
Farm operators who have paid
as much as $100 in cash wages
to any firm employee in 1956
nhonld file an employer's tax and
Information return for agricultur-
ist employees, .1. M. Farmer, agent
ad the Internal Revenue Service,
has announced. This tax return
!must be filed with the District
Director of Internal Revenue at
Nashville, Tenn., accompanied by
payment of the social security tax.
Deadline for filing this iihnual
Seport of wages paid for agricul-
tural labor is Jan. 31, 1957. The
•
return must show the name, so-
cial security number, and wages
paid every employee whose cash
wages amounted to $100 or more.
Tax return forms are mailed out
about Jan. 1 to those who have
previously negistered with the Dis-
trict Director as agricultural em-
ployers. Farmers who must make
these tax returns and have not
yet written for the proper forms
should write immediately to the
District Director of Internal Rev-
enue at Nashville, Tenn., in order
to be sure of getting the report
filed before the Jan. 31, deadline.
Switch Charges
In Bus Defiance
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Birming-
ham city officials last week ad-
mitted that they have switched
charges against the 22 Negroes
arrested for defying Jim Crow
seating laws and have postponed
the trial until Feb. 11.
The trial had been scheduled for
last Thursday. Following the
switch, the 22 suspects will be
charged with disorderly conduct
and breach of peace.
City Attorney J. H. Willis also
asked for a continuance of the
trial because he had just returned
from a vacation and wanted more
time to interview witnesses and
familiarize himself with the ease.
OBEY LAWS
In view of the numerous ar-
rests, Rev. F. L. Shuttlesworth,
leader of the Birmingham move-
ment to integrate on the buses,
has urged the Negroes to obey
existing laws until after the
trial.
• However, he ides said, "if they
change or drop the charges against
the 22, they may have to do the
tame for thousands."
As the situation remains tense,
two men, one colored and one
white, have reprted to police that
they have been threatened with
Baton Rouge
Wows Keep
Segregation
' BATON ROUGE, La. — (INS)
L- Baton Rouge's mayor told Ne-
groes Friday that he will continue
to enforce bus segregation in the
city.
•• At an evening conference be- ,
tween city officials, and the Ba-
ton Rouge Christian Movement,
representing city Negroes, Mayor
Jack Christian told the group that
regardless of "other decisions,"
the city expected the Negroes to
comply with its segregation ordi-
nance.
SEEK JUDGMENT
The integration group said after
the meeting that it would seek a
court judgement to declare exist-
ing city ordinances invalid.
In Montgomery, where Negro
and city commission officials met
Friday, reports of progress were
Issued.
Rev. Martin Luther King. one of
the integration leaders, said there
had been a discussion of "various
Issues, but not one in particular."
Montgomery Mayor W. A. Gayle,
speaking for the commission, de,
elined any comment except to say
that the meeting had been called
for by the Negro delegation.
The door was left open. how-
ever. to end the night bus cerfew.
which was scheduled to continus
until Jan 8,
Expel{ Liberal
From S. Africa
bombing and two Birmingham
homes were dynamited during the
holidays.
The white person, Dave Camp-
bell, a radio announcer who fre-
quently discusses the integration
problem, said he was told his
name was "next on the list,"
NO NIGHT SERVICE
Menwhile, in Montgomery, Ala.,
the city commission has extend-
ed its emergency cancellation of
night bus service through Jan.
8 because of the numerous firings
at the vehicles.
In Baton Rouge, Rey. T. J.
Jemison, who led the boycott in
the Louisiana capital, indicated
a change in tactics.
Earlier Jemison said he would
seek a test case against city bus
segregation ordinances by having
a Negro board a bus in the pres-
ence of a law officer.
Last week he said he may seek
a declaratory judgement against
the ordinances.
Jemison planned to confer with
city officials and Louisiana Atty.
General Jack Gremillion last
week to determine their attitude
toward state laws and city ordi-
nances in light of the recent fed-
eral decisions.
A federal court order banned
city Interference with bus opera-
tion on an integrated basis.
In Mobile, several hundred Ne-
groes, who attended a rally last
week where Montgomery attor-
ney-preacher Fred Gray told
them "our purpose is to end seg-
regation in South any place we
find it," have scheduled another
meeting.
NOT SOLVED
Gray also told the gathering,
"In no community where there is
a sizeable Negro population can
it be said the race problem has
been solved."
Meanwhile, the mall delivery in
Baton Rouge Wednesday increas-
ed the number of branches of the
NAACP reporting to the state, to
four.
A Lake Charles branch sent in
the names of 74 members, and a
Shreveport branch named 45. The
lists have been submitted to com-
ply with a law under which the
organization was dissolved in
Louisiana last year.
KLUXERS QUIT
Also in the Louisiana capital, six
ranking members of the Ku Klux
Klan announced their resignation
saying, "I no longer desire to par-
ticipate in any capacity whatso-
ever in this organization."
Louisiana Atty. Gen. Jack Gre-
million is studying the NAACP lists
to see if they are "legal."
In Tuscaloosa, Ala., scene of ra-
cial outbursts caused by the en-
trance of Autherine Lucy into
the University of Alabama, a Bap-
tist minister ansounced the forma-
tion of a Fellowship Association to
'press for all rights and privi-
leges" for Negroes.
W. B. Sheatey, t7ie organization's
leader, said the grcup had not yet
set any definite plan on their
"equalization" move.
ANNUAL BENEFIT MEET-
ING: — When the Beautici-
ans Excelsior club, Chapter 28,
held their annual benefit meet-
ing Dec. 23, at the Vance Ave-
nue YWCA, Mrs. Margaret
Pembrooke, the president
brought the Idea of giving as
a part of their Christian stew-
ardship. The organization vot-
ed to establish a treasury de-
signed to contribute to t h e
needy at any time of the year.
Ten families beoefited Christ-
mas day from the conscien-
tious efforts of the group. Seen
left to right are: Mrs. Aman-
da Webster, Miss Amanda El.
!lett, Mrs. Ludyle S h le Id s,
Miss Faye Ella Johnson, Mrs,
Florence McGinnis, Mrs. Wil-
lie Mae Ward, Mrs. Alma Dav-
is, Mrs. Ann Terrell, Mr. Al.
berta Brown, Mrs. Margaret
Pembroke, Mrs. Odessa Dick-
ens, Mrs. Rosie Ivy and Mrs.
Olivia Mosby.
AMCBW Urges End To
Segregation In 1957
The two top officers of the
Amalgamated Meat Cutters a n d
Butcher Workmen (AFL-CIO) ask-
ed their 320,000 memtiers and the
nation to make a New Years rev-
olution to recognize that "segre-
gation is an evil belonging to the
dead past."
AMCBW President Earl W. Jim-
erson and Secretary - Treasurer
Patrick E. Gorman devoted the
front cover and lead editorial of
New Maneuver
Planned In
School Case
BATON ROUGE, La. — (INS)
— Louisiana Atty. Gen. Jack Gre-
million said he has asked for fed-
eral court permission to file a
brief seeking dismissal of an in-
tegration suit brought against the
Orleans parish (New Orleans)
school board.
Ile said he filed a brief as friend
of the court with the Fifth Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals in New Or-.
leans, maintaining that it is "fun-
damental and basic" that a U. S.
District court does not have jur-
isdiction of a suit between t h
state and a group of its citizens.
The attorney general referred to
the U. S. District court decision
in the cast which ruled that the
state's segregation laws regarding
public schools are unconstitution-
al.
The ruling stemmed from aSuit
brought by a group of New Or-
leans Negroes three years ago
which sought removal of racial
barriers in public schools in ac-
cordance with the historic U. S.
Supreme Court desegregation de-
cision.
The case was appealed by the
school board.
Gremillion said that if the Ap-
peal court upholds the District
court ruling, "it would have dis-
astrous effects on all the people
in this state, both Negro and
white."
He said the District court rul-
ing was based on evidence "not
applicable to this state."
the January issue of the Butcher
Workman, the union's official pub-
lication, to "the end of segrega-
tion."
VICTORY SYMBOL
The cover recalls the Supreme
Court scene following the 1954
school desegregation decision. It
shows the Justices' nine empty
seats to "indicate their decision's
final with no further arguments
necessary." The attorney, symbol-
ic of the entire Negro race, is
Establish Award Fund
PHILADELPHIA — The Stephen
Wise Award Fund, which provides
for an annual undergraduate prize,
has been established at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, it was an-
nounced by Dr. Gaylord P. Barn-
well, president of the university.
BACK SEAT DRIVERS TOO?
A record 77,000,000 U. S. citizens
today are licensed drivers. One-
third of the total are women.
PORT ELIZABETH. So. Africa
IINS) — Rabbi Andre Ungar,
28-year-old spiritual leader of the
Reform congregation here, was
ordered by the Minister of In-
terior to leave South Africa by
Jan. 15.
No reason was gh en for the ex
pulsion older Dr. Ungar said ,
however, that he had condemned .1
from public platforms and in writ
ten articles, certain government'
policies. The rabbi indicated that
he was referring to the govern-
ment's apartheid (segregation ,
policies
"I am not a politician." lie said
"but as a minister of relieion. I
consider it my duly to take a I
moral approach to all action con,
cerning the life and rights and
welfare of the people
I consider it the duty of all men
of faith, especially of ministers of
religion, to fight against preju-
dice. opposition and man's inhu-
manity to man wherever they
ere."
Each American contributed an
3erage of about 15 cents toward
the development and testing of the
Balk vaccine. Let's finish the fight
against polio! Please give to the a
Vie March of Dimes.
EMMETT TILL •
KILLERS
PUNISHED
The law failed to bring justice
in the heartless killing
of Emmett Till in the
Mississippi "wolf-whistle" case.
But the awakening conscience
of the South is giving the
Till killers a measure of the
punishment they deserve. See
LOOK MAGAZINE and you'll
be amazed by the measures
which meny Missiseippians
—both whites and Negroes alike—
have taken to make life diffictilt
tor Milam and Bryant, the killers
of Emmett Till. The full story
is in the new issue of LOOK.
today—get
LOOK
preparing to leave the court with
the victory won.
"We should start the New Year
right," Jimerson and G"o r m an
wrote in the accompanying editor
ial. "The Negro at last has come
into his own." I
"PITY THEM"
'While bigotry and intolerance
will no doubt run rampant in both
north and south of our nation for
years to come, nevertheless, it
will be foolhardy for intelligent
people in any section of the na-
tion to further attempt to deny
equal rights to the Negro. The ig-
norant will continue to rave and
rant, but the ignorant we have al-
ways with us, and God pity them,"
they declared.
School Superintendents '6 At Howard U,.
To Attend Conference Join Honor Unit
WASH/NGTON 1). C. — Saper- includes a disproportionate per-
intendentr, of public and parochial centage of the youth of minority
schools and leaders of business and groups and in this connection the
labors from 16 major metropoli- President's Committee is especial-
tan arears will attend a national ly concerned," he explained.
Youth Training - Incentives Con 
ference here Feb. 4, the l'resi-
dent's Committee on Government GOOD REPRESENTATION
Contracts announced today.
The conference was called by
Vice President Richard N ix o n,
chairman of the President's Cora- mg products of the same schooi,
mittee, to consider ways of stimu- Sexton High.
lating more young people, parti-
cularly the youth of m i n ority
groups, to train themselves for the
increasing number of skilled and
technical positions now open to
them. Approximately 200 persons
are expected to attend.
The conference is being sponsor-
ed by the President's Committee,
with the cooperation and support
of the American Personnel a n d
guidance Association. The Com-
mittee is responsible for the elim-
ination of discrimination because
of race, religion, color or national
origin in work done under Gov-
erment contract. The APGA is
an organization of professional vo-
cational guidance and counseling
personel.
SKILL NEEDED
The Vice President pointed out
in his letter of invitation to edu-
cators that "industry has creat-
ed a demand for more skilled and
trained workers than our country
has produced" anti said that the
Committee is proposing a cooper-
ative effort by educators, business-
men and labor leaders" to encour-
age the youth of the country to
take training commensurate with
their' abilities,
"This encouragement and incen-
tive for higher training is need-
ed by all youth, and it is parti-
cularly needed among the children
of families in the lower econom-
ic levels," he wrote "This group
Six members of Michigan State's
1957 wrestling squad call Lans-
ing their home, five of them tie-
WASHINGTON, D. C.• — How-
ard university officials have an-
nounced the election of six stu-
dents to Psi Chi, the national hon-
or society in psychology.
They are Miss Ruby Bonner,
Miss Mettle Harris and Miss Bet-
ty Herbert, all of Washington, D.
C.; Maurice Harris, Norfolk, Va.;
Mrs. Leslie S. Hogeboorn, Kensing-
ton, Md. and James H. Jones,
Martinsville, Va.
MRS. JIMMIE DYKES Fields,
Prairie View, Texas, is shown
with two of her students at
Remington Rand typewriters
in a class in the new division
of the secretarial Science
course established at the
Booker Washir gton Institute
here In Kakata, Liberia. This
new division is part of t h e
general development program
being carried out by Prairie
View A & M college un d er
contract with the Republic of
Cooperation Administration.
THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY, AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTES, PRESEaTS
THE NEW
Full king size
r r
White-tip filter cigarette
our taste can't te/./
the filters there
e.
ow,*
0 A. T. Co.
Get the full measure of
king size pleasure!
Here's a new exclusive white-
tip filter—and a brand-new
blend of the finest tobaccos!
Smoke new, free-drawing Hit
Parade—full lqui size—in the
brilliant red package!
Tobacco so fine,
SO rich, so rare —
Your taste carit tell
the filter's there!
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